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LIBRARY

GIFTS.
rile most important gift of books
which the Library has received since the
gift of the George W. Field library is the
Augustus Carman Knight Collection of
music which came to the Library in
April, the gift of Augustus C. Knight of
Boston, formerly of Belfast.
It comprises over live hundred albums and
pieces of sheet mus e and thirty-four
bound volumes of music. This collection,
which contains the work of the world’s
greatest composers, is a remarkable nucleus for a public collection of music for
Belfast, which will be increased by gift
and purchase in future years.
It has already been supplemented by a valuable
| gift of music from Miss hfaude Gammans, who has presented one hundred
sheets of music and six bound volumes,
A valuable and interesting gift from
Miss Louise Hazeltine is a portfolio of
drawings by Charles Dana Gibson, entitl; ed "People of Dickens.”
Mrs. Ralph Howes has given the periodicai, "The Philistine,’’ for the years
1901-1915 inclusive.

STAFF

In the continued absence of the Assistant Librarian, Miss Grace Hall, Miss Marguerite Owen has been Acting Assistant
Libraran since April 1, and by her pa
tience and pleasant manner has gained
many friends for the Library.
The Library is much indebted to Miss Margaret
Hazeltine for work on the Knight Collection of music, having made manila covers
for several hundred pieces of music and
prepared them for circulation.
In closing, I wish to express my gratitude to the Trustees of the Library for
the attention and interest which they
have given the affairs of the Library
during the past year, and for personal
encouragement in our work.

Books of value, worthy of special mention: Life of James ,1. Hill, by Joseph
G. Pyle. 2 \ols; Rodin, Ihe man and his
art, by Judith Cladel; Life and letters of
John t iske, by John S. Clark. 2 vols;
Life of Lamartine, by H. R. Whitehouse.
2 vols; History of Venice, by
Pompeo
Molmenti. 6 vols; Over ihe Threshold of
War, by Nevil Monroe Hopkins; Education of Henry Adams, Autobiography of
Henry Adams; Books of New York anil
Philadelphia bv Robert Shackleton.
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It is our sad duty to record the death of
Albert Crane of Stamford, Conn., which
occurred September 21, 1918.
Mr. Crane
will be remembered as the benefactor of
Belfast through his gift to the Library of
the Albert Boyd Otis Fund for the purchase of books of history and biography,
which he established in 1900 in memory
of his friend Albert Boyd Otis of Belfast.
Mr. Crane was widely known for his generous gifts to institutions and
individuals,
and for his interest in public welfare. The
Belfast Free Library has lost a friend
whose kindly sympathy was unfailing.
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Bark,

Librarian

FOOD CONDITIONS TRAGIC IN
GREAT AREAS OF EUROPE

NEWCASTLE, Eng., March 7. (British
Wireless Service.>—George H. Roberts,
the food minister, speaking here today
said tie could state on absolute unimpeachable authority that the situation
i with regard to food conditions, in great
areas of Europe, was nothing less than
tragic.

“It is not too much to say than Rumania is starving, that Serbia is starving,
i that. Austria is starving and that Ger1 many is starving,” he declared.
“Ever
\ SSI FI ED.
I since the armistice was signed the Allies
have been doing what they could to reVolumes
lieve the situation and food should he, or
13,948
is being sent to all the countries I have3,907
named.
But it. is not enough, and the
1,470
question now arises whether we shall be
57
able to get sulficient food to those coun102
CARE OF BOOKS.
tries in time to prevent a catastrophe.
188
Books repaired at the Library,
“The Supreme Council in Paris is strain2,030
1,206
Books rebound,.
I
50 ing every nerve to meet the situation.
423
Books withdrawn from circulation.
W am going over to Paris on Monday to at337
Books missing or lost.,.
tend the meetings of the council and I
ft
218
pray it may be possible for us to take
889
work with Schools.
such emergency measures as may stave
for one month, in April, half-hour les- olf the impending disaster.”
22,745
sons in the use of reference books were
givtn four days eacli week to the Sopiio- ; BLAINE RESIDENCE GIVEN TO
■1ES.
more Class of the
High School when by i
THE Sl ATE OF MAINE.
t lie accommoanwers to research
questions, the pupils I
were taught to lind deiinite
ai a distance
information j
'i lie historic Blaine Mansion, the home
on various subjects in standard reference I
n managed by
ot the late James G. Blaine, for so many
We had hoped to give similar i
Mrs. William books.
resident, of Augusta, Me., on
years a
id Little River.
training to the Senim class in the fall, j
March 11, U»P», became the
> these Jibrabut interruptions of their school work did Tuesday,
property of the State of Maine, through
i*#n of 1,292, not allow time, so in five lessons in Jan- llitt
great generosity of a daughter of the
tile River, 267.
uary, there was a special effort to make late Plumed
Knight, Mrs. Harriet Blaine
students acquainted with the resources
Beale.
The gift was made known to the
of the Library.
le gislature and the citizens of the State
r of Looks aci.i a special
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message from Governor Carl
of the Library
E Miiliken, which was read in both House
do,000, the beginDines.$104.28
and Senate, the announcement being re;■ book of ten
Book cards.
27.38
ceived with applause without limit and
total number
Books bought for Book
of that kind that carries with it the sin'<1 volumes, of
Committee
13. lo
cerity of the listeners.
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the number of
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r »:■
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the gift, it being the purpose of a memotie State which
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i
rial to her son, Lien. Walker Blaine
b or State aid,
-^n important change in the
!
Library is B ale, who pave his life in France.
umber of volbuilding of the gallery m the book
n!y 14 added ! room, which is an
improvement ornaM< »RR1EL. Morrill Sunday school voted
and of great practical use. Fur
j mentally,
many
years
it
has
t
take up a special collection Sunday,
been impossible
IFIKI).
>
: Place books on the shelves
to best ad- M Ti h loth, f'M the benefit of a brand of
Volumes
127
j vantage, as it was a struggle to arrange the I .ttle Wanderers’ Home, located at
j sixteen to eighteen thousand volumes in
50
Don’t forget.
space intended for fourteen, but this dif- Watervi
28
hculty is now solved for a time, as the
“>
Mr. and Mis. Frank A. Bramhall a.id
ten cases in the
gallery have a capacity
7
of eight thousand volumes.
While this Miss Sarah M. Prestor.. will leave Friday
e ports
40
gives ample shelf room f r the
present, L>r a short visit in Boston.
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Music Lovers Amazed al

curiosity regarding the performance they were abou
witness. They came away amazed at the almost un-

lievable demonstration which had taken place before: their

eyes—the
machine

ing

concert

daring test
made. They

most

ever

contralto,

of

a

saw

phonograph

77lC

EDISON
“The

’ament re-create

;

-'■ng. Then Miss
to sing the air.

warning she
'4 the instrument
alone. One thouars

strove in vain

l.>iritest shade
'*

i

voice

Test.

famous Edison lone
Edison makes this test.

Only

becan make this test,
the New Edison is the only instrument that actually re-creates
of
the human voice and the music
instruments with
human

Only Edison
cause

played

tone quality and every shade
expression. Other phonographs

every

of

and talking machines merely repro-

singing and that
i"* instrument.
By
arold Lyman,
flutist,
1

If you were not fortunate enough to
witness the Edison Tone Test at the
Colonial Theatre Friday night, visit

Mr. Edison’s reconfined to the
voice, but that it

tlot

every form.

with

the

Only by watching
the audience know

!'
a

the actual

of

This is

Phonograph

duce.

store and hear the only instrument that re-creates music. Make

our

the time to suit your convenience.

FRED D. JONES
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talk,

Ida Gardner, noted

stand beside

Soul”
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Although

CHURCHES

Services will be held next Sunday at
the North Church at 10.45 a. m. with
preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker has been enas
organist, of the First Parish

gaged

Church to sv.bst.mte until September for
Mrs. Louise Dennett Piercn of Belmont,
the regular organist.
Rev. A.
church

:u

E. Wilson in the First Parish
10.45 a. m. next Sunday will

have for his
Dead

school at noon.
these

subject, ‘Liv ing or
!.
'The church
Ail cordially invited to

sermon

Temples o!
ser\

G

ices.

Services will

be held next

the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m. Prof.
Clark will supply the pulpit.
Sunday school at noon; Christian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m. and evening service
at 7,30.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday,
evening.
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor will
the pulpit of the
I'niversalist
Church Sunday morning and evening.
Rev

People’s Metnodist church, Rev .diaries
W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court
street, telephone 113-11. Sunday morning,

sun

PERSONAL

Mrs. r red J. Clements left last Thurs<»
to visit relatives in Portland.

Oscar B. Wilkins has returned home
a short business visit in Castine.

traveling,

no

Miss Edna D.
home from

Charles E. Knowlton went to Boston
a few days on business.

the Coombs store.
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of
Bangor will arrive Saturday to remain
over Sunday, when Mr. Smith will speak
morning and evening at the Universalist

relatives.

church.

Mrs. I. L. Wilband of Thomaston has
been visiting friends in Belfast, her former home.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten iiave

meetings have been held since that time.
I’he reading the names added to the Roll
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Colson and son of
of Honor since the last meeting always Castine arrived
recently for an extended
causes a shadow to fall over the gathervisit in Belfast.
ing and on this occasion five names were
Clarence E.

added of comrades who have answered
the last roll call and have been mustered
out of the Grand Army of the Republic
and

into the Great Army of the Dead.
were: Capt. B. W. Wiley

These comrades
of

Searsmont,

rose

Co. H. 8th Maine, who
from the ranks to the command of

his company; Wi'liam J. Heald, Belfast,
Co. H., 19th Maine; Lemuel Jellerson,
Winterport, Co. I., 4th Maine; William

West, Searsport, member of a Wisconsin
regiment; F. L. Burrick, Winterport,
36th Maine.

Gurney

East

Palatka, Fla.,

ner

bounteous din-

Carl H. Stevens of this city.

she

Mrs. George W. Davis, who with Mr
her mother, Mrs. Frank B.

Knovvlton, is spending the winter in
Miami, Fla., writes Belfast relatives that

ing

M.

in the big town hall and the
were dismissed for the afternoon that the children might pay hon-

1

1

to the veterans, listen to tales of the
days of ’61 and '65 and in turn entertain
the visitors. President J. C. Trask of

Newburg

was

in the chair and in his

usu-

al

good humor announced the program.,
interspersing it with original witticisms
and droll introductions of the “boys.”
The meeting opened with the singing
of America and followed by prayer by
Kev. W. E. Streeter of Brooks. The address of welcome was made by Bussell S.

Greenwood, principal of the Brooks High
school, who left nothing unsaid to convince the visitors of their welcome and

visit with her son, Roy E.

Young,

and

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl have retheir home in Bangor after

turned to

one

of the cast in

picture
winter

Rev. and Mrs. D.

B.

Phelan of Ties-

spending

are

the winter in Boston with their daughter, Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton. Their

only son, Capt. George W. Phelan a
physician, who went into service with
the British in August, 1917, arrived in
He

New York March 8th.

wounded

was

(he abdomen and tnigh by

in

shell

a

on

spending several days with Mrs. Pearl’s Nov.
2, 1918.

brother,
Mrs.

Mi. Charles II. Field.

A.

B.

Wyllie and daughter, E.
Frances, returned home la^t Thursday
from Boston and New York, where they
attended the millinery openings.
Mrs. Arw**l A. “Packard returned Thurs-

Mrs. Cecil Clay left. Wednesday

noon

for Portland to attend the meeting at the
Congress Square Hotel in the interest
of the woman’s branch of the war savings stamp drive. Mrs. Sumner C Pattee
and Miss Anne M. Rittredge will leave
Mrs'. Pattee has been

day to her home in Portland, Conn., after spending several weeks in Belmont,
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.

to-day, Thursday.

E. Morrill

d rives during her absence in New York.

R.

appointed by Mrs. Charles Bradbury to
act

Mrs. Clara M. Morison and Miss Mabel
Mathews left last Thursday, the forto visit her

mer

daughter,
Springfield, and

as

her substitute

on

the

work

war

ANNIE CLEWLEY CLIFFORD

Miss Avis M.

Clifford, widow of
Capt. Horace S. Clifford, died
to visit in Boston.
suddenly of heart trouble Friday evenMr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay arrived home ing, February 28th, at her home, 54 WilSearsport made a brief speeeh, voicing
last Friday, Mr. Clay to spend Sunday low avenue, West Somer ille, Mass
the sentiment of his comrades who are
from his duties at the State House and Although she had not been in good health
to
visit
always delighted
Brooks, where
Mrs. Clay from a two weeks’ visit in for some time, her condition was not
they are confident that the day will be a
and Brewer.
considered serious as she was abb- to be
happy one. A long and very entertain- Bangor
the honor the town felt in entertaining
them.
In response to his cordial welcome Secretary Alfred Stinson of North

ing program was given by the school
boys and girls and the veterans were
called upon to add their hit, telling many
interesting tales of the war, old, yet alnew, and the program ended with
old favorite of the veterans, the

ways

the

M. Morison in

Prof,

and

Mrs. A.

F.

the latter

Richardson of

to their home in Casline and were visitin Belfast iasl week.

ors

BELDEN.

The funeral services of the late George
of Palermo whose deatli ocured earl} Thursday morning after an

R. Belden

about her home duties as usual and was

but she had

host of friends and her

a

countenance and lovely disposition in the home will always be a.
source of comfort to those left to mourn,

ever

Mrs. Timothy Crocker of South Hyanhymn which means so much to them as nis, Mass., formerly Miss Mae A. Collins
they advance in years and see their ranks of Belfast, arrived last Saturday to spend
constantly thinning, God Be With You two weeks with her parents, Mr. and
fill We Meet Again.
Mrs. Michael J. Collins.
Many of the veterans were reported as
Miss Katherine E. Brier returned last
ill or too feeble to make the long trip to
week from Boston and New York, where
Brooks in the uncertain weather, but it
she attended tlie millinery openings. Her
i> hoped that by May all will be able to
milliner, Miss Millie Sanborn remained a
rillv again, fall in and be ready to ansfew days longer to study styles.
wer the roll cal! at the next meeting.
Mrs. Della W. Packard of Portland,
GEORGE R.

Mrs. Annie Clewley

the late

Casline, who have been spending t tie preparing the evening meal when fatally
winter months in Boston, have returned stricken. Very retiring' in her manner,
sunny

their loss, which came so unexpectedly.
Mrs. Clifford wms the daughter or Robert.
P. and Celia (French! Clewley and was
born
She

in
was

Prospect, Maine, May 10, 1843.
a

resident of

Maine

until

30

ago when she came io Nono-rviHe,
having lived in iiellest, f>earsp,ji and
Sandypoint. Her husband died a sea
years

years ago. Of six
there remain her married si

cmidrei

about 27

pert
Conn., arrived last Thursday, called by Faulkner, and three grande
the serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
devotee
Wilmington, Mass., and
Mary Wadsworth, who is at present
eve:
daughter, Miss Agues Cmiord
more comfortable and improving.
whom she had raa

few days, following a shock
of the brain, were held Sunday from the

Mrs. Herman II. Coombs returned
Thursday from Boston where she attended the millinery openings and bought

past fifteen years. Rev. d. M. Natio n,
pastor of tlie Highland Cong'l chuf n of
which Mrs, Clifford was an active mem-

home.

stock for

ber, conducted

illness of

a

Rev.

II

W.

Abbott of Liberty

conducted the services. The bearers were
his three sens and his son-in-law, Walter
Townsend of Belfast.
His sudden death
is keenly felt not only by his family, but
by the community, most especially by

Sheepscot Lake Grange of which he

was

active and most devoted member.

He

an

leaves three

Winfield of

sons:

Palermo,

Norman of Etna, and Russell of Prentiss;
one brother James F. Belden of Washing-

the Coombs’ store.

She

was

ton;

day and the body

Minnie Patterson of Boston.

and laid at rest in the family lot

Mrs.

H.

James

Lincolnville

Burgin,

there will go to Brockton, Mass to visit
her son, Laforest Burgin.
This is Mrs.

Burgin’s First visit

away

from home for

45 years.

one

Irving she moved

to the

Frye block,

of Court and Miller streets, where
she lived until two years ago, when she
moved to North Searsmont to the home
her niece, where she spent the remain-

ol

der of her life and

was

tenderly cared for

in her last illness, which was caused by
the grip.
Besides her brother she leaves
a
number of nieces and nephews and a
host of friends to

mourn

their loss.

Fu-

neral services were held March 1st conducted by Rev. John Churchill of Searsmont. The remains were taken to East
Searsmont Cemetery for interment.

relate them

that the strife is

now

While in the best of health his countenance

bears the traces of

ElviiviA W

WEST.

home of Cyrus E. Tibbetts, where she
been housekeeper for many years.

had

was born in Searsport 72 years ago
the daughter of the late Beniah and ElOne brother,
vira (Munsey) Marden.
Henry C. Marden, and one son Asa H.

She

West of Dorchester, Mass., survive. Mr.
West and his wife arrived yesterday.

war seen on

fortunate

who have been

all

to return to

home and friends.

the 30ist
time.
was

who

He did

not

Train for

send word

lives

on

the

that he

road with

Wood’s

dischargwhere he had

Hugh, recently

from Camp Devens,
since
being called

been

last

spring

from Belfast, and
Their surprise
also his sister, Edna.
found vent with smiles and tears alternating. Corp. Wight went over seas last!
men

o

Soar-,

or

Em

at :«•
Harriet Aurena Hook, aged a
years, died last Saturday at the Belfast
Home for Aged W omen after a sia
Miss
with bronchial pucumor
ness

Hook had been

an

inmate of

Hi, 1913. Shi
Searsmont, the daughter
since May

Home

t:

lo

w.i-

a

rn

tu

iau

t

Samuel and Charlotte (Bird lb-:., but
the greater part of her life had been spent
I as a
in Belfast, where she was emp
p- :■
seamstress until failing la a
■

1

>

airs a
She was for man).
her to resign.
devoted member of the Methodist hure'i
and all of its allied societies, ana wii-

highly esteemed
friends.

by

a

large

She is ..’.irv.ved

:o.

ut

c.i'cie
n

s’ster.

Mrs. Helen Telfer of Waltham, M .-s., by
nephews, George and Frank To for.

two

by two nieces, Mrs. Josephine Morrill
The
and Miss Ethel Hook of Brew- r
latter was called to Belfast by 1 : de..th
A grand nephew
last Monday.
grand niece,Clarene e H.Shumar.

and

a

Mrs

H. Fair Holmes of Belfast also survive
The funeral took place at the Home Monday at 1 p. no,Rev. Charles \\ Mar 10 of-

ficiating. The remains were placed in tin
receiving tomb at Grove Cemeter
111

ne

interred

in

Searsmoir

t

1

spring.
RESOLUTIONS

OF

RESPECT.

some

coming to his father, Nelson Wight,
brother

his
ed

Ammunition

taker

HARRIET AURENA HOOK

w

Corp. Roy Wight returned home from
France last Thursday. He had been with

with the drafted

Mrs. Emma W. West died Wednesday
March 12th, at No. 6 Union street, the

over.

was

wood Cemetery.

avenue, left Saturday morning to visit
her nephew in Pawtucket, R. I., ami from

Vassalboro,

corner

the funeral services Mon-

accompanied home by her milliner, Miss

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Condon and family of
sister, Mrs. Susan Jones of East
this city, who have been in California for
also five grandchildren. A
a
number of years, returned home last
preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12.00;
Sunday evening, pleaching, 7.30; prayer large gathering of neighbors and friends Friday morning and until their house on
meeting this, Thursday, evening, 630. attended the funeral services. The inRev Wm. Snow ot Newport, Me., will terment was at the Smith cemetery at Wigiit street is vacated, they will reside
in the Condon cottage on the shore at the
meet the Sunday School Board at the
North Palermo.
prayer meeting in his capacity of District
foot of Condon street.
Group Director for the Centenary. Come.
AEBIE J. HOWARD
<jniei Mecn. unaries n. uec row, wire
The public is cordially invited to worship
and little son Ralph, have arrived at their
w th us at all our services,
Strangers in
Abbie J. Howard died Feb. 27th at the
U wn are especially welcome.
We aim to
home in this city.
His little son was
make everybody eel at home with a cor- home of her niece, Mrs. Flora Rokes of
born in Belfast, May 23rd, 1918, and they
f-iai vv lcome anc a hearty invitation to North Searsmont. She was born in Searsmet for the first time on his arrival in
jome again.
mont April 22, 1841, youngest laughter of
where his wife and baby were
the late Joseph and Mary Mahoney. Of Baltimore,
HOLLIS M. COOMBS.
visiting relatives. Mr. Decrow was a
a large family, but one brother survives,
of Battery E 60th Regiment, C.
Hollis M. Coombs, one of the pioneer Joseph S. Mahoney of Methuen, Mass. member
bookbinders of Rnode Island, died Feb. She married William T. Howard of Rock- A. C.. and from September was at the
27th at the home of his daughter, Mrs. E.
front in the thickest of the drive in the
One son was born to them.
For
J.
Nadeau, in Chepachet. He retired port.
He
auto and motor truck department.
from art.ve business about one year ago, many years they made their home in
hard experiences and witnesshut, with tlie exception of the past two Belfast where she made many friends. had many
weeks, was able to travel about easily. After the death of her husband and son ed untold sufferings, but does not like to
He was !!2 years of age. Mr. Coombs
took an active part in politics in Cranston
hut never was an officeholder.
He frequently spi ke lor his party in their election
campaigns, lie was a prominent member
of the Odd Fellows and was Past Grand
of Janies V omi Lodge, No. 19.
He was
Grand Master of the State in 1882-1883,
the year the Sovereign Grand Lodge held
its session litre. He was born in Belfast,
Me., March 27, 1837, and was tne son ot
Jane Gilkey and Philip Coombs. At the
age ot 14 he went to Waltham, Mass.,
where he remained for 10 years. He then
came to Providence anil became a member of the firm of Rawson & Coombs,
bookbinders, whose place of business was
in the Jones building. He later went into
business for himself and then was associated with Nathan W. Smith ill the Providence Bank Book Company. In the late
’90s he left the firm and took up his business on Washington street, where he retained an office until the time of his death,
He is survived by his daughter, two
brothers, Jordan W. and Frank S. Coombs,
two sisters, Mrs. Lydia C. Barnes of
Providence and Mrs. Emma C. Hayes of
Boston, and two grandsons, Edward Hollis Nadeau and Hollis D. Coombs. Funeral
services were held at the Church of the
Mediator Monday afternoon, March 3, at
2.30.

as

boro, formerly of this city,

room

or

selected

residents in many of the parts.

family.

town schools

was

The Lucky Charm, a moving
featuring Miami scenery with

served

usual smoke talk followed.
At the afternoon session there was hardly stand-

is ready for

avenue

and is at present at her home in Blue Hill.
She is expected to visit her sister, Mrs.

by the ladies of the
Mrs. Emma M. Bartlett has returned to
Grange and Knights of Pythias and the their home in
Skowhegan after a short
was

Pitcher

she has been doing Red
nursing with the Massachusetts
General Hospital units for the past year

Miss Carrie Greenlaw returned Monday from Boston and vicinity after
spending a week with friends.

ens.

a

High

on

the

in

Cross

Davis and

J.

H. H. Cocmbs’

their rent

Northport

Mrs. Bertha Wetherbee of Boston reurned home Tuesday after spending two
weeks with relatives in Knox.

later.

hour

on

at

Miss Alice Wescott has returned from

Alphonso E. Collins of Brighton, Mass.,
arrived Monday to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Michael J. Collins.

The time of the next meeting will be
May and the place will be announced
noon

until

France where

spent the

Thompson and daughter
Dorothy of Gardiner arrived recently,
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. II. li. Stev-

At the

rooms

street
house

has returned from

where he

taken

them sometime in May.

past few months.

Mrs.

Crawford has returned

two weeks’ visit in Boston.

a

H. H. Coombs left Wednesday for Boston, where he is buying new goods for

last Friday for

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emmons arrived
recently from Gardiner to visit Belfast

short visit in Newport.

a

from

“boys in blue.”

much illness and the bad

Miss Grace A. Lord has returned from

day

Mr. and Mrs. John Gross of Castine
spent several days in Belfast the past
week.

Sunday at.

Calvin M

PERSONAL.

present. The townspeople and friends of
the veterans turned out and filled the
town hall to overflowing to greet the

so

was

THE

the

The morning session was held at 10.30
and records of the last meeting, held in
December, read and accepted. Owing to

$1,045; total, $2,775.10.

MONROE. Our town meeting was held
March 3rd and the following officers were
elected: W S. Parker, mod: rator; Fred
F. Palmer, clerk; O. B. Dow, F. E. Sargent, E T. Gilbert, selectmen, assessors
ami overseers; A. P. Moore, treasurer; G.
E. Littlefield, school committee; F. A. Littlefield, collector. Money appropriated:
Schools, $1800; roads and bridges, $2000;
support of poor, $.300; flags, $30; for State
reads, $533; graveling roads, $1000; breaking roads, $600; State aid, $533; lights,
$!00; salary of superintendent, $135; incidental expenses. $600; repairs on school
building, text books, $110; school supplies,
repairs on old school, $300; total, $8008.

Meet

attending the regular meeting of the
Waldo County Veterans held in Brooks
last Thursday, and but 19 veterans were

Belmont
Belmont held its annual
town meeting Marcii 3rd when the following were elected to serve for the ensuing year: F. A. Marriner, moderator;
W. S. Foss, clerk; C. R. Andrews, E. P.
Morrill, F. A. Marriner, selectmen, assessors and overseers; J.
Frank Hall,
treasurer; J. E. Jackson, school committee; C. F. Wellman, collector. Money
appropriated: Schools, $700; roads and
bridges, $680.10; support of pour, $50; for
State roads, $360; other appropriations,

debt, $2200; total, $11,906.

Veterans

shone brightly and it
was warm and
beautiful, the bad traveling prevented many who wished from

$5225.

ISLESBOKo. The town’s annual meeting
held March 3rd and the following officers were elected: E. B. Williams, modera tor; < xeorge A.
Warren, clerk; M. N.
Trim, if. D. Pendleton, Cleveland Adams,
selectmen, assessors and overseers; Marcellas Veazie, treasurer; L. E. Smart,
school committee; L. N. Gilkey, collector. Money appropriated: Schools, $1500;
roads and bridges, $1600; support of poor,
$12(K); tor State roads, $666; public library,
'300; high school, $1800; liquidating town

County

FIVE CENTS

in Brooks.

Jackson. The town meeting was held
March 4th, with J. H. McKinley, moderator, and the following were elected: K.
E. Page, clerk, C. Ricker, J. H. McKinley, E. N. Amsden, selectmen, assessors
and overseers; R. E Page, treasurer;
Henry Stevens, school committee; H. C.
Hadley, collector. Money appropriated:
Schools, $1200; roads and bridges, $1500;
for Stale roads, $300; other appropriations, $1400. Total, $4400.
SWANVILLE. Town meeting was held
March 10th, the officers elected were:
Moderator, H. P. White; town clerk, W.
E. I)amm; selectmen, assessors, overseers, A. G. Nickerson, L. E. McKeen,
M K Nickerson; school committee, F.
W. Clark; treasurer, W. E. Hamm; agent,
H P. White; collector of taxes, H. P.
White. Appropriations: for schools, $900;
town expenses, $350; highway, $700; State
road, $600; State pal.role, $371: school
books, $100: High School tuition, $75;
supt. of schools, $60; repairs, $50.
Knox. At the annual meeting of the
town held March 3rd the following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing year: F. I, Kenney, moderator; E. L.
Blanchard, clerk; O. ii. Woodbury, J.
Webb, W M. Kelsey, selectmen, assessors and
overseers; C. J Rich, treasurer;
C. J. Ricti, school committee; D. B. Eastman, collector.
Money appropriated:
Schools, $1500; roads and bridges, $1,000;
support of poor. $1200; for State roads,
$300; other appropriations, $1275; total

A cordial invitation is extended io the
public to be present and meet this former
Bellast resident, and a general favorite.
There will be a special musical program
in the evening with Mrs. Bessie Keyes,
organist; Li .■ -d McKcen, violinist; Dean
There will be a
Anowiton, clarinetist.
large chorus choir with Mrs. Clement
Vv Wescottai d Miss Katherine E. Brier
as soloists.

with

very

Meetings

occupy

1000 MUSIC LOVEFtS went to the
Colonial Theatre Friday night filled
to

Town

13, 1010.

Whereas, it lias pleased the Great
ter above to remove from

our

Mas-

fra tern:

circle Brother Richard Plaisted, therefore,
be it
Resolved, that we,the patrons of Motor

Grange, No. 246, hereby extend to the bereaved family our sympathy in this, their

hour of sorrow.
Resolved, that Victor Grange has sustained a great loss and will sadly miss his
pleasant voice and heerful smile;
Resolved, that our charter be draped
July from Camp Devens by the way of
for thirty days, a page of our records inHalifax. The convoy was attacked sevscribed to his memory; that these resolueral times by submarines, but they were tions be sent to the bereaved family, and
landed
treated with depth bombs. They
copies to The Republican Journal and
for publiat Liverpool and went to Bordeaux. He Bangor Weekly Commercial
was attached to the 301st A. T. Co. A., ; cation.
LEL1A E. JACKSON,
but did not see service at the front as his
) Committee
on
Paul Thomas,
regiment was not classified when the!
Charles Cushman, J Resolutions
armistice was signed.

|
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The

nipure condition of the blood cannot be overcome unless the bowels aro
to mu
freely, once a day, at least. To build up the system, so perrna-

Ah
:n:i

A. 1. BROWN, Editor.

mii:

Tf.KMS.

For

one

square,

one

ng V

SUBSCRIPniN Tkrms. In advance. $2 00 a
$1.00 fcrsix months; 50 cents f-<r three
months,
year;

WE MUST DECIDE.

is

b)

Senator

Owen,

chairman of the Commit-

on
Banking and Currency, bluntly
told the Senate that it contained much
which was bad. Senator Hitchcock,

tee

new

activity

If not, th*> league conference may

as

well

Mrs.

Dakota

North

admitted

was

into the

about 30

its population a very little more than
ours
and the assessed value of its real
and personal property s $183,000,000 less
than that of Maine. This youthful State

the covenant meant internationalization.
Senator Reed, chairman of the CommitPublic Buildings and Grounds,
tee on

mature age has plunged heels over head
into public ownership.
It proposes to
grab everything which the national gov-

member of eight other important
committees, said that six or seven na-

The State is going to own and operate grain elevators
and flour mills and such other properties

and

a

tions would dominate the league and boss
These men ore all Democrats
the world.
and there was not lacking other Democratic testimony along the same line of
There were very few Senathought.

Republican,
expressed unqualified approval of
either Democratic

tors,
who

or

as

may

be thought

desirable,

and

a

State

homes.

The clear and practical foresight

in just that way but that is
Six wmeks ago
what England desires.
that Turkey
said
Briton
some incautious
be a desirable country for us to
not say

so

would
control.

This suggestion

and Armenia

once

was

was

silenced at

blandly suggested.

is already topheavy with manof the
datory power in different parts
world, and her attempts to get, a foothold
in the near east have not turned out well.

England

Here jsnow and here will continue to be
a
danger /.one for many years. If our
country coulc be induced to place here
her resources ard power, it would be an

was

sent

salute to the flag.

to

some

a

show of force

or

These two displays of force had
not the slightest effect upon the Mexican
on

the

masses

of

the

With the story of these
two experiences before them, does anybody expect, docs President Wilson, him-

Franei

Italy.
ences

las

had two bitter experi-

with the Tuns.

She is

now

sorely

stricken and poor. The men and women
of France shudder when they think what
German greed and cruelty may inflict on
their children’s children.
for

a

France asks

p of all
league of nations, made
Allied powers, each covenanting to

the^e pest exterminators with this destructive agency and make
locusts and potato bugs.

war

against

and

e

maintain

an

Army

aim a

iNav>,

caui

ui

folly to establish a
league which has no power except to
We believe that if a league is to
talk
be formed it should be a stalwart league

seems to

us

to

be

having militant power sufficient to enforce its decisions. Any oilier sort of
England,
league cannot prevent war.
France and Italy are ready to pledge
themselves to such a league. Is the
United States ready to join and accept
her share of this work and responsibility?

If ALL MOTHERS ONLY

KNEW!

Thousands of Children Suffer from Worms
and

1 heir Mothers Do Wot Know
What the Trouble Is.

Signs of worms
ach, swollen upper lip,
are:

Deranged stomsour

stomach,

have received their final pay without the
$00.00 bonus, should write a letter to the
Zone Finance Officer, Lemon Building,
Washington, D. C., stating their service
since April 6, 1917, the date of last discharge and their present address to
which they desire their bonus checks to
be sent and enclosing with this letter
their discharge certificate or military order for discharge and both, if both were
issued.
Upon the receipt by the Zone Finance
Officer, Washington, D. C., of this information and the soldier’s discharge certificate, this officer will cause checks to be
drawn and mailed to the claimants in the
order in which their claims were received
by him. The discharge certificate will
be returned to the soldier with the check.
It is estimated that at least one million
and a quarter persons have been discharged from the service who are entitled to the benefits of this Act and while
payments will be made as expeditiously
as practicable,
it will manifestly take
considerable time to write and mail this
many checks.

hard and full belly with
There is more Catarrh in this section of
occasional gripings and pains about the the
country than all other diseases put
leaden
of
eyes
face
tint,
heavy
pale
navel,
together, and for years it was supposed to
of
Doctors prescribed local
the be incurable.
and dull, twitching eyelids, itching
to
nose, itching of the rectum, short dry remedies, and by constantly failing
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red cure with local treatment, pronounced it
Catarrh is a local disease,
points sticking out on tongue, starling incurable.
greatly influenced by constitutional conduring sleep, slow fever.
Mrs. H. N. Roberts, 502 Asylum street, ditions and therefore requires constituFlint, Mich., used Dr. True’s Elixir for tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Mediher little baby girl when she was sick. cine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Mrs. Roberts wrote to Dr. True: “My Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
little girl is cured of her worms.’’ And in remedy, is taken internally and acts thru
a
later letter wrote: “Baby is fine and I the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
think it was your medicine (Dr. True’s System. One Hundred Dollars reward is
Elixir) that helped her.’’ If your baby is offered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
ill start giving Dr. True’s Elixir at once. Medicine fails to cure. Send for circulars
Write us freely about the case. No charge and testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
for correspondence. Buy Dr. True’s Elixir
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
at your drug store at once. Dr. J. F. True
Hall’s Family Pills for constipatio ^
& Co., Auburn, Maine.
offensive

breath,

has been

Be U. S. “Protected,” then, and safeguard your comfort and :
There’s a “U. S.” boot exactlv suited to your needs. Your dealer
or can get it quickly.
To be sure of “U. S.,” look for the “U. S. Seal” on every
trade mark of the largest rubber manufacturer in the world.

New York

London Guarantee

MONKUb.
_

Miss Gertrude
friends in Boston.

Webber

is

Miss Roberts of Brooks spent the weekend recently with Miss Mildred Curtis.
Mr. G. A. Palmer is able to be in the
store and his customers are glad to see
him.

Congratulations

are

and Mrs. F. P. Clement

Miss Minnie Spearin of Bangor spent
several days recently with her mother,
Mrs. Bowen, who has been confined to
the house all winter with rheumatism.
Mrs. G. A. Palmer entertained the
Whist Club Feb. 27th.
Mrs. Annie Durham won first prize, Emma Twombly,
second, and Bertha Nealley, consolation.

Miss Jennie Weaver and Miss Adah
were callers in Belfast March 1st.

Miss Faustina Roberts was the guest of
Miss Mildred Curtis of Monroe recently.
The Ladies’ Aid had a dinner in the
About $12
church vestry March 3rd.

taken.

Several from here attended the minstrels at Belfast Feb. 27th and all pronounced it the beBt ever seen.

Admitted assets...$11,767,266 32
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.. .$ 5,772,327 76
Unearned premiums.
3.037,827 95
Voluntary additional reserve for
500,000 00
contingencies.
All other liabilities.
1,647,110 94
250,000 00
Statutory deposit.
559,999 67
Surplus over all liabilities
....

Total liabilities and surplus.$11,767,266 32
3?. 10

MEN

WANTED

By the U. S. SHIPPING
TO BE TRAINED AS

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

30c., 60c. and 51.00.

COMPANY
BOS I ON, M ASS.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

FORMERLY

(United Druggists Mutual Fire Ins. Co.)

ASSETS

4,500 00
2,000 00

value.331,827
40,651
28,483
4,738

Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Interest accrued

10
10
10
02

$412,199 62
8,449 17

Less unadmitted assets

LIABILITIES
for losses in
Reserved
process of adjustment,
Premium reserve
Reserved for unpaid bills,
Reserved for taxes

$403,750

45

$ 18,465 96
126,195 15
876 30
1,000 00

$146,537

41

100,000 00

....

$216,537

41

157,213 04
$403,750 45

Surplus to policy holders,
E. C. CARLL, Agent,

$257,213 04

Augusta,

Me.

Boyington

EYE-SIGHT SPECIALIST
Experience.
Street, W interport,

44 South Main

Maine.

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

NOTICE
I still pay the highest possible prices
for all junk, iron, rags, metals, rubbers,
Let me help
papers, bagging, bags, etc.
Beyou in your spring house-cleaning.
fore selling call me up or drop me a line
and get my prices. By selling to Massachusetts peddlers you are not trading in
Belfast. Drop a line or call 229-4.

SAM FREEDMAN,
St., Belfast, Me.

16 Cross

HORATIO

to

Section Ch ef.

101

MILK

HAT HAVA
STREET, BOG

Supplies
for the
Chicks

Total liabilities and surplus.$4,596,114 1)3
3wl0

I

Fitchburg Mutual Fire Insurance Go.
Use the mother hen’s only rival
the CYPHERS 1NCUBATOR
and get results. Ask us for full information.

Assets December 31, 1918.
Real estate.$ 56,000 00
0 00
Mortgage loans.
0 00
Uollateral loans.
bonds. 187,780 53
ji Stocksinand
office and bank
Cash
21,411 57
Agents* balances. 41,319 12
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
2,046 31
All other assets...
552 65

—

—

Admitted assets..

$295,467 03
December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.. .$ 21.121 51
Unearned premiums
193,£5738
All other liabilities.
8.241 54
Cash

capital..

Surplus
Total

over

0 00
all

liabilities.

liabilities

72,246 60

and surplus.$295,467 03
3wl0

Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

Concord, Massachusetts, Incorporated
March 3, 1826.
31, 1918.
Real estate.
$ 26,724 35
Mortgage loans
17,425 00
Stocks and bonds.
601,614 84
office
and
Cash in
bank.
18,111 17
39.257 10
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents accrued.
7.197 90
All other assets.
62,077 87

Feed All Chicks with K & W Chick Feed

Brooders and Plovers
is S3 complete

we can

Kendall & Whitney

supply

every need

Est. 1858

that's needed.

Portland. Maine

Indiana Lumbeimen's Mut. Insurance Co
I he Pennsylvania 1
Indianapolis, Indiana.
508-10 Walnut
Assets December 31, 19i8
Assets 1
Heal estate.$ 36,500 00 I
Mortgage loans. 338,150 00 Heal estate,
Stocks and bonds....
525,7(0 00 1 Mortgage loans.
C tab in office and bank.
23.429 98 Collateral loans,
Agents’ balances. 26,465 40 Stocks and bonds.
Interest and rents.
11,039 27 Clash in office and h
1

Gross assets. $961,284 65
Deduct items not admitted.
6,908 44

1

Admitted assets.. $954.376
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses. $ 20,458
Unearned premiums
318 255
All other bah.lilies....
18,245
over
all
liabilities
597,416
Surplus

|

...

Total liabilities and

surplus.$954,376

Admitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31,1918.

21

1

21

3wI0

I

s.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not adi
Admitted assets,
Liabilities D
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liab;

54,223 28
!•

717,184 95

Net unpaid losses.:.$
6,540 95
Unearned premiums.
360,244 33
All other liabilities.
134.013 13
Surplus over all liabilities. 216,386 54

liabilities and surplus.$ 717,184 95
The unused part of the premium is returned
to tha policyholder at expiration. For ever 40
years, not less than 20 per cent has been returned on one-year policies, 40 per cent on
three-year policies and 60 per cent on fiveyear policies.
3wl0
Total

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rent
All other assets,

00
79
51
91

Grossassets.$ 771,408 23

Deduct items not admitted.

jI

The finest grain mixture possible. Sound, sweet ingredients. We also recommend and sell PRATT’S Baby
Chick Feed, GREEN'S First Food and BARWELL’S
Milk Mash. Our line of

Gross assets.$309,110 18
Deduct items not admitted.
13,643 15

Assets December

E. H.

Apply

1

$5,094,998 45
198,884 42

Liabilities

Capital stock

qualify fully for license,
as Ju- Mr Officers, "n p
Na
Shippinir Hoard Schools in New England
Rockland. Me ; Gloucester a:id t'ambridip
Ma-chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Mass

Net unpaid losses.$ 189,253 21
Unearned premiums. 2,141,26239
All other liabilities.
75,900 00
('ash capital. 1,000.000 00
over
all
liabilities.
1,189,698 43
Surplus

December 31, 1918.

Mortgages.$

MERCHANT MAR
FREE COURSE IN
ft m
NAVIGATION, six w-eks,
license or higher: open to jnen of two year- dock
coastwise, or equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, on.’
assistant engineer's license or higher: open ;■> mengine ling experience, including locomotive and st
machinists on marine engines, graduates of tec-hiia.a:
oilers and water tenders.

Admitted assets.$4,596,114 03
Liabilities December 31, 1918.

STATEMENT

Loans.
Stocks and bonds, book

88
00
00
39
03
50
3 814 16
70,155 38
10,065 ii

Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

UNITED MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE

THE

•Men needing sen service to
be rated during sut-h service

Orient Insurance Company,
Hartford, Conn.
Assets December 31, 1919.
estate.$ 178,307
0
Mortgage loans.
0
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,541,213
Cash in office and bank..
779,3^6
512,056
Agents’ balances

Grant

Mr. Alex Stevens, who has been seriously ill the measles, is much better.

00
00
00
11
18
13
00
08
88

Gross assets.$13,008 446 38
Deduct items not admitted.. 1,241,180 06

Real

30 Years'

BROOKS.

EXPERIENCED

..

I

Net surplus.

Harold Bachelder, a senior of B. H. S.,
spent the week-end recently with Richard
Palmer.

----

IN

extended to Mr.
on the birth of a

son.

Co.,' Ltd.

December 31, 1918.
Rea! estate.$
0
loans
Mortgage
11,000
0
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
8,720,550
Cash in office and hank.
>4
701,1
Agents’ balances.... 2.961,186
Bills receivable.
0
Interest and rents
12^,348
All other assets..
489 227

A little, applied without rubbing, will
penetrate immediately and rest and
Boothe the nerves.
Sloan’s Liniment is very effective in
allaying external pains, strains, bruises,
aches, stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatic twinges
Keep a big bottle always on hand
for family use. Druggists everywhere.

visiting

C. W. Dickey of the U. of M. spent the
week-end in town recently.

Accident

Assets

Sloan’s Liniment scatters
the congestion and
relieves pain

i

Mrs. Lydia Woodman is able to sit up.

|&|

U. S. Branch, Chicago, 111.

WHEN NEURALGIA
ATTACKS NERVES

pair,

United States Rubber Company

Perley Cross met with a serious acrecently while working in the ;
woods.
Dewey Hall was helping him. i
A tree lodged, and while cutting the
second tree, a limb of the first one hit
Mr. Cross. His head was cut, and there
j
is a possibility that one or more of his
ribs are injured.
He was unconscious for :
some hours, but it is sincerely hoped he !
will come out all rigiit.

The funeral services of Mrs. Abbie
Howard were held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Roakes March 1st, Rev.
John Churchill officiating.
Mrs. Howard
had made lier home with her niece, Mrs.
Roakes, for two years.

was

U. S. “Protected” rubber boots give you real protection. Durit,
n
the Government probably used more U. S. “Protected
footwear than of all other makes combined.

war

cident

a

spineless to be seriously considered as a
guarantee of peace in years to come. It

who

Ashby Nash has been dangerously il]
with influenza at Tewksbury, Mass. His
people hear that he is some better.

1
Mrs. Mary Boyington and sons, Ches! ter and Percy of New Haven, Conn.,
Bonus
were called here by the serious illness of
$60.00
strength to be mutually agreed upon, and
her mother, Mrs. Lucretia Paul, who
thrush together against Germany when- 1 o be Paid to Soldiers
Discharged Since passed away March 3rd, after suffering
I about four days with pneumonia. Mrs.
ever she attempts to destroy anv membei
April 6, 1917.
Paul had lived here the greater part of
France is the nation
,f the league
Section 1406 of the Revenue Act ap- her life, where she had a large circle of
which must meet the first shock of any
friends.
future aggression towards the west. proved February 24, 1919, authorizes the
The following officers were elected at
a
of
bonus
of
inent
to
$60.00
officers, j
France needs ti e sort of league for which pas
the town meeting March 3rd: ModeratA league of nations which soldiers, field clerks and nurses of the or, Charles S. Adams; 1st selectman,
she asks.
will safeguard France, and effectually Arms' upon honorable separation from Joseph G. Packard; 2nd selectman, Chas.
active service by discharge, resignation S. Adams; 3rd selectman, Ralph Heal;
bar the pathway jf Germany to territoror otherwise.
This bonus is not payable treasurer, Elwyn A. Denslow; clerk, Aland
an
put
ial expansion in the near east,
to the heirs or representatives of any de- len L. Maddocks; tax collector, S. W.
Paul
Money appropriated:
Schools,
6nd to her intr.gues in Austro-Hungary ceased soldier.
Those who are discharged hereafter $1,000; high school, $200; roads and
and the Balkan States, would doubtless
will receive this bonus on the same roll bridges, $3,700; State road, $300; support
preserve peace 1 1 Europe for a long time. or voucher upon which they are paid of the poor, $200; other appropriations,
The covenants of the league now'present- their final pay.
$1,428.
Those who have been discharged and
ed seem to us to be too indefinite and

tl

Leonard,

Mrs. Cornforth, the nurse who has been
caring for Mrs. E. A Foy, has returned to
her home in Thorndike.

was a
former resident of
The United I
this town.
States Department of Agriculture has a
Mrs. Irving Hills of Wintlirop and Mr.
number of learned and high salaried peo] Thomas Greer of Belfast have returned
ple who have been engaged in the scien- to their homes, after spending a week
tific destruction of mosquitos and gophers. with their sisLer, Mrs. Herbert Plaisfed.

|

K.

S. S. Erskine has moved to McFarland’s
Corner.
Harden Erskine is to move to
the place that S. S. is vacating.

due to arrive next summer.

The government is prepared to manufacture unlimited quantities of mustard gas
and it would seem to be practical to equip

E.

Mrs. A. S. Daniels of Belfast is ill at
W. F. To bey’s.

SEARS,MONT.
excellent tiling for England in a military self. expect that lus league of nations,
way and she would escape great respon- under the present covenants, could in any
Raymond Packard is in Palermo with
sibilities and lose very little trade. Italy degree avail in making Mexico behave
I his team, where lie is hauling lumber for
It would
would favor this arrangement.
herself, in case her treatment of the milling.
delight that country to see the American United States became unbearable?
of Mrs. Carolyn Gilmore of
Navy on guari in the Adriatic and an
j! Friends
It is said that the 17 year locusts are Belfast were sorry to hear of her death.
American Army within striking distance
Mrs. Gilmore

France has little
of her numerous foes.
interest in the dreams of Mr. Wilson,
the chemes of England or the desires of

No matter how had the weather or how sloppy the deck or wh ir
feet and legs will get the best possible protection in U. S. "Prot
rubber boots. They are specially built for hard wear and rough
With dry and warm feet and legs you can stand a lot of punkhu
Your work will be easier.

CENTER M0NTV1LLE.

The Winterport people who attended
the Agricultural shor:. course by the C.
of C. Bangor were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Curtis, F. W. Carleton, W. J. Carleton, J. A.
Carleton, C. C. Clement, Elmer IT. Clements, Ered II. Woodman, Mrs. C. W.
Gray and Miss Elizabeth M. Fernald.

zens.

government or
Mexican people

Mrs.

discharge.

Mexico suppress forays into Texas, stealing cattle and murdering American citi-

You Can “Beat” the Weather
When You’re Wearing “U. SJ

spending the winter with her daughter in
Washington, D. C., has returned home.

fails.- Blaisdell of the U. S. Marines,
who was ttie first Winterport boy to return lrom overseas, has been enjoying a
month’s furlough at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Blaisdell. He
left last week for Quantico, Va., where
lie soon expects to receive his honorable

to make

work

a

Mr. A. S. Bailey spent a few days recently with H. W. RacklilT and other
friends in Newport and Detroit.

vations that work to more efficient and
satisfying results, both as to labor saving
and to the weekly wage of the employes.

weeks of

with orders to take Villa dead

alive and by

owner

McGray has bought
John Emerson.

Mrs. B. L. Aborn attended grange lecturers State conference in Auburn recently.

proprietor of the Winterport shirt factory, has already instituted several inno-

some
patient waiting a
fig;'ting the
fleet was recalled without any salute
having been fired. Later on we sent an

army

new

of

Miss Ruby Dodge of Pittsfield spent
the week-end recently with Miss Mildred
Webb.

milk supper with

the

D.

Mrs. Abbie Penney and daughter Anna
spent March 2nd with Mrs. Josie Holbroke.

Mr. and Mrs. G H. Clements have returned from a few days stay at the home
of their son Harold at West Winterport,
the younger coupie having been in Boston a few days where he was the Waldo
county delegate to the N E. M. P. A.

Harry Barnard,

B.

horse

Milton Leonard of Brooks visited his
Mrs. Annie Woods, March 2nd.

Clarence Norwood of Seal Harbor, a
quartermaster in the U. S. Navy, has received his honorable discharge and joined
Mrs. Norwood here at the home of her
grandmother, Mrs. Clara Haley.

Mexico to demand

Aft**r

and

corn

the sick

sister,

trimmings of cake, doughnuts and colTee
was
served at the M. E. vestry Thursday evening, March 6th to which the
public was invited.

fever has abated.

Our fleet
a

A hulled

on

David Kenney is working for Arthur
Leonard in Thorndike.

The comedy, Excuse Me, given by the
senior class of the High school was a
success both as to its excellent presentation and its financial receipts. Knowles
orchestra furnished music for the dance
which followed.

of the people discovered that to do all
these things money would be required.
To meet this necessity a State bank is to

sonian

Mr. H. W. Woods has been

list.

Mrs. C. A. Campbell and Mrs. Annie
Ritchie were matrons at the M. E. circle
March 4th. Mrs. Arthur Lufkin and Mrs.
i Elizabeth Burbank joined.

Whatever

will
nations, wherein the United States
does
be ill a pitiful minority. England

KNOX

Mr. and Mrs. Turner of Bangor have
rented and are occupying Mr. and Mrs.
F. C. Atwood’s furnished house on Lebanon street.

in its text.
as presented
be established having a capital of $130,they may have heretofore
This is to be a revolving fund
000,000.
known
now
is
it
hoped or believed,
to go shedding prosperity as it revolves
“over there” that Mr. Wilson is not the
from pocket to pocket.
It is not likely
whole thing over here. Up to the time
to extend its orbit very far beyond the
when Mr. Wilson embarked for home
lines of North Dakota.
The
the real wishes and purposes of England boundary
of *nis bank and everything
and France had been discreetly veiled in management
else is given to a commission made up of
uuv.
diplomatic expressions,
three men, the Governor, the attorney
newstheir
in
voiced
wishes are freely
with the consent and general and the commissioner of agriculdoubtless
papers,
those higher ture, and the law, which is already in
perhaps at Hie suggestion of
provides that the Governor has
England is far from being satisfied force,
up,
veto power over the vote of the other
been
presentas
it
has
covenant
w ith the
two.
Resolved to a simple proposition,
Her real w'ish is that the United
ed.
in the State of North Dakota has given its
power
mandatory
assume
shall
States
and to pro- Governor absolute and autocratic control
certain sections of Europe,
of its most important affairs. We wonder
these
and
defend
portions of
tect, govern
what sort of a convalescence this poor
as
force
and
territory by such means
little State will experienc e after this Wila league of
by
necessary
be
thought
may
the covenant

county.

The Winterport A. A. defeated the EM. C. S. at Bucksport February 28th in a
fast game of basket ball, which resulted
9 to 8.

has not taken

loan and building association is to loan
State money to those who desire to build

on

Armand E. Joy of West Sullivan came
from the University of Maine, recently
and spent the week-end here with friends.

with the exuberance incident to its im-

ernment

has rented the
Kaler street.

Ritchie

j

At the annual town meeting March 3rd
the following ollicers were elected: Moderator, G. C. Carter; Clerk, M. M. Wentworth; Selectmen, etc., J. H. Bartlett, O. ;
W. Ripley, F. A. Myrick; Treasurer, C. B.
Cushman; S. S. Com. W. J. Bean; Auditor, P. c. Allen; Collector and Constable,
J. J. Clement; Fire Warden, Roy Gurney.
Appropriated for highway and bridges in
Other items about the
summer $3000.
The town
same as last totaling $7058.
is out of debt and has $129 in treasury.
The Auditor’s report also shows that on
the 1st of last April there were 646 cows
in town, probably the leading town in the

Dr. E. T. Nealey was at the home of
Dr. E. P. Goodrich one day recently for
consultation on the case cf Mrs. Goodrich.

Its area is
years ago.
about twice that, of the State of Maine,
Union

chairman of the Committee on Foreign
Relations, sent a shiver down Democratic
when lie frankly admitted that,
spines

Annie

in-

or

T. R. Pente-

cost recently bought a registered Oxford
Down huck of S. J. Glidden of Freedom.

Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hill visited in Prospect one day recently.

Homer McAulifTe house

sheep,

planning

the flock they have.

crease

WINTERPORT

MISLED.

interest is manifested in
to start a flock

an

many are

so

turn its attention to dominating Germany
by some other method. We must decide.

President Wilson that he made a mistake
in not consulting the Senate before he

departed on his self advised mission to
Europe. In discussing the covenant,

ii

stomacli, liver and bowels. It tones
that they perform their functions
Take a
nan:;';;: v, and throw off ail impure and unclean matter.
t 'as: •onful morning and night,— your skin will clear, appetite
return, strength and spirits revive;—you’ll bo glad you bought
this nenuife ‘L. F.” remedy, price 50 cents, made by the L. F.
Medicine < ’<>., Portland, Maine.
those

Martin Whitten, who has been visiting
in New York, city, reson Vaughn
turned to his home here recently.
his

Quite

is necessary to improvo the digestion.
Tnl the true “L. F.” Atwood Medicine, for

result,

T<-'07mn«

|

its in< :,.-j upon the

inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 35 cents for each subsequent insertion.

The reception which the proposed covenant of the league of nations received in
this country, must have suggested to

will

:,

Y'.’o
AlDVFRl iMNG

Raymond Carter has moved to Waterville, where he has a job in the car shop.

I Total liabilities and s
Joshua Treat, Jr
3vv

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

Dissolved in v/ater for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

| !

|
*

|

throat and sore eyes. Economical. I
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by [
ymsil The Paxtoo Toilet Company. Boston. Mass. 2
•ore

DON’T
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ail

uruggi’w

I rney wore called upon to nil.
One
general principle is clear: No female
worker
should remain in any occupai
tion that is harmful to health or morals. Women should disappear as quick
tv as possible from such tasks as conducting and guarding street cars, cleaning locomotives and a great number of
•;.s Down Lines other activities for
which conditions of
life and their physique render them
ig f°ostunfit. Another general principle is that
the proportion of women in industry
-obiems.
ought to be kept within the smallest
practical limits. If we have an effiiAL JUSTICE. cient national employment service, if a
goodly number of the returned soldiers
and sailors are placed on the land and
Reforms, Social
if wages and the demand for goods are
Conditions
nic
kept tip to the level which is easily attainable all female workers who are
Em.
tween
displaced from tasks that they have
Worker Subboon performing only since the beginr-cia! Proning of the war will be able to find
suitable employments In other parts of
tin* industrial field or in those domestic
occupations which sorely need their
r bishops who
presence.
Those women who are enf the Catholic
gaged at the same tasks as men should
:«■
receive equal pay for equal amounts
administraand qualities of work.
Catliolic War

t-asune man

met ueatn

|

ffi uU

ur
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Maine

Bravely

Harrison Briggs Webster Killer
While Rescuing a Wounded Soldier.

Major

Major Harrison Briggs Webster of Castine, well known in Belfast and the sor
of Andrew G. Webster of 191 Commonwealth avenue, Boston, who was killed in
action on Oct. 13th, met his death al
Bois de Sept Sarges, north of
Verdun,
while carrying a
wounded doughboy
away from the firing line.
The story of
the major’s death has just been conveyed
to his father by Lieutenant William M.
Fay of the Forty-seventh Infantry, Reg
ular Army, who has just returned to his
home at 426 Mount Auburn street, Cambridge, not yet completely recovered
from the effects of a gas attack on Oct.
25th, says the Boston Transcript.
Major Webster was regimental surgeon
of the Forty-seventh Infantry,
and, according to Lieutenant Fay, had been recommended several times for the Distinguished Service Cross for exceptional
bravery. At the time of his death, the
fighting was being carried on in the open,
and the Forty-seventh Infantry was under a heavy bombardment.
While assisting the wounded man from the place
National War Labor Board.
where he had fallen, Major Webster was
“One of the most oeneficial govern- ! hit by a piece of a high-explosive shell
and
killed instantly.
Lieutenant Fay'
mental organizations of the war is the
j was about fifty
yards away at the time
National War Labor Board. Upon the
|
Webster
Major
fell
and
he
hurried to the
basis of a few fundamental principles
spot, finding him dead.
the
unanimously adopted by
represent- j
Major Webster was graduated from
atives of labor, capital and the public j Harvard
College in the class of 1905, and
it has prevented innumerable strikes
in 1909 was graduated from the Harvard

Auto

Routes.

The Debarkation Resolve Post-

The Maine Automobile Association is
a notable task this Spring, and
one that will
mean much to State, as a
whole. This is the color banding of the

poned.

to perform

principal

the table House
Document No. 9, resolution against debarkation of
hometroops at Port of New York.
Mr. Cowan of
Winterport: Mr. Speakdays preceding the time
Juat, ,a
When this resolve was drafted
by me, I
read in a Portland
paper that a similar
resolve had been passed
the
by
Eegisanother State, and agreeing
with the sentiments
that presumably iniiuenced the members of that
Legislature,
1 drafted this
resolution and presented it
to this House and it
was tabled for printIn the
ing.
meantime, in talking the
matter over with members of the
House
and Senate, I found that there
was a divergence of opinion between some of the
gentlemen and m>self,
particularly men
on the
committee to which this resolve
would probably
go, as to the probable
procedure. At the time that I drafted
this resolve, Mr.
Speaker, having myself
read the editorials referred
to, I supposed
that most everybody else here
would be
tannliar with them.
I found that
they were not, and I was
informed that I would
probably be called
upon to produce the original
papers containing these editorials which, of course,
1 would be unable to do.
I have the Literacy Digest and other magazines containing quotations from these editorials
to which I have
referred, but that is as
far as I would be able to go in
offering to
prove what appeared to me would be demanded by the committee to which this
resolve would probably go.
Consequently I do not feel like pushing the matter in
the face of circumstances like that.
I
feel that the general sentiments that are
expressed in that resolve represent the
feelings of nearly all the members, and
some of them, I
think, have been disappointed because I did not move this re- ;
solve along sooner.
Of course, at the
present time it is already settled that the
New England troops are
coming home
through the port of Boston, instead of
New York, and as regards the membership of the copimittee of welcome to the
city of New York I have no doubt that
the voters in the municipality will take
care of that situation the next time thev
have a chance.
Mr. Speaker, 1 move that the resolution be indefinitely postponed.
The motion prevailed.

through routes of highway
travel after the
style made so popular by
New Hampshire and Massachusetts. This
year 10 routes have been selected and an-

COiimg

other

year the work will be continued
and the entire
State, probably, will be
covered. The work outlined for this sea-

son,

however,

is so vast in its scope that
few of the main arteries of travel
will remain unhanded. Another feature
will be the naming of main routes of traffic and while this has been done in other

only

a

States nowhere will it be
in

Maine,and

so

complete

as

in doing this every effort has

been made to retain the tradiiions of the
country the highway traverses and some
outstanding, distinctly Maine name has
been chosen in
every case.
For instance the Atlantic Highway follows the Maine coast from Rittery to

Calais,

the Longfellow Trail was named
for Maine’s great poet and the route from
Portland to Fryeburg was selected because
iincenient on
Portland was his birthplace, the Sebago
ivo instruction
Lake region was one of his favorite
•; t i. iii
has been
haunts, and some of his ancestors came
from the vicinity of Fryeburg, which he
tiers of this
also
made famous by his poems. The
dngton, D. 0.
Aroostook Trail is intended to run through
signatures of
the heart of Aroostook County, and so
of Iloekford,
on through
the list. The latest ideas in
n
nibs of Tocolor banding, working in connection
and raised wages to decent levels in
Medical School. For two or three years with
k ,1. Hayes of
Rand, McNally & Company of Chifollowing his graduation he worked with cago, who are recognized leaders in this
many different industries throughout
up William T.
Dr.
Wilfred T. Grenfell’s Labrador mis
the country.
Its main guiding princiwork, has been adopted and several en>. C., ami reads
ples have been a family living wage sion, and subsequently settled in Castine, tirely new ones have been incorporated
where
he
established a hospital.
Me.,
into the project in tuis State.
for all male adult laborers, recognition
He attended Plattsburg in 1917 and
The work of laving out these routes,
of the right of labor to organize and to
Lucrd.
1918, and after being commissioned a naming them, an 1 selecting the color
deal with employers through its chosen
lieutenant was detailed to Fort Benjamin schemes has been in progress for several
ar has
at
representatives and no coercion of nonHarrison, Indiana, in charge of an am- months under the direction of D. W.
y safeguard
union laborers by members of the unbulance company.
Within a short time Hoegg, Jr., chairman of the Touring
*
and a conion.
The War Labor Board ought to
he was promoted to captain and trans- Bureau of the Maine Automobile Associa; unrest so einferred to Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, where tion, who was
he continued in existence by Congress
appointed a committee of
he was raised to the rank of major.
voiced
widely
and endowed with all the power for efHe one to have charge of the task. The plan
sailed for France in May, 1918, and soon has the full endorsement of the Maine
is the most serifective action that it can possess under
after his arrival was assigned to the State Highway Commission and will be
the Federal Constitution. The princif ’Mire peace of
Forty-seventh Infantry.
carried on under the personal supervision
and
results
ples, methods, machinery
t!ii entire world.
Major Webster is survived by his wife of that department. The work is to he
of this institution constitute a definite
s.
and three children, one of whom, a
They cannot
girl, started on April 1st, and is to be comand far-reaching gain for social juswas born while he w'as in France.
Mrs. pleted June 1st, A. A. Moody of Oak-t he met and
tice. No part of this advantage should
Webster
and the children are living in land, who has done a vast amount of
nil.
be lost or given up in time of peace.
Morthampton.
painting for the State Highway Departthe lines that
ment, having been given the contract for
for
Classes.
ir right soluHousing
Working
the job.
The original contract, however,
uneement Is
was awarded by the Automobile Associa“Housing projects for war workers j
which have been completed or almost j
alive ConmiitThe new Lincoln County News made tion to Rand, McNally & Co., who sublet it to Mr. Moody.
ts initial bow Feb. 13th.
completed by the Government of the
It is published |
War CounThe complete list of routes to be named
United States have cost some forty
n Damariscotta and is the result of the
consolidation of the Damariscotta Herald and painted is herewith made public for
million dollars and are found in eleven
the first time:
hen in Service.
and the Sheepscot Echo of Wiscasset.
cities. While the Federal Government
It
s
owned by L. A Gray, who has been
mo
process
cannot continue this work in time of
Highways and Their Markings.
proprietor of the Sheepscot Echo and has
industrial repeace, the example and precedent that
NO. 1.
ATLANTIC HIGHWAYS.
purchased the Herald business of Geo.
It has set and the experience and
ged soldiers
W. Singer.
Mr. Gray is a thorough
Marking: Blue band, llanked, top and
that
has
it
should
knowledge
i':T y
developed
of these
j printer and a good business man and it is bottom, with narrow white band.
not he forthwith neglected and lost,
in their previvery evident that he plans to give LinRoute:
Portsmouth, N. H., Rittery,
The great cities in which congestion
coln County one of the best local papers Maine, York
a
over,
Harbor, Kennebunk, Biddevery
and other forms of had housing are ; n the State. The new paper is well ar- ford,
Saco, Portland, Brunswick, Bath,
either find
'anged, linely printed and containing a Wiscasset, RocKland, Camden, Belfast,
disgracefully apparent ought to take
I to them or
aig lot of local news from the various Bangor, East Holden, Ellsworth, West
up and continue the work at least to
owns of Lincoln
ih<- possibility
County. Mr. Singer, Sullivan, Milbridge, Harrington, Machias,
such an extent as will remove the
whose outspoken editorial utterances have Whiting,
o.\nients. The
worst features of a special condition
Pembroke, South Robbinston,
ittraeted attention all over the State, Calais.
mojisure for
that is a menace tit mice to industrial
will be editor of the new paper for the
NO. 2,
CAPITAL WAY.
that has yet
efficiency, civic health, good morals
present.
Success to the new Lincoln
phi'.ement of and religion.
bounty News.
Marking: White ban-J and blue band
Soveral months
Newspaper changes are coming pretty of equal width.
Social Insurance.
h "iinnended
to
ast in Maine this winter.
Route: Portland, Gray, Danville JuneLast week
level
of
“Until
the
minimum
I
legal
he old Farmington Chronicle, which has tion, Auburn, Lewiston, Greene, Wing
soldiers and
is
reached
the
worker
stands
wages
in
aeen
a
'In opportunity
standby in Franklin County for throp, Augusta.
need of the device of insurance. The
many yeacs, passed into the hands of the
a I M>u some part
NO. 3.
INTERNATIONAL TRAIL.
cVanklin
State should make comprehensive pro.Journal, published at Farmingid!ions of acres
and
the
old
Chronicle goes out of exvision for insurance against illness, inon,
Marking: Ked band, flanked, top and
nt-over timber i
stence, leaving the Journal the ouly bottom, with narrow white band.
validity, unemployment and old age.
them for culj So far as possible the insurance fund paper published in that county. The
Route:
Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal""n, in his an- !
iame thing is taking place all over the
lowed, Augusta, Vassalboro, Waterville,
should
be
raised
a levy on industry,
by
ndorsed the |
hundreds of weekly papers, hav- Fairlield,
country,
Skowhegan, Norridgewock,
as is now done in the case of accident
his preliminary
ng gone out of business in the last two Madison, North Anson, Solon.
|
It is the inevitable result of the
■nod the men j compensation. The industry in which
rears
Note—Eventually this marking will be
a man is employed should provide him
remendous increase in the cost of paper extended to the International boundary
v eminent loans
j with all that is necessary to meet all
ind everything else that goes into the line, North of Jackman.
as
farmers. I
production of a weekly newspaper and
the needs «>f his entire life. Therefore,
*it nants having
NO. 4.
PINE TREE WAY.
he persistent policy of the government
any contribution to the insurance fund
n ignoring the rights of
Marking: Yellow band, flanked top
from the general revenues of the State
newspaper pubishers to receive compensation for pub- and bottom, with narrow white band.
-honies.
should he only slight and temporary.
ieity service rendered the various deRoute: Gray, Sabbathday Lake, Pothe work of
For the same reason no contribution j
partments of government, asking that land Spring, Norway, South Paris,
Bryshould be exacted from any worker
'inont settlelew spa per
publishers continually give ants Pond, Bethel, Gilead, New Hampho effected by
who is not getting a higher wage than
their products, while profitable shire State line, near Gorham, N. H.
iway
by men living is required to meet the present needs
Prices arc paid m cash to manufacturers
1
NO. 5.
LONGFELLOW HIGHWAY.
luther and in
of himself and family. Those who are
ind all others who sell anything to the
below that level can make such a confovernment.— Can den Herald.
Marking: Red band and blue band of
is already in
tribution only at the expense of their
equal width.
Route:
i i o importance ! present welfare.
Portland, North Windham,
Finally, the adminis- j THE -STOCKTON SPRINGS CURRaymond, Naples, Bridgton, Eryeburg.
>f any social
tration of the insurance laws should he
RENT EVENTS CLUB.
*'• '■'*'• -s.
such as to interfere as little as possible
It would
NO. 0.
UMBAGOG TRAIL.
'i.o isands upon
with the individual freedom of the
The regular meeting of the Current
White
band and yellow band
Marking:
worker and his family.
ncrease the
vents Club on Wednesday, Feb. 26lh, of
equal width.
it the home of Mrs. Everett Staples was
and independRoute:
a
vital
«
nicw
iiccu,
Bethel, Newry, Grafton Notch,
liverted from the usual routine and bei tend to lower
Upton, New Hampshire State line on
■ame an assemblage intent upon the
“‘Society,’ said I’ope I.eo XIII, ‘can
he reusing the
pal- route to Dixville Notch and Colebrook.
iation of such discomfort as ensues from
be healed in no other way than by a
products. If it
NO. 7.
MOUNT DESERT TRAIL.
passing yet another milestone on the road
return to Christian life and Christian
h* ruble propor,o the supreme adventure.
To the hostinstitutions.’ The truth of these words
Yellow band and white band
Marking:
<>ut by the govess’ table arranged for the function was
of equal width.
is more widely perceived to-day than j
Sta es and of
urreptitiously added sundry confections
Route: Ellsworth, Mt. Desert Island
more
than
when
were
written,
they
••'.lid it he underwhich plainly
emphasized the recent
Bar Harbor.
twenty-seven years ago. Changes in
rit ies and oper■mancipation from Mr. Hoover’s irksome Bridge,
our
economic and political systems | lecrees of past seasons.
NO. 8.
AROOSTOOK TRAIL.
and generous
Sounds of revwill have only partial and feeble effidry by day clearly indicated objects suc< ome one of the
White band and blue band
Marking:
bv
the
not
reinforced
■essfully attained; but the precise num- of
ciency if they be
measures that
equal width.
icr of candles which adorned the colossal
Christian view of work and wealth.
pled.
Route: Fairlield, Pittsheld, Newport,
ake
to
presented
the
hostess remains a
Neither the moderate reforms advodieerful secret, recorded only in the Bangor, Orono, Olatown.
oervice,
cated in this paper nor any other pro(Note—Eventually this marking will be,
irchives
of
the
organization.
A heavy
:
of tho soldiers
gram of betterment or reconstruction
all of damp snow failed to dampen the extended Nortli through the entire length
idnstries will no
of Aroostook County to Fort Rent.)
will prove reasonably effective withmthusiasm of those present, but several
by the United out a reform in the spirit of both labor
>ld and honored members of the club NO. 9. POLAND SPRINGS—WHITE MOUNservice.
This
and capital. The laborer must come to j were prevented by sickness from
being in
TAINS TRAIL.
fair degree of
realize that he owes his employer and
ittendance. Beside the hostess there were
•
Green
vlrs.
in
return
Marking:
work
Alvah
the
C.
ncy during
band, flanked top and
society an nonest day’s
Treat, Mrs. Edgar M. Colis some dan- | for a fair wage and that conditions
:ord, Mrs. Rufus L, Mudgett, Mr. Harry bottom with narrow white band.
Route: Poland Spring, Poland, Webbs
T. Hichborn, Mrs. Rage B.
d 'f existence or
cannot be substantially improved until
Spalding, Mrs.
Cooks Mills, Naples.
Walter F. lrundy, Mrs. J. L.
t die end of the
Lancaster, Mills,
he roots out the desire to get a maxitfrs. William Avery, MYs. E. R.
(Note—Between Naples and Fryeburg
ion. It is the obRichards, follow
mum of return for a minimum of servPine Tree Way marked with red
tlrs. George H. Hopkins, Mrs. James M.
,, continue and
ice. The capitalist must likewise get a
barker, Mrs. Eleanor, Colcord, Mrs Wil- band and blue band, of equal width.)
nit institution,
He needs to learn the
new viewpoint.
iam H. Morrison, Mrs. Charles P.
Staples.
NO. 10.
MOOSEHEAL) TRAIL.
o
ynient is with
long-forgotten truth thnt wealth is 1
Is
om requires the
not
thnt
profit-making
Marking: Green band and white band
stewardship,
MUSICIANS NEEDED FOR THE
■ goncies and the
of equal width.
tile basic Justification of business enNAVY.
Route: Newport, Dexter, Dover, Fox'it the priinnry
terprise and that there are such things
croft, Guilford, Monson,
intent is a iiaGreenville,
as fair profits, fair Interest and fallLieut. Comdr. Rooney of the
Navy Re- Greenville Junction.
e'i.'hanges act- prices. Above and before all, he must
cruiting Station, lias just received a wire
a
route
Important—Wherever
turns
s ale,
municipal cultivate and strengthen within his .rom the Navy Department,
requesting right or left at a fork, or intersecting
bureaus.
mind the truth which many of Ids class
.hat special efforts be made to secure road, the pole at this point will be marked
nusicians for the Navy.
have begun to grasp for the first time
with an eight inch square of white paint,
Workers.
Owing to the large number of men be- immediately at the bottom of the color
during the present war—namely, thut
pertain prohing released from both the Naval Rethe laborer is a human being, not mereband, and on this will be either the letter
that created
serves and the Navy, the naval
bands are R or L. This will indicate whether the
ly an instrument of production and
'i
lustry of im- that the laborer's right to a decent
being depleted to a great extern and i* is route turns to the right or to the left, R
eii
essential that enlistments be made to fill indicating
who have
right, and L, left. This syslivelihood is the first moral charge
these vacancies.
ti
The entrance
during the
rating tem will be found decidedly simple and
The employer has a
upon industry.
be
will
apprentice
seaman for musician
effective.
'ay nothing of
right to get a reasonable living out of ages 18 to 30.
these women
his business, but he has no right to in ;
An
for
applicant
this
branch of the
'1 to suffer any
terest on his investment until his em3ANDYP01NI.
service, must be able to read music and
ienee than is
have obtained at least living j also play easy grade music on band inployees
’or a.iy services
wages. This is the human and Chris- ; struments, either string or brass
A
1
re. oiul
Mrs. Josephine Stowers was in Bangor
only to tian in contrast to the purely commer- number of young men, with experience ;
] recently for the day.
whose places
in school and club orchestras, could
cial and pagan ethics of industry.”
easily
qualify for this rating, which in the Navy i
R. F. Springer of Lisbon Falls spent
has proved to be one of the most desirable a day recently in town on business.
branches, giving one the opportunity for
Dr. W. B French and wife returned
travel and at the same time advancement
March 4th from a trip to St. Johns.
in the musical profession.

tebruary 28th in the House of Representatives, on motion by Mr. Cowan of
Wiuterport, it was voted to take from

Newspaper Changes.

\

J
i

Owing to
been

!
|

|

much sickness

quiet

things

tooth.

Aid to appetite and

digestion
benefit
and enjoyment in
LASTING form.
—

Add only 5 cents
a

package.

have

socially during the
winter, but the event of the season was
the surprise party given Miss Ada Weston, teacher in District No. 5, at Mr. T.
D. Nickerson’s Friday evening Feb. 28th,
It was planned by Mrs. Nickerson and the
pupils to celebrate Miss Weston’s twentieth birthday.
Miss Celia
Nickerson,
whose birthday falls on the same
date,
was an invited guest.
An abundance of
home-made candy, cookies, cocoa and
coffee were served and lastly a handsome
birthday cake decorated with two hearts
and bright geranium leaves, which Mrs.
Nickerson prepared with her own hands.
The evening was made merry with
games,
music and dancing and all will long remember their gay evening at Maple Terrace.

HUMEi-iRE YS*
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For

Player Lasts
PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding
IS SITUATED ON

WITCH HAZEL GINTMENt
(COMPOUND)
Piles or

One application
at

all

brings relief.
druggists

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

1

and Transient Stable.

WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN.STREET.

I have single and double

Y°ur patronage is solicited.

bitches, buckboards,
Telephone—stable.

Careful drivers if desired

etc.

18 2;

house, 18-3.
PRESTON, Proprietor,

W. G.

Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching cr Burning.

■
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so

very

j

J

sweet
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Satisfaction for the

Statement of the Condition of the United States Branch

PiiffirJx Assurance Go,, Ltd., Loudon
On the 31st
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FOR SALE
A

New lot

each

W. L.

week.

WEST,

Spring Street.
Quarries

f
I

1

I

Location*
Mill Sites,

and

Farms,Sites

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

L^maon
$r>H
*a

*

By

—

distinction

Undeveloped Water*

Hubbard |

Dwight P. Palmer
Owens Brothers

j

N. R. a.

Newport,
Rooney,

Lt. Comdr. U. S. N.
Ret

Recruiting Officer.

AND

Good Farming Land

Children

l3rv

FOR FLETCHER’S

C ASTORIA

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

week.

Mrs. Charles A. Snow left March 1st
for Greenville to reopen her school which
had been closed several weeks, because of
the influenza raging there.

regarding locations

invited and will receive attention*
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Reading Club met March 3rd at
the home of Mrs. Austin B. French.
The community sing recently held
at GrilTin’s hall was largely attended and
much enjoyed. Another will be held this

Power

Unlimited Raw' Material

to

Miss Bernice Leach of Augusta spent
several days recently with relatives here.

Municipal Bonds.
Railroad Bonds.
Miscellaneous Bonds.

-H7 082 18

n,|j

705,000 00
409,500 00
969 inn fin

l,^500 00

"
«<

100 200 00
00

stocks.

4,*626

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages of Real Estate, worth double the amount
for which the same is mortgaged, and free from any prior incumbrance
Debts otherwise secured..
Debts for premiums.
All other Securities.
.'

.\ 1

.....

T,,

,,£154 06

..$5,259,501

17

Amount due to Banks or other creditors.
Amount owing, and not due, to Banks or other creditors
Losses adjusted and due.
Losses adjusted and not due.
qq
Losses unadjusted.-.
280120 56
Losses in suspense, waiting for further proof.
882 00
All other claims against the Company.
124 .510 15
Amount necessary to reinsure outstanding risks.2 852 1 >9
04
Total liabilities

v2

..

The greatest amount in any one risk.
The greatest amount allowed by the rules of the
Company to be insur'
ed in any one city, town or village.’
The greatest amount allowed to be insured in any one
! ] \

biock

UlCKEY-KNOVVLTON,

250 98’ 75

Dependent
'T '" c>nstrm>

t'ion’andlfV

.lepar^meuc

Real Estate Agents Pythian Block,
Belfast, Maine

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.

—

Hats of

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

j

Mrs. Olive Merrill has returned
Hampden after three days’ visit here.

Cash on hand and in the hands of Agents or other persons
.$
Real Estate unincumbered.'
Bonds owned by the Company, bearing interest at the rate of
per
cent., secured as follows:
Government Bonds
.Market value, f
State Bonds.

for Summer Hotels

■

It would be well for those
applying for
this rating to secure credentials as to experience and then upon presentation of
after qualifying
same and
physically
they will be sent to the nearest Navy
Training Station for musicians, which
for the Maine District, is
R. I

200

COMPANY IN THE U. S. ARE AS FOLLOWS:

....

Factory

1

i

THE ASSETS OF THE

LIABILITIES:

o.

i

Y.

BERESFORD, Manager.
HOME OFFICE, LONDON, ENGLAND.
U. S. Deposit is.$

Total Assets

■

t

The Amount of its

Vet-

Medicines. 156 William St.. N. Y.

HORSES

■

[

Humphreys’ Homeopathic

OF LONDON.

Percival

BOOK on treatment of
Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent

tree.

LTD.,

LOCATED AT

No. 100 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK. N

SICK STOCK

|

|

Medicine Company

i&b v\ iiliain bircet, Kvw York.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO.,

--

■

!jit

Y

\CiCaAfLr

i 1Mct

Portland
Scrap

Low

Sale

price

second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

-ty

LwS

£

SHIP TO US
Our prices must
please you
furs returned at our

Portland Bone Meal
Portland Bone and Meat Mea!
Feed 'em

liberally

Increase
Vc

your

share of

worth HEAL

J^tmanJ

profits, for fresh
money

Portland

these

eggs

da^’i

or

expense

Portlard Rendering C.o.,

Portland,

Portland Cracked Bone

The Eggs Pay For It”

For

|

j

V
^»IFYOu
feed
cm
Meat

L

Me

FOR SALE
Two houses on Alto street, 10
minutes’
walk from the postofUce.
One 7 room
house with large garage and garden
spot
with cultivated blacKberries.
The other
has eight rooms and bath, with
electric
lights. Inquire of
lOtf

MRS. L. A.

BROWN,

Alto St.

Brantf

vf Your Dealer
Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine

Children Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

A. E. Clark

The News ot Belfast

will give

The city and rural schools will close tomorrow, Friday, for a week’s vacation.

a

Camp,

Sons of

Arthur

Dinsmore

day, March 17th,

at Memorial Hall. Light
refreshments will be served and the public is invited. Price 11 and 17 cents.

well

Harford left for Sandypoint
Monday with his crew of four men, where
he will take charge of the rigging work
in the Sandypoint Shipbuilding Co’s
yard.
The North church

Mrs

Willard A. Johnson.

to he given this month.
Mrs.
Mrs.

A.

P. Goodhue and her mother,
were called toWinthrop,

Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Willey of Grovewere in this city last
week for the launching of the new

schooner. Mrs. Willey was formerly Miss
Rena Shaw of Belmont Avenue.

will hold

a

M. Craig

this, Thursday, evening when a musical
program will be given under the direction of Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
The Islesboro basket ball team did not
come here for the game with Co. F. an! nounced for last Saturday evening. The
Belfast Locals was substituted and lost
to

Brockbank,

Co. F. in

a

score

of 17 to 19.

Mass
supper at 6 p. m. FriTuesday by (he death of their
brother and son, Isaac M. Brockbank, I day in the Red Cross room for all who
aged 18 years. Mr. and Mrs. Brockbank : have had charge of and also all who
were recent guests in Belfast,
lie was ! have assisted in the sewing department.
There will be

land, California,

parish

social at the home of Mrs. C.

known in Belfast, where he has been em- Auburn last
Saturday, ill from the eifects
ployed, arrived in Boston last Friday in ! of a severe cold. He is rapidly improvthe Vedic from France, where he has !
ing and plans to return today, Thursday,
been with the A. F,. F.
to Stake up his regular school work and
Homan W Johnson, now stationed at also the rehearsals of the opera Pinafore,
Paris Island, Soulh Carolina, with the
Marine Corps, has been in Belfast the
past week visiting his parents, Mr. and

employed for

some

time

as

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Needed Now
As Never Before—
Because, although the war is over,
its work, worry and excitement have
undermined your reserve strength.
Because the coughs, colds, grip and
maybe severer illness, have broken
down your power of resistance.
Because Winter’s work and close
worn-out
have
y ir
confinement
stomach and exhausted your blood.
Can you afford the good long rest
the doctor advises?
If not, take a course of the famous
old medicine,—the one that mother
used to take,—Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It’s the finest extract of Nature's
purifying, vitalizing and strengthmaking roots, herbs, harks and berries, such as physicians prescribe,
prepared by skilful pharmacists, in
condensed and economical form.
If vou want the best Spring medicine you’ll surely get Hood's SarsaHood s Bills help the liver.
parilla.

Mr. F. W

Elbridge S. Pitcher arrived home from

a

This social event will mark the close of

division audi-

Fred E. Savery, F. W. Brown, Friend,
Miss Maude Mathews, Edward Wadsworth, Mrs. 1’aul Graisbury and Mrs.

Wise, Mrs. William V. Pratt, Austin W.
tor of the United fruit Co. of Boston.
E. F. Hanson, H. H. Stevens,
Keating,
tt II. Perkins of .Auburn, superintendThe local plant of the Saco Valley
W. C. I.ibbey, J. A. David, Charles F.
of
all
the
names
and
will
list
ent. of the local plant of the 11. P. Hood’s Canning Co. is
installing, under the di- ! committee
Swift, Mrs. W. B. Swan, William Holt,
Creamery, was in Belfast recently ,to rection of local manager Arthur Ron- j who care to attend and give any inforSons of Veterans, Arthur
Auxiliary
mation
in
to
look after the moving of the machinery,
contributing food,
regard
deau, two new sanitary sealing machines
Ben I). Field, M.
L. Slugg,
Ritchie,
etc., from their present location to the to take the place of one using soldering. etc.
Friend, C. FI. Read, P. A. Bradford, Isabel
Albert M. Carter store, nearby.
The company is receiving large quantiMiss Olive Morse and her dancing class
Ginn, Thomas E. Shea, Mr. Hall, Mrs.
ties of cans and is
of
children will close their seaa
The
Women’s

Parish will

meet

Alliance of

the First
at the home of Mrs.

Burgess, Church street, this,
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
A
‘‘The Passing of the
entitled
paper
Crown" will he given by Mrs, Giles G.
Abbott.
Albert C.

Thursday,

The North Church Guild will have

an

Easter bazaar at the church parlors on
Thursday, March 27th. In the afternoon
there will be

a

sale of

food, fancy

arti-

!

anticipating
good
They will add
string beans and other vegetables to
their former pack list.
business

Monday

next

was

season.

the quietest election day

in the history of Belfast. The small vote
cast is a compliment to Mayor C. W.
Wescott and the aldermen and councilmen, who have conducted the city’s affairs so satisfactorily the past year.
There are many questions to come up

Mrs. George
the present season’s work.
I. Keating is chairman of the supper

thirty

Elmer A. Sherman, Clyde B. Holmes, C.
W. Wescott, O. E. Frost, Maine Hills,
Armory Wednesday evening, March Hiram
Hoffses, A. A. Howes, Elijah
19th, followed by general dancing with
Ritchie, Belfast; G. R. Hunter, Unity;
music by McKeen’s orchestra. The doors Charles H.
Gray, Prospect; F’red Stinson,
will be open at 7.45 and the program be- North
Searsport.
gin at 8.15. The admission to all including the war tax will be 50 cents. Mr.
Colonial Theatre
and Mrs. Roscoe Arey will cater.
Miss
Morse is a very graceful dancer and has Dorothy Dalton,
Emily Stevens, Ethel Claydone good work in her instruction of her
ton, Constance Talmadge, Win S. Hart,
class of bright little children. Don’t miss
Marguerite Clark to be Seen in Big Feaseeing them.
ture Attractions the Next Few Days.
son’s

worn

with

an

exhibition

Red Cross Notes.

SPRING JIEDICINE

tax returns.

from several towns will also be present.

Kastport,

of

Revenue,

Paul F. Conner will be at the post office <
March 14th and 15th to assist on income

The Daughters of Veterans will meet
The Board of Trade will have their
Wednesday, March 19th, at Memorial next banquet Thursday, April 3rd, when
Hall.
A picnic supper will he served be- the ladies of the Universalist church will
fore the meeting to which the husband or cater. It is
expected that the selectmen
friends will be invited.

of Internal

Deputy Collector

Veterans,

St. Patrick whist party Mon-

in the

The room in Memorial Hall will be open
Tuesday.Thursday and Saturday afternoons until further notice, for the purout yarn and receiving
pose of giving

Hjniversam

on

finished work.

Word has been received from the Red
Cross committee abroad that old clothing
| ami shoes are needed for immediate use
while the refugee garments are being
A nation-wide drive has been
I made.
planned for the week of March 24-31, in
whicli we would wish to do our part.
i

Knitters are tremendously needed for
there are still on hand nearly 100 sweata lot of boys stockers 100 shawls, and
are very anxiing's which the committee
Four times as many
ous to give out.
knitters

as

are

work would be
if they could do but

now

greally appreciated,
one garment each.

at

Nine hundred scrap-books were shipped
last week making 1500 in all. There are
still about 500 more on hand, and material is needed, especially bright colored
pictures and stories. We acknowledge
with gratitude the 50 completed books
recently received from Thorndike, making 100 in all done by that Branch,
The Belfast High school has organized
as a Junior Auxiliary, and has received
in recognition of its membership, an engraved certificate beautifully lettered by
Mr Percy Sanborn with the name of the
school and chapter. We are indebted to
Mr Sanborn for all the work of this
kind which has been needed.
We acknowledge with much appreciation the receipt of $31.69 from the Saturday Cove Auxiliary, a little school of
twenty-two members. This is the proceeds of a patriotic entertainment recently given by the children under tile direction of their teacher, Miss Edith Peterson, who accompanied the check by the
statement that the children sent it gladly. We have also received from Saturday Cove a beautiful knitted afglian.
When we recall the $5.00 earned earlier
in the season by the four children of the
Brown's Corner Auxiliary, their contribution of $2 00 to the War Relief
Fund, and the scrap-books ami knitting
done by them, we feel that the children of

IMMERSION HEAm
Makes it Hot j'<
All

w hen

Liquids

YOU need hot broth for the invalid
baby or hot water for shaving ?
And do you need it in a hurry ?

Oo

<;

glass of something must be
the heating like a Universal

£

heated in a hun
Immersion He..
It is the magic wand that transforms something cold
almost in a jiffy.
For people who have to heat the baby’s milk at
worth its weight in platinum. When “milk time"
is no need to go paddling about the cold house. I
smooth cylinder and have the rr ilk ready almost in iv
turn over and go to sleep, warm and comfortable.

to

a

hurry

r

1

>

If

have a baby or
buy the Universal

you

can

an

invalid don’t deprive

yours-

Immersion Heater at all

The Price is $5.25

it

our st

should

Penobscot boy Light & P

this year of great importance, the water
w
cles, candy and a grab bag. This will be
question the leading one, and all fee) they
followed in the evening by a vaudeville
are in the hands of competent citizens.
POOR’S Mills.
The Club are preparNorthport are setting a praiseworthy exshow consisting of unique musical numDorothy Dalton, Thursday
ample.
The ticket was elected without a dissent- ing for an entertainment and sale some
a
mov
and
farce
ing picture show.
bers. a
Dorothy Dalton as a cabaret singer in
With the completion of our present oring vote.
time in the near future.The Ladies’
her latest success, Quicksand,” can he der of sewing we are confronted with the
\dmission for the entertainment, 25 cent.
i'\ t
Fletcher of Melrose, Mass., lias Sewing Circle will meet this week with seen 'Thursday, matinee and evening. In question as to whether we shall or shall
A Deligh tful Entertainment. Over
been file guest for several days of his Mrs. Carrie Wood....A party from here this picture Miss Dalton returns to the no: continue our activities along this line.
emotional in a drama of the city, show- Perhaps the following from a circular letnine hundred people attended the Colobrother, Willis B. Fietcber. He came to spent ihe evening last Saturday with
ing the trials of a young wife whose hus- ter to all R. C. organizations may help us
nial Theatre last Friday evening, many
Mr
and
Mrs.
Roscoe
Cross
in
Morrill,
make the transfer of the Pierce house,
band is falsely accused of forging a check to decide:
FARMERS ATTENTION
going as early as 6.15 p. nr. and waiting
both
instruon his lirm and is sent to prison for live
on
Church street from James having quite a musicale of
The supplying of clothing for the peoThe lirst part of the pro- so-called,
until 7 p. m
But in the end happiness and
The hostess years.
abroad
falls
Red
H. Connelly of Boston to Capt. Herbert mental and vocal music.
ple
upon the American
vVe offer S,COO Bushels of the
contentment reign supreme—a ploy you’ll Cross and we are
gram was a picture screen of Mrs. Mcanxious lo mobilize the
li. Stevens, who lies been occupying it served home-made candy and apples, ice enjoy.
Chesney portrayed by Ethel Barrymore,
of
workers
our
women
voluntary spirit
S, W. Co. Brand,
Mr.
A Mack Sennett two-reel comedy com- to
for the past year.
The house was built cream and cake. The guests were
enable us to render such assistance as
a
great favorite with Belfast theatreand Mrs. Earl Cross, Mr. and Mrs. Mau- pletes Thursday’s program.
Come early we
William G
hut
was
W
by
Capt.
e have sold this grade of oats for seven
may.
Veazie,
Through the courtesy of Fred D.
goers.
and Mrs. John Hartshorn, for choice locations.
The material for the manufacture of
results.
owued for some time by George W. Bur- rice Wood, Mr.
Jones, the local distributor of the Edison
these articles will be delivered free, as in
'I hey are NOT clipped or sulphured 1 dippO
Freeman
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Wentworth, Mr.
kett
and
more recently
Edward
R.
by
Emily
Stevens,
Friday.
the past.
strove the germinating quality'and are grown
Phonograph, the second hour was devotand Mrs. Earl Marriner, and Capt. and
Pierce.
Emily Stevens, the famous emotional
The amount of work t»' be undertaken
ed to a musical program beginning with
adapts them to this locality. These oats are re
Mrs. Orrin Wade.Charles McKinley actress, will be tile attraction Friday in v iii be left to the conscience of individceive them
Then we run them over a sere n
The schooner Jennie Flood llrrger is
records of patriotic songs before the cur“Kildare
of
the
a
to
visit
his
came home last
sispowerful uals in each Chapter, and to their pride in
Monday
Storms,”
long, which further increases their PURITY,
tain was raised.
Ida Gardner, the cete- i now at the Lewis wiiarf, so-called and
drama
of
life
in
was
the
The
south.
has
play
sharing in this great privilege which
prepare the ground for reliable seed than f
ter
Mrs. Cole.Mrs. Arthur Higgins,
adapted for the silversheet from the been accorded to the Red Cross to concrated concert contralto, and Harold Ly- has had her topsails and jibs bent. There v.
germinate.
went ti the Bangor hospital with
novel
of
lhat
name
Eleanor
written
tinue
to
by
the
abroad.
help
suffering people
FOR SALE BY YOUR DBA I i
man, flutist, furnished a program of un- j is some hindrance on bending tiie other
h r little daughter Sybil for an operation,
Mercein Kelly, and published by tne
usual interest and pleasure.
Miss Gard- sails on account of the delay in the iron
NEI SON GORDON.
came home last week.
The child is gain- Century Company, and which created
C
work on the booms and gaffs. The finner sang in unison with her own voice on
such a furore in literny circles.
In it
ing. They have Dr. Foster Small to dress
Miss Stevens is surrounded by a cast of
Nelson Gordon, an esteemed and lifeishing of the houses still continues, but it
WHOLESALE
the records of many well known songs
DISTRIBUTORS.
11s head every other day.Mrs. Will
notable players among whom are King long resident of Thorndike, Maine, passed
There’s a Long, Long Trail, Home Again, : will he only a short t;me before she is
Ryan is having quite a serious cold, Baggott, in the role of Basil Kildare, to the higher life Feb. 17th from the ef]l is understood that no
Sweet Genevieve, Perfect Day and Keep j ready for sea.
Crauford
i’hc-ir daughter, Bernice Ryan, who reKent, Florence Short, Edwards fects of measles contracted one week
the Home Fires Burning, when it, was ! contract has been signed for her first
llis age was 7(i years and (i
Helen Lindroth and Maggie previous,
Davies,
in
: curtly underwent an
Tapj
operation
months. He was the last remaining son
Breyer.
difficult. to tell when she stopped singing. 1 charter, but there are several under conley's hospital, is reported as gaining.
t he Oflicial War News and a Lyonsof the late Daniel and Annarmon Hi'
Roy E. Young, who shipped
Her duel with her own self was greatly sideration.
Mrs. Stella Flood and little child spent a Moran comedy will also be shown Fri- i Gordon and was one of a family of seven
has
as
and
will
in
tne
not go
engineer,
resigned
enjoyed
selection, Home Again.
few days with friends in Searsport.... : day.
children, two of whom died in infancy.
The selection, Barcarolle, by Hoffman, on the maiden trip.
His life was devoted to his family and
Mrs. Orrin Wentworth and little KenEthel Clayton, Saturday.
His genial, sympathetic nature
friends.
by both Miss Gardner and Mr. Lyman i A Citation tor Eugene E. Gannon
neiir spent the day last Friday with Mrs.
Romance and splendid emotional act- and kindliness of heart endeared him to
with tin'- re-creation on the Edison was ! Recommendation for distinguished serUnderwood....Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Greer of ing are combined in “The
all with whom he came in contact
He
Mystery
thought by many to lie the most wonder- vice: Eugene E. Gannon, Corporal Head- Searsmont recently visited their daugh- the latest Paramount picture in Girl,”
which will he greatly missed, not only in the
1
Mr.
ful number.
Lyman’s solo work quarters Co. 76th Field Artillery. For ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Ethel Clayton appears Saturday with family circle, but the town lias lost an
great success. George Barr McCutcheon, upright and good citizen whose memory
w.tli piccolo, wiot'en and silver flute great devotion to his work and excellent
Wellman.... Albert Wentworth of Clinton
lhat famous weaver of charming and will he cherished and honored, always
line
and
in
the
was
re-creation
of
a
r>
performance of his duties as non-com- returned home last Saturday, after spend- fanciful
tales, is the author, and he has faithfully filling any office of trust which
soprano solo by Miss Anna Case, the sil- I missioned officer in charge of the teleput considerably more drama in the story was given him, as he was a person of
ing a week with his brother Henry.
keen understanding and fine intellectual
ver flute solo was wonderful in the bird j phone, detail of the 2nd
Ilian we generally find in his fiction
Battalion, Mdqts,
The Coit-Alber
Entertainment1 This, combined with Miss
Unless watching closely it was I 76th Field
tones.
Clayton’s vivid qualities with broad liberal views of life
Artillery, through the entire COURSE. Tuesday
evening Castellucci’s acting', make it a picture well worth (lie and an advocate of right, truth and justice.
impossible to tell when he was playing, j Meuse-Argonne offensive. Heat all times
completed the most satis- attention of discriminating lovers of the In the seventies he was united i:i marriThe vocal record of a lecture conveyed led his men on particularly hazardous or Neapolitans
age with Miss 'Emma S. Post of Knox
screen art.
factory course of live entertainments
from Edison’s hone, a distance of 8,400 disagreeable missions rather than
A Pathe Comedy and Pathe News will who survives him with two daughters,
sending
the
winter.
the
most
past
Only
Mrs. Frank Hubbard and Mrs Chester
also he shown Saturday.
rriiies, was also a great feature. Mr. Ly- j others out, and by the example he set and given
is now
favorable comment has been heard from
Harding, both living in Knox, and six
man, representing the Company, spoke ; the skillful work he did,
maintaining the general public and all would be welConstance Talmadge, Monday.
grandchildren. Owing to illness of other
entertainingly of :he machine’s quality i communications, thus enabling the Batt alIn “Up the Road With Sallie,” shown I members of the family ttie funeral was
A
at
range of
musical instrument, etc. Mauy ion to do greatly superior work in assist- comed in any future course here. Signor
a
as
Constance Talmadge is at her private. Rev. Frank Titnperley of Brooks
Monday,
in
the
here
was
course
much
comfort
and
Chautauqua
conLuigi
officiated
giving
thanks have beer extended Mr. Jones ing the infantry which it was supporting.
best as Sallie Waters, one of a number of
of 11)17 and that, in a measure, accounts irresponsible young beneticiaries of a will solation to tiie grief stricken family. The
for the evening’s p easure.
E. J. Gilbert.
remains were placed in the Thorndike
for the large attendance of Tuesday even- which gives each of them $5,000, for!
76th
F.
Colonel
A., commanding,
burial in the spring.
Primrose Chapter, (). E. S., celebrated
which they must account at a given t me; Center tomb to await
with
the
diLuigi’s
guitar
A.
F.
Am.
ing.
solos,
of
Army
Hdqts.76th
Occupathe one who lias put this initial bequest
their tenth anniversary last Friday evenJan.
1919.
1,
rector at the piano, were one of the most to
tion, Germany,
South Belfast.
best advantage will receive the bulk
ing,entertaining as guests of honor Grand
Sallie kidnaps her aunt,
1A hat is said to have been enjoyable numbers of a program of grand af the estate.
BOWLING.
E.
Mathews
of Dexter and
Matron Josic
gets into a house infested with “burgMiss Alice Robbins of this city was a
the best game ever played in the Ward opera and classical selections, patriotic :
lars,” is herself taken for a thief, and : week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Deputy Grand Matron Mrs. A. R. Murch
airs
and
the
popular
marches;
hymns,
oil'
last
came
Monday night between
juarantined for smallpox. Some muddle! I Roberts.
of Thorndike, who came to conduct the alley
humorous and exciting—hut Constance
the Shoe factory and the Alley teams majority original compositions or arMiss Clara Patterson of this city is
Owing to the death of owners, the store, stock .'
official inspection. A reception was held
As a direr- I I'almadge unravels the tangle and wins ; visiting her sister, Mrs. L. E.
with Maurice French high line in total rangements by Casteilucci.
Pitcher, in Bros, at North Belfast must be sold at once. Clean stock'
at 6 i. rn. followed by a banquet at 0.30
.lie heart of “the man,” just as she wins Northport.
and single score,
Messrs. French and tor Casteilucci has a magnetic personal- j
business. Tenement over store.
Garage. Fine opium
and a regular meeting at 7.30. The deyours.
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Curtis and daughRondeau will meet Pinnette and Phillips ity, as an impersonator most amusing
H Ah’VIA
ter Ethel were guests March 3rd at Sunny telephone
gree vas conferred on two candidates.
R. F. f). No. t, or teleplim
in a game this, Thursday, evening. The and as an artist a wonderful interpreter I
Farm.
William S. Hart, Tuesday.
Brook
was
written
and
read
An original poem
His xlyophone
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wadlin went to
of all grades of music.
score of the Monday night’s game was:
Admirers of that stalward actor Big
by Mrs. Fred Raccliff m honor of the
dill Hart wiil have an opportunity on Searsmont one day last week, where they
were received with repeated apnumbers
so
.2
Past Matron Mrs. Arthur
-a
were
auni- ersary.
guests of Mrs. Wadlin's mother,
to see one of his linest producplause and the ocarino, or sweet potato, l'uesday
:ions “Faithful Tulliver.” Bill has an Mrs. Abbie Marriner.
Rite lie read a brief history of the chapquintet brought down the house. The deal role in this
Mr. Arlo Redman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
play, which, coupled
ter far Miss Alberta Wadsworth, SecreP. B. Redman, has gone to River Falls,
concert horn player is the wife of the di- [ with the absorbing interest of the
A Real Iron Tonic
-i—
^
story,
—
3—*
Remarks were
tary who was absent.
Wisconsin, where he has employment on
rector and received a most ilattering re- [ will doubtless make both play and star
Combines iron with mix, celery,
96
»9
91
lit)
86
472
is one of our smart
Arlo
a large farm.
made by Past Grand Patron, Dr O. S.
the
talk
of
the
current
season.
pepsin and other tonics, nutrients
86
112
"A
124
88
ception here. The soprano soloist is j
*88
A Mutt & Jeff Cartoon and the Pathe young men, a graduate of the Belfast
and digestives. Of wonderful help
Vickery of Primrose and by Mr. and Mrs.
102
79
90
107
78
456
and received reswee ness personified
school and of the University of
High
in nervous weakness and debility.
Mews
will
a
line
bill
complete
for
Tues113
112
93
Fred A Marriner, patron and matron of
85
102
505
He has many friends who wish
Maine.
peated encores, particularly in several of day.
96
106
113
108
71
493
season is hey
Rosewood Chapter of Searsmont.. There
NORMAN ALLEN PATTERSON.
him success.
She is only 21
her familiar selections.
the low cost
was a large attendance of members.
Clark and Houdini, Wednesday.
Marguerite
485
535
509
460
425 2114
sell them quick 1
years old and is the wife of the pianist,
SEARSMONT MAN HELD IN PORTliorman Allen, Die only child of Allen
Maria
Thompson
author
of
Daviess,
tion or comilt u
Sisters, Brothers, measured by years,
ca
Their Bel- I
H. and Annie M. (Blodgett' Patterson,
who is also an artist of note.
LAND
03
“The Golden Bird,” a delightful story
A half score circles pur Chapter round;
| died suddenly at their home on Cedar
fast engagement is the last for the sea- ! which has been picturized by Paramount
«
Write desc
a
milestor
o.
n
V:
set
with
Each year
e,
care,
street Monday morning of asthma comLeonard E.
PORTLAND, March 7.
sell or call
son and Mr. and Mrs. Casteilucci will-i under 111 name of “Little Miss Hoover,”
And love that knew no mete nor bound.
of Hie glottis. He had
w
edoema
with
§
bined
in
his
effort
to
in
2
of
Searsmont
Bean
3
lay
over.
remain in Portland several days to visit ror Marguerite Clark, is a brilliant writer
not been well since last, fall when lie sufIf we are faithful as ,vc know,
C,
O
H
K
whose novels and stories have won her a large supply of whiskey before Hie tax
0.
£
fered with the inlluen/.a, but was about
his brother, Rev. V. A. Casteilucci, a
overadvances
wet
of
any
higher
To brother, and to neighbor, just;
goods
fame and fortune.
Miss Daviess has
82
80
85
114
85
446
ROY
Methodist minister in charge of the local written several stories which have been shot the mark and lan led in the clutches I as usual, played and attended the Peirce
Then shall we reap what we have sown,
108
91
92
110
102
503
His
He was arraigned j school, without apparent fatigue.
the liquor deputies.
This we believe, in this we trust.
course
has
for
the
The
103
mission.
also
been
83
88
Italian
89
85
adapted
screen, but it is said that of
418
the
is
of
that
opinion
attending
physician
in the local Municipal court yesterday
90
87
70
100
82
Kepresentinq !
429
financial success, netting $130, which “Little Miss Hoover” outranks her preva
Benevolence and compassion,
lie was failing even before he suffered
ious efforts in point, of dramatic interest morning charged with unlawful posses84
112
90
104
85
477
Are not from ourselves, a thing apart.
His
was six years
influenza.
the
with
age
the committee will divide among local and excellence.
sion, found guilty and sentenced to two
Mere membership in an order,
He was a most obedient
and three days.
charities: $30 for Home for Aged Wom464
402
421
517
Eugene O’Brien is the leading man in months in the county jail and a line of ji little
439 2303
Is not an assurance of a heart.
lad, with a bright mind, a lovable
and costs
lie appealed the decision
t>2 Main S!r.
$30 for Waldo County Hospital, $30 “Little Miss Hoover”which will be shown §100
en,
O. I. Morton, Held secretary for Maine
Bean find 32 ! disposition and was the favorite with ail
and bail was fixed at $500
Faith, without works, we know is dead.
for Girls’ Home and $40 to Associated 1 Wednesday. Houdini in his latest episode half
who knew him, particularly with his little
of
in
two
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
than
froth
and
whiskey
packages
of
was
more
pints
in
is
bubble.
Belfast
Life
of “The Master Mystery” will be an adwork,
His deatli is a severe blow to
Charities,
when taken into custody by Deputy Sher- | playmates.
Our mission is to help and bless,
ded attraction.
the past few days to assist in organizing
also to his grandfather,
He
was indig- J liis parents and
iff
C.
Stevens.
Dwight
Kindness our watchword in trouble.
The total:
The Boy Scouts’ Drive.
a county Y. M. C. A.
It will be necesnant at the suspicion that he might he a ; Mi. Alvin Blodgett, as he has always
LAST BELFAST.
of the recent drive made by the
The ram from Heaven well we, know,
Expecting to
dealer in whiskey and claimed that the lived at the Blodgett home. The funeral
sary to raise $9,000 to finance the two receipts
halls not upon the just alone;
of the stock he had in hand was | will take place at the home this, Thurs- Water Hatclun
hut it will not be necessary Belfast Boy Scouts was the magnificent
quality
program,
years
Mrs. V. D. Larrabee returned Tuesday 50
But everywhere, on good and ill,
at 10 a. m. with Rev. William sale our regular
per cent better ihan the kind purchas- I day,
Among the contributors to
to build or buy a building for the purpose. sum of $346.
12 Cyphers !'
The Father’s boundless love is shown.
from a visit in Dixmont.
ed by those who do an illicit whiskey I Vaughan of hast Belfast officiating.
and
were
the
cause
:
this
following
worthy
The State force will comprise seven men
1
2h
business.
Bickford
of
How thankful then, for our privilege
Mr.
Camden
Philip
spent
2 Automata.
at tne heads of as many departments in- to whom the Belfast Boy Scouts are deepPROSPECT TERRY.
Of doing good in times like these.
his
last
week
with
Mrs.
Donald
sister,
chick cap
Bert L. I
cluding the educational, industrial, physi- ly indebted: James H. Howes,
Freely to give, without restraint,
Phone 212 1,
William M. Thayer, Rogers.
And carry comfort over seas.
Percy Mills called on friends in SandyLOOK FOR
cal, etc. The State will also be divided Davis, Fred T. Chase,
PIN ELAM i
Mrs. Richard Brown will leave today,
R. Coombs,
point, March 2nd.
THE RED BALL
ti
into districts of four counties each. The Frank L. Whitten, Charles
It is the duty of us all,
|
a few days with her
Richard Ashworth is working at. the
to
M.
MARK
William
TRADE
spend
A.
Juliette
Thursday,
Wiggin,
Randall,
Without complaint, alway to stand
State headquarters will be at CobbosseSandypoint shipyard.
O. Poor, Leslie Gard- son Lloyd in Auburn.
Unwearied, through the long, dark day.
contee Lake. A meeting was held in the Edward Wagner, C.
J, D. Holbrook called on friends in
Within the shadow lays God’s hand.
F. Sheldon, E.
James
E.
H.
William
Mrs.
of
Mr.
and
Knights,
VerTetley
ner,
city building Sunday at 3 p. m. and the
Sandypoint recently.
Cecil
We cannot hear unmoved, the cry
Mrs.
U.
S.
the
L.
of
Mendall,
latter’s
mont are guests
Harding,
$
mother,
following chairmen were elected: Morris
Mrs. Charles Banks and Mrs. Rufus
That greets us now on every hand.
THE MARSH R
C. Marden, Mrs. Eugene S. Achorn.
Harriman visited Mrs. P. G. Harding in
L. Sluggof the county committee; Charles Clay, H. E. McDonald, Henry
Peace, means not fealty to ease
street, opposite
Rev.
A.
E.
recently.
Sue
M.
Wilson,
Sandypoint
Partridge,
of
Boston arrived reS. Bickford of the publicity; John A.
J. Oscar Olson
But binds to labor’s firmer stand.
particulars appb
Charles Bowdoin, who has been quite
David of the speakers bureau; L. B. Millie E. Mitchell, Louise Hazeitine, Ralph cently to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
MRS. WAR I
We must not deem it sacrifice,
sister’s
has
returned
to
his
ill
in
Buckporl,
Elizabeth Burgess, Mrs. E. Peter A. Olson, Searsport avenue.
But a joy, sublime and true.
Thompson, treasurer; E. E. Roderick, I. Morse, Mrs.
Mrs. Richard Ashworth.
home,
O. J. Horne, Harry W.
To save and serve the fatherless
educational division; Zenas D. Harts- P. Carle, Fred
Mrs. Robert Innes went to Camp Dev:
And hopefully to carry it through.
Fred Ellis, Mrs.
W. B. SKELTON RESIGNS
horne of the general city committee; Clark, George Orchard,
CARD OF
ens Friday, where she will join her husA. Swift, M. C. Hill,
W.
L.
A.
’Tis ours to cherish, and uphold,
Knowlton,
Orrin J. Dickey of the boy’s work.
A
We wish to thank
band, who has arrived from over seas.
LEWISTON, March 7. William B. SkelThe lessons by our Chapter taught,
R. Knowlton, Ben
meeting will he held next week to com- Miss M. F. Bragg, M.
ton of this city has tendered to Governor ed in caring for oui
Pendletcn entertained
O.
Mrs.
Assured, that only good can come,
Emery
t
Mr. David has Hazeitine, Mrs. George R. Williamson,
Milliken, his resignation as a member of J. Batchelder, at
plete the committees.
When life with only good is fraught.
the Ladies’ Aid of the Trinity Reformd
Mr. Aged Women, durina
the Public Utilities Commission.
made arrangements to speak before the Mrs. J. C. Durham, C. B. Swett, Mrs. J.
which
is first,
church last Friday and there were plans A convenient, sunny, up-stair rent, water Skelton will resume the practice of law years, and also those
Primrose, from “Primus,”
women’s club in regard to the movement. L. Sleeper, J. F. Fernald, T. Frank ParAnd first may we ever stand.
Large shed—all on one floor. and it has been semi-oflicially announced
made a for sale later in the summer. and toilet.
P.
Hattie
L VV
Miss
Sagadahoc
White,
Good that he will form a partnership with
First in honor, and first in right,
ker,
will
This movement is one that
appeal to
Lunch was served consisting of tea, co- To small family rent reasonable.
A .1
Mrs.
Anna
RichAnd first with the free and the grand.
F.
Enquire
The Aid will meet neighborhood.
Charles B. Carter, of the firm of White
coa and fancy cake.
every citizen as one of the most essential Towing Company,
*
NIKS.
& Carter, Lewiston.
CITY DRUG STORE
Mrs. Fred Raceliffe in the reconstruction movement.
ards, Dunton & Morse, T. W. Pitcher, next Friday with Mrs. Peter Oleson.
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The North Church Guild will meet
March 24th with Mrs. W. L. West.

Progressive Store

The

Forest E. Cottrell, formerly of this city,
elected as a member of the Board of
the Common Council in
Rockland at the
recent election.
Another Belfast man, E.

yvTSpring Merchandise

H.

Dickey, who was a candidate
Lhree, failed of a majority vote,
Through

will be receiving something
r
spring trade. Indications from the past two
ness are such that we feel warranted in sayKpect to do the biggest business for the next
Our stock is in good conin our store’s life.
\
are in a good position to go into the markets
N EW things that people like [to find at this
om now on we

Spring Millinery

had for the past two years.
is growing more springlike and as Easter is
this spring we find that people are not going
ire going ahead and get their new spring outbuying is good.
and try some of the NEW hats on. They are
wired, too.
>

loves in the Latest Shades
by the last of this week

A general alarm

NEW
spring trade. We were very fortunate in
place an order for gloves that we feel will
i !
at a reasonable price.
The gloves will be
’■o.vn. Grey, Tan, Black, and in White.
Also a
oe in the natural.
our

a.

;1

CASH

!, Coombs
mple,

Company,

High Street,

Belfast

Belfast, Maine
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Hospital#last Sunday
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Mrs. Amos F.

ad v. regardmusic lovers at:
:;-)vvn last
Friday 1
He also
Theater.
•ord, which gives a •
Mr. Edison and the
Allies.
s an

t

Carleton, bookkeeper for
the Belfast Farmers’ Union store, is ill at
her home on Congress street. Mrs. Esther
Wiley Roberts is substituting for her.
Mrs.

i
Immersion Heater
liquids in a hurry,

n
r

publishes picture

-k.

v.

o

1

pneumonia, but is

The basket ball
last

Station, advertises
old horses.

raises the Knit-tex
try one on and see
omfort is.

game

Thursday evening

tween

the Rockland

High schools
were

car

Pease,

matron at

the

Belfast Home for Aged Women, has been
ill the past week and was threatened

ft h
Co. advertise’
for classy dressers, ! with
ilar waist line suits ing.

Fight & Power Co.

Laura J.

was

unable to

now

convalesc-

announced for

in the Armory beHigh and Belfast

cancelled

as

the former

come.

The regular meeting of Emma White
Barker Tent, D. of V., was held last

Wednesday night
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a
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was
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A. P. Goodhue returned Monday to his
on Court street from the Tapley

home

Hospital, where he

appendicitis.

was

operated'

on

for

Last Thursday Mr. Goodvery large box of flowers

hue received a
tree,
from Portland accompanied by a note inand
even
coating of ice on the sidewalks
forming him that he had the day before
in the streets, making walking in the
been elected president of the Maine State
early hours of Thursday morning a very Plumbers Association at their annual
No accidents
dangerous proposition.
meeting in that city.
were
reported and when the bright
Spiritualist services will be held at
morning sun was shining through the
Red Men’s hall next Sunday at 2.30 and
branches they glistened as if sprinkled
7. 30 p. m., with Mrs. Annie Carter,
with diamonds.
speaker. Subject of afternoon sermon
The question heard here, there and
Mrs. Carter
will be “What is Truth?”
everywhere since last Wednesday noon will ask for a subject to be given her
has been, “did you see the launching?”
from the evening audience and will prove
When the answer has been in the negathe immortality of the soul at the mestive it has invariably been followed with
sage service. March 30th Mrs. Nettie
attaching the blame on someone. In ; Smart of Winterport will be with Mrs.

most surprised. The Jennie
Flood Kreger saw her opportune time and
slid into the water without accident of
the

Carter at Red Men’s hall.

1

lis

j bv

won

Scouts Colcord and Elthe debate at the regular Scout

first time since Thomas A Edison invented the Phonograph, he sends forth
t message to the American
people RECORDED BY HIMSELF. This illus; American, the World’s greatest living inventor, .'■PEAKS TO YOU IN HIS
VOICE. Sends to you an inspiring, fervid address, which may well take its
among the famous gems of literature and oratory.
ic

What would you give today to actually hear George Washington’s voice?
fid Lincoln’s Gettysburg oration sink just a bit deeper if the words were touched
!fi the
magnetism of his splendid voice? Thomas A. Ediscn has made living
canter and homes brighter for millions of people throughout the world.
He
V-'nds alone A PEER AMONti PEERS IN THE HEARTS OF HIS COUNTRYMEN.
o.

50509 is a wonderful Re-creation —Edison’s voice and the National Airs of
Come in and hear it.

Allies.

FRED D. JONES, Belfast, Maine

other members.

Paul Davis was made
associate member. The program for
the next meeting includes stories by
Scouts Ness, Rogers, Arnold, Mendall,
Snow, Brown, Philbrick and Pendergast.
■‘First aid” bandaging will be done by
Scouts Staples and Graisbury in a contest for the best work.
Melvin Woods
lias re-registered.
Near y all the Scouts
have ordered new clothing for the summer season and the Belfast Troops will
! present one of the best appearances of
As
j any Scout organ zation in ttie State
soon as the roaus and farm land gets a
! bit settled the boys are planning a Saturday outing and :t is hoped to make a
number of these trips in the early season,
i The patrols have organized in the following order: Troop Number One—Eagle
Patrol, No. 1, Kenneth Colcord, leader;
Donald Horne, assistant leader; Forest
Woods, Herbert Snow, Luville Woods,
Orland Orchard, Ora Pendergast. Wallace Pendleton; Wolf Patrol, No. 2, Clayton Colcord, leader; George Randal, as
sistant leader; Herbert Rogers, Granville
Hoofses, Carleton Read, Elmer Ellis,
1
Walter Whitehead, Perin Arnold; Raven
Patrol, No 3, Harold Staples, leader; Leroy Bradford, assistant leader; Murray
Keene, Carroll Pottle, Haiold Greenlaw,
Vaughn Hatch, Theodore Davis, William
I L. Cook;Fox Patrol, No. 4, Frank Downs,
! leader; Lewis Mendall, assistant leader;
Nathan Read, Thomas Knight, Watson
J Nickerson, Leslie Mendall, Paul Graisbury, Percy Boardman. Troop Numoer
l Two—Beaver Patrol No. 5, Donald Knowlton, leader; Harry Bowen, assistant leader; Ralph Philbrick, Floyd Winchester,
Russell Knight, Eugene Sholes, Wight
Robbins, Edmund Brown.
an

he Music of Victory and Liberty

!

12 Main Street.

The Board of Registration comp feted

i
1

which he
many

was

the Scoutmaster and Iris

friends here.

Sunday’s rain storm

severe

country road.

is Goodrich
Silvertown Cord
Tires, those handsome, powerful tires,
you see on most

! Ion.

smart cars—
!

sidewall.

o

Pie special call was mailt- to the
pubhe.
I hey have evidently been in
constant
use, but tint, injured. Their value to their
owner is
greatly enhanced as they ,r-

to

store likes
feature
clothes that
ARE NOT OB-

numbered and have ttie words “id S.
Navy" in geld print on the sides. A Idler was received later from franklin
It.

THIS

TAINABLE

everywhere.
In one of our windows you will see a
display of spring
overcoats that are
different
entirely
from ordinary
coats

i
!

|
j

Buy Goodrich

i'

-4 j

t

4

Bv.

they’re

Ellin Dance,
Bernice Armstrong
ldres Rogers
Minuet from “Don Juan”
John Vickery
Selection from “La Traviata”
Marvel Orchard
Alla Polacca,
Ellen Chapman

see

they’re knitted.
They look EXACTLY like other

high

grade

over-

Polka,

coats.

Godard

Grieg
Grieg !
Mozart
Verdi
Reineeke
Presser i

Fern Orchard

Yet they allow you
the most wonderful
freedom of movement of the arms
and legs and body.
Just stop in and try
You
one
on.
needn’t buy it. But
then at least you’ll
know what real
overcoat

Mozart

Norwegian Melody,

But you can’t

Godard

Marian Small

knitted.

Morrison
Military Dance,
hires Rogers and Ora Wade
To the Spring’s Aurora,
Behr

!

Doris Wilson
A Fairy Story,
Grace Hatch
The Parade,
Paul Tuttle
The First Rose Waltz,

.-Helen Payson
A Meadow Lark,
Louise Gray
Rondo Caprice,
Ora Wade
The

Light Cavalry,

Lichner i
Presser j
Lawson |
Phiiie j

Schmall

COM-

FORT is.

BERT L.0AVIS

■

Williams 1

Lin wood Pattee

Eggs for ^Hatching
WROM A GOOD STRAIN OP

♦-fc. PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
It; I3_FOfi 75 CENTS.
-fJ- A. CHADWICK,
*T
Sf ,40 Northport Avenue.

_^

■.

a

i

i

ires

Dealer

».

4

Mrs. Allan Howes

Hope Dorman
Secolid Mazurka,

all

of

j

;

CORD TIRES!

Martin j
Joy and Festivity,
(2 pianos)
Beulah Young, Marguerite Owen,
Hope Dorman, Miss Stoddard
Novelette in E Major,
Schumann
Marguerite Owen
All
and
Maidens
Nevin
Sheperds
Fair,

Alla Turca.

from

I

Beulah Young

i

jj
!

Goodrich Tires.

The piano pupils of Miss Amy E. Stoda recital at her studio, 08
j
Church street, Thursday afternoon at 3 30
o’clock. The program:

Barcarolle,

Value

ice

They have a matron ami
cines, etc.
about 14 table girls. Many of the hospital
nurses are women.
They are held under
some strict rules, one of which is to report regularly at 6 a. m. and at 8 p. m.
Mr. Patterson served his country in the
Civil War in Co. H. of the 12th Maine.

Venetian

dyisimmune
dinary puncture.

omy, unmatched by
other tires, and render the full Serv-

dard will give

to

o;

own’s cable-

Silvertown Cords also
give a special ease,
elegance, and econ-

week, a line club room, pool, billiard',
and all sorts of games. They are given
their board, clothing, doctor’s bills, medi-

|

*

Silv

rapidly now. They have all Fitpleasures it is possible to furnish them,
including moving pictures three times a

—

The tires with the
Twin Red -Diamonds on the

«

very

Coat

pro-

outs

Some of tinformer have been there H and 10 years,
hut they are answering their last «• ill

Knit-tex

best

tection against blow

Spanish War Veterans.

!

the

And

a

The

against

outs, especially
whenspinning along

was

of the season with

for

blow ups and blow

Clarence O. Poor brought to'The
•Journal office last Monday several
fully
blossomed crocuses which lie
picked out
of ttie snow in his
home garden. They !
three names to the list for the Monday sent out
their first," blossoms
'SaTurTiy,
election.
March 81 It.
There are no spring flowers
Sergt. Carl Cole, who saw much mili- more welcome than these brave and delitary duty overseas with the Mil'iken cate little blossoms.
Regiment, has arrived from Fort Leaver.Kdntund Wilson received last Monduv
worth, Kansas, where he received his dis- bv rcgist. rH mail from •
\ ..
j....
charge, and has beer; visiting his mother part merit m
I) C., his valWashington,
Mrs. Jane McKinley Cole of this city.
uable binoculars, which he had sent wd u
Secretary John Taylor of the Can.den
Y. M. C. A., has returned home and taken
Mr.
up his duties in Camden again.
Taylor has made frequent visits to Belfast with the Camien Boy Scouts with

thing

guarded

Belfast, Maine.

their work last Friday in the city clerk’s
office. They erased J2 names of voters
who had died or moved away and added

wise

a

ladies—and gentlemen—to be safe-

the most Roosevelt, assistant secretary of the
driving rair I navy, saying that “an engraved certifiCorp. Winslow Cited for Brav- the greater part of the day and evening. cate evidencing the participation of this
ery.
Corp. George W. Winslow, son of The streets and sidewalks were overflow- article in the war, is now being prepared
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Winslow of Eliza- ed in many
^sections, making walking and will be forwarded at a subsequent
beth, N. J., former Belfast residents, a difficult. The thermometer did not run date.”
member of Co. I., 107th Infantry, was low even during Monday when the sun
.John A. Patterson has returned from
killed in action Sept. 29th and his rela- came out bright and clear and the wind the
National Soldiers’ Home at Togus,
tives have received" the following cita- blew strong from the northwest.
Nearly where he spent the winter by the advice
tion for meritorious service: “For cour- half of one of the very tall elms near the of his
attending physician. Mr. Patterson
Kandel residence on High street came
age and determination in action during
is enthusiastic, in his praise of the manwith a crash Monday morn eg,
down
the battle of the Hindcnburg line Sepi.
breaking the telephone and electric light agement of the Home, particularly in
2flth. During the battle this non-com- cables.
regard to Governor William P. Hurley.
missioned officer displayed coolness and
He was in Company II, ward one, with
uua.ities of leadership in organizing and
Capt. F. L. Watson, who is well known
directing groups of men in a heavy
in Belfast, having painted the Colon ai
smoke barrage, continuing in action after
I'heatre building at the time of its buddbeing wounded in the wrist until killed.”
ing. There are at present in (he Home
By command of Maj-Gcneral O’Ryan of
1100 Civil War Veierans and about 200

instances this has been amusing to
say the least, for no inidvidual can justly
be blamed as the parties most concerned
many

j meeting Monday evening while an interesti'ig program of story telling was given

:0

It’s

RALPH D. SOUTHWORTH CO.

BOV SCOUTS.

:

spoiled everything.

suits in other models of serge,

ot

the last days of
Pompeii, when Vesuvius blew up, and

a

oc-

I

*

lined,

lire in the roof of

■

^

silk and alpaca

Cheney Neckwear.

and an invitation was
accepted to hold a whist party at the
“Keep smiling” and be on hand
J. Stephenson and home of Mrs. Georgia W .Juan on March i injury.
publish a card of 10th al 6 o’clock, to which the men will next time.
be invited. The regular meeting will folMr, Eugene I., Stevens, president of
tin Store advertises
the Woman’s Hospital Aid, connected
ladies’ suits, coats, low.
with the Waldo County Hospital, has
nd millinery,
Mrs. Sunnier C. Pattee received a t. leannounced the committee!, for the ensui vertises eggs for
1
last
Frida-,
fr
m
hi
gram
husbati
apt
strain of Plymouth
ing year: Purchasing committee, Mrs.
I'attee, wtio has been overseas since last
Everard A. Wilson, Mrs. Adelbert Millett,
August, saying that he had been sent
a
one of spring
Mrs E n< r Small, Mrs. John W. FerguShop” on Church with other U. S. volunteers to Camp
son, Mrs S. A Parker; sewing commitHospital 41, Army Post address 712 at
tee Mrs. Ferguson, Mrs. Millett, Mrs.
advertise their new
Issurtilpe. He will probably be detained
Frank G. Mixer, Mrs. Frank I. Wilson,
which is arriving
there for some time.
Mrs, G. F. Wardwell; entertainment com- 27th Division.
ill!aery, dress goods
the A, 1’. W. Club gave a reception to
mittee, Mrs, Eugene L. Stevens, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
WEST Belfast.
invited friends at the home of Mrs. Clar- Sumner C. Pattee, Mrs. Maine Hills, Mrs.
who was employed
E: ns attended Pomona Grange at Center
ence E. Read, teacher, on
afterNorman
A.
Monday
Read; visiting committee,
he Frank G. Mixer
! M; nlville, March 4th.... Levi Campbell
noon. A program was given by the memJanuary, Mrs S. A. Parker, Miss Annie
a
position as bookbers, each selection representing a com- V. Field; February, Mrs. Millett, Mrs. | spent the week-end with friends in SearsEllis Company and
j poser studied at the club's regular meet- Elbridge S. Pitcher; March, Mrs. Elmer mont....Frank Waterman returned to
Mies next week.
ings—Handel, Haydn,Mozart,Von Weber, Small, Mrs. O. S. Vickery; April, Mrs. Wa erville Thursday after a short visit
were notified Tuesday
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Gounod. After Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Eugene L. Stev- j with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
'll of Chester L., the the
Morris has been on
program refreshments were
i
served, ens; May, Mrs. Giles G. Abbo t; June, Waterman.Henry
Mary E. (Clements) followed by social singing and
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Mrs. H. H. Carter; the s ck list the past week.Mrs. Chas.
|
dancing.
>me in
Waterman enterei the Waldo County
Derby, Maine. The members of the club are Misses BerJuly, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Mrs, .John W.
"rive here Thursday.
for a surgical operaI
nice Harriman, Margaret Rogers,
Emily Ferguson; August., Mrs. Mary C. Mans- Hospital Saturday
-s. Hannah J. Batchtion.... Miss Rachel Fowles, who has been
Barbara
L.
Evans,
Mrs,
Adella
Limeburner; SeptemMcKenney, Florence field,
j
'he Belfast Home for
Parsons, Mildred Thomas, Ruth Partridge, ! her, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. Donald A. spending a few days with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms, returned
1 hursday afternoon Charlotte
1
Knowlton, Mona Burgess, An- ; Maclennan; October, Miss Maude E. Math* home Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
W. Martin of the nie
The
Piper.
guests were Misses Grace ! evvs, Miss E. Maude Barker; November, Brown of Searsmont spent Tuesday with
officiating. The re- Hazeltine, Ruth Dinsmore, Helen Wes- ! Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs. F. I. Wilson; De- Mr. ami Mrs. George B. Dyer.Mrs.
iirectly for interment cott, Ida Marriner, Louise Colson, Kath- ! cember, Miss Loula A. Mason, Mrs. W. : Frank Toothaker called on Mrs. John
Waterman, Thursday....Equity Grange
rrrn-r home,
arine Brown, Hope Dorman.
I L. West.
met March 8th with a good attendance.
After the meeting a delicious supper of
crab salad, rolls, doughnuts and coffee
was served in
the dining room and a
i social .lour enjoyed by all.

:

fancy

Spring line of Crofut & Knapp Hats are in and ready
for your inspection, also our Caps, Bates Street Shirts and

The only ice storm for the winter arrived lastW ednesday night, when every
drop of rain that fell became a crystal on
shrub, pole, etc and formed a thin

were

In

Our

sounded at 10.15
Federal street

^

to Vote

Going

Also a big assortment
cashmere and worsteds.

cupied by the Grotton family. It burned
through a section of the roof but was pul
out with buckets of water by men nearby
before the engine and hose carriage arrived, which was in a very few minutes.
The building is near the Belfast Farmers’
Union store, which carries a very large
stock of goods.

■

TERMS

m.

the tenement house

was

City of

Women

The style for young men.
Cut in the latest waist line model,
slashed pockets.

engaged
in coaching and staging the minstrel show
under the auspices of Company F, of the
Third Maine Infantry.
Tne Company
plan to have another attraction some
time previous to going into camp next
August and have been fortunate in engaging Mr. O’Leary as their coach.
where he

;soKanpaB

GOODRICH

Waist Line Suits

E. O’Leary his returned to his
home in B.ngor after spending several

Belfast,

•■■■—•■

Were Just

Frank

weeks in

~r-"'

The

at

TheHomeofCoodValues

few mornings.

iust unpacked a fine lot of very pretty things
RING MATERIALS for waists and dresses.
) ne of the very latest
ideas in Silk Stripe
l Silks,
Utopian Voile, Silk Chiffon, Khaki

vt to have

for

MARK.

Akron, Ohio

pieces will be changed the last Sunday in
March, and as in the spring of ID 1B early
rising will not be noticed after the first

COTTON and SILK and COTTON.

■

8!"-*•

Spring clothes

classy dressers

the past week and in Maine, at least, that
extra hour will be used to good advantage in labor or in recreation. The time

Goods

Dress

The

TRADE

1 he effort made to repeal the order allowing the hour on the daylight saving
plan did not materialize in Washington

iv

Spring

WHAT?

Mrs. Robert F Russ, who with Mr.
Russ is spending the winter in St Cloud,
Ha., writes that they are very pleasantl y
situated and enjoying delightful weather.
All the shrubs and garden flowers are in
bloom and the only time fire has been
needed was in the early part of January
when the thermometer ran a little low
for Florida.

ilready busy making and trimming the pietty
in all the latest styles and colors. We find
as are feeling that they feel freer now that
wer to branch out to buy some of the NEW
in brighter colors -something more cheerful

a

Chuck full ot it

the name of Truman

error

a
very punctual attendant on the
show and rehearsals and one of the best
men in the chorus.

vear.

:

an

was

c

New

the Re-

Robeits did not appear in the list of the
-hcrus in the number of reports of the
Company F. minstrel show Mr. Roberts

-■

■

in ward

publicans carrying that ward.

ARRIVING

;

“PEP’

was

\

S'

“BEST IN THE
LONG PUN"

J,

|

VICTORY UBERTY
lor the acici-distressed
trv t rc 01 three

LOAN CAMPAIGN
BEGINS APRIL 21

stomach,

HOIDS

Leading the Country

PAY AND FILE
INCOME TAX

Peavey,

your

Women Pay Tax.
Women are subject to all the requirements of the Income Tax.
Whether
single or married, a woman’s im-mne
from ail sutir-vs must lie considered.
If unmarried or if living apart from
her husband she must make her return
for 1918 if her net income was $1,990

Mrs. George Clement and son of Monwere guests of
Mrs. H. P. White
March 1st.

roe

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ellis a id children
guests recently of his mother, Mrs.
Willard Ellis of Monroe.

were

to Frank W.

Mrs. R. G. Robertson of Monroe and
Swanville is in town during the absence
of Mrs. E. A. Robertson.

do ; land and buildings in Free-

Standard cold remedy for 20 years—in tablet
form—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
in 24 hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money
back i f it fails. The genuine box has a Red top
with Mr. Hill’s picture. At All Drug Stores.

George S. Pease, Thorndike, to Joseph
E. Wing, do.; land and buildings in Knox
and Thorndike.

h RS. CATHERINE O’HEARN

Charles H. Lindsay, Searsport, to Mabelle A. Lindsay, do.; land and buildings

Mr. Augustus Walker of Swanville and
Searsport has received his discharge from
the army and is

failing

Last year in January there were 12
days below zero and in February, 10. This
year in January there were 3 days below
zero and in February 1 day to zero.

1

j

Mary McCormick of Woodmont, Conn.,
and several grandchildren. The funeral
W’as held at St. Gabriel’s Catholic church
Wednesday, Feb. 26th, at 9 a. m., Rev.
Fr. T. J. Mahoney of Belfast officiating.
The. services were attended by many peopie from out of town, who were former

C. C. Clements attended the farmers’
field day in Bangor, Feb 24th and 25th,

The importance of economy has been
impressed on our minds in recent years.
We want to know' that we are getting the

Mrs Marcus Littlefield spent last week
in Thorndike and Burnham.

j

most

1

j

ond, Third and Fourth Liberty Loan
long term bonds are selling, (due entirely to the enormous volume -which

|

it has been necessary to sell in a
short space of time) would make it
extremely difficult to sell another
long term issue at par unless the
rate was made comparatively high.
a

THE MOST AND BEST.

|

security to offer the public. The considerable discount at which the Sec-

over

Winterport

j

“The problem of the Treasury has
been to find an attractive form of

not

1

j

in Brooks.

Mrs. E. A. Robertson of Swanville is
and best for our money, no matter
caring for Mrs. F. 1’. Clements and young
what we spend it for.
In the matter of medicine there is prob- son.
friends and relatives of the deceased. 1
no more economical course of treat
Lyndon Nealey, who has had employLawrence McCormack, Jack Cook, Cor- ably
merit than Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Pept- ment in
Bangor, is at his home for a few
nelius Hegau and Thomas McDonough 1 iron—a real iron tonic—taken in
conjunc- weeks.
were bearers.
Frank W. Haley conduct- tion, one before eating and the other
Mrs C. B. Jewett and Mrs. W. II.
ed and burial was in Oak Hill Cemetery. after.
The combination of these two great Bickford visited Mrs Geo. Hopkins in
medicines brings into co-operation such Monroe recently.
JEREMIAH Cl ARK
well-known substances as sarsaparilla,
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
iron, nux and pepsin, oest for the blood, 1 and Mrs. F. 1’. Clements on the birth of
It was with regret that the many friends nerves and digestive organs.
a son, Reginald Albion.
This combination is especially recomof Jeremiah Clark of Monroe learned of
(Juite a number from this vicinity atmended in cases that are scrofulous, or
his death which occurred at the home of
rheumatic, anemic and nervous, or where tended the funeral of Dr. Edgar C. Newhis daughter* Mrs. Warren Grant, in Win- the blood is both
comb in Newburg, Feb. 25th.
impure and pale, deficient
terport, Feb. 17. Ht' had been in failing j in iron.
Mrs. L. A. White, D. D. G. M., assisted
In cases where a laxative is needed in
health for some time and was tenderly
installing the oilicers of Aurora ReHood’s Pills should be taken.
bekah Lodge in Belfast Tuesday evening,
cared for by his daughter, Miss Lulu i
Feb. 25th.
Clark, his wife having passed away on \
TROY.
Eugene Hamm of Frankfort and L. A.
the same date, Feb. 17, four years ago. i
White are hauling lumber from the Perat
the
advanced
Although
age of eightyMrs. Allard r.id daughter Bessie of kins lot to Bussey and White’s mill in
three years, being the holder of the Post Massachusetts are guests of Mr. and West Winterport.
Mrs. Wilbur Shawn
cane
in Monroe for the past
year, he
Miss Beatrice White of West Winterretained his faculties and memory to a
Lima Estes has been heme lrom Boston port, who is a student at Shaw’s Business
remarkable degree, and was interested in | recently; also his sister, Miss Edith, trom College in Bangor, is at her home with
Maine Central Institute.
an attack of mumps.
the late war and ail political news and
The three months’ old son of Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Nealey was called to Stockthe larger events of the day.
lie was a
Mrs. Loren II -11 died suddenly Saturday,
ton Springs Feb. 2tith on account of the
prosperous farmer and held the respect of Marcli 1st
Funeral services were held illness of Mr. Nealey who is employed
the entire community. Those left to i March 3rd.
there.
The latest report of his illness
was encouraging.
mourn the loss of a kind and devoted
Gordon
of
Belfast
and
Mrs.
Miss
Ivy
j
father are: Miss Lulu Clark of
C. B. Jewett had the misfortune to cut
Monroe; Annie Hollins of Plymouth are visiting
Mrs. Abbot Warren of West Somerville, their brother, Frank Hollins and family, his hand while sawing wood with the
in their old home.
gasoline engine out lit, which he and W.
Mass.; Walter Clark of Hancock; Mrs.!
H. Bickford have recently purchased.
T. W. Hawes has for several days been
L. B. Nealley and Mrs. Warren Grant, of
The wound though painful is not serious,
a great sufferer, and is still quite ill.
He
Winterport; and Ralph Clark of Monroe is attended by Dr. Trueworthy of Unity and he hopes to resume his work in a few
and several grandchildren, nieces and ! who is worn and ill himself with over- days.
nephews. The funeral was held Thurs- I work.

activity.

"By establishing

buildings

i

|

4‘.1'l>

rate on previous i-sues the Treasury
the remarkable
accomplished
and
If married and living with her husmost economical piece of financing
band her im-mne must be considered
that the world has ever seen.
If
with the husband's in determining the
liability for a return. Their joint in- I rates of interest on these various
loans had
been
come, '< ss ile* opMbis allowed by law,
continuously and
is subject t«i normal tax
The wife's substantially increased, we would by
this time have hud outstanding long
net inemne is considered separately in
computing any surtax that may be due. term bonds bearing a rate of at
least n% and, due to the amount,
Husband and wife file jointly, as a
if the husband does not include
rule,
probably even then selling at a discount.
his wife’s income in his return the
wife must tile a-separate return.
without
"This,
would
question,
have driven down the prices of all
Severe Penalties.
I other outstanding securities, and
The new Revenue Law places severe
would have made difficult, or even
on
a
who
fails to
penalties
person
impossible, the financing of many
on
make return
time, refuses to make good
companies, the operation of
|
return or renders a fraudulent return.
which was necessary to the GovernFor failure 10 make return and pay tax
ment dining war times.
on time a line of rot more than si ooo
"To issue at this time a long term,
is named and 25 per cent <>f the tax
high rate bond would be foolish; for
due is added to the a.ssessmeni
For
In normal times a 4% Government
refusing wilfully to make return or
bond should sell at a substantial
prefor making a false or fraudulent remium, and it would be manifestly
turn there is a fine of not exceeding
unwise to saddle the country with a
$10,000 and imprisonment of not ex4%% or 5% rate for a long period
ceeding one year, or both.
of years.
This also would further
Farmers' Income Taxable.
depress the prices of existing secuEvery farmer and ranchman who rities.
had a fair or a good year in 1918 must
"The Secretary of the Treasury,
heed the Income Tax this year.
He
therefore, has wisely asked, and the
must consider all his income as taxbill
proposed
provides that he be
able.
He is entitled to deduct from
given the right to issue a comparahis gross income all amounts expended
tively short term security at a rate
in carrying on his farm. Ti e cost of
of interest sufficiently high to make
farm machinery, farm buildings and
Its sale possible.
Improvements cannot be deducted.
"When the armistice was signed
The cost of live stock, either for rethe unjustified feeling which sprang
sale or for breeding purposes, is also
up almost over night that as the war
regarded as investment.
was over there was no further neOvertime and Bonuses Taxed.
cessity for the purchase of GovernSalary and wage earners must con- ment bonds Is, fortunately changing
sider as taxable every item received
very rapidly.
from
“The country
now
from
employers and
realizes that
other
sources.
Bonuses and overtime pay
contracts which the Government had
are to he reported as well as the
made for the active continuation of
regular payments.
warfare must be settled; that our
men abroad must still be clothed and
Allowances for Losses.
fed and eventually brought home and
Losses sustained in 1918 and not
demobilized.
covered by insurance are deductible
"It is naturally impossible to cut
items if Incurred in the taxpayer’s
off expenses all at once and the A'lcbusiness or trade, in any transaction
tory Liberty Loan must be sold to
undertaken for profit or arising from
meet expenses already incurred ar.d
hre, storm, shipwreck or other casu- only temporarily met by the issue of
alty or from theft.
Treasury Certificates.
"Americans are not in the habit of
leaving unfinished a thing which
they have seriously undertaken and
they will not In this case. The war
SQUARE DEAL FOR EVERY
financing is not yet finished, so when
INCOME TAX PAYER.
the time comes everyone, including
those who are good-naturedly grumD.
Washington,
C.
“The
bling about taxes, etc., will put their
hands
rights of all persons now filing
deep in their pockets and
draw forth enough to oversubscribe
Income Tax returns are amply
the loan.
The sooner it is successprotected
by
provisions for
fully behind us the less troubles we
abatements, refunds and apshall have for the future."
peals," says Commissioner Daniel C. Roper.

day,

Feb.

20,

Rev. Frank S. Dollotf of

!

The school in Webster District taught
by Miss Aubvne Gray closed with an entertainment Saturday, March 1st.
The

Jackson

officiating. The flowers were
profuse and beautiful.
Merton A. Haley
of Monroe conducted and the interment
was in the Monroe
cemetery.

C. A. Craney
Hall Feb. 27th.

very

was

28th
i

on

busy printing

the guest of J.

Maynard E.

Barker school closed Feb. 23th with a
box social in the evening that netted $32
for the school league.

!

j.

H ALLDALE.
Newell White is
town reports.

:

Hall went to Bath
business.

!

E.

Feb

Old March with smiiing face, mild and
gentle manners, is scattering sunshine
everywhere. But he cannot deceive us.
We have known his \iolent temper too
long, W'hich is liable to break out at any
But
time and smash things to pieces.
alas, such natures are not uncommon.
There w'ill always be a “Dr. Jekyl and
Mr. Hyde.”

AVOID BECOMING NAGGER

The new trader at the corner appears
to be doing a good business.

If you find yourself inclined to become
nagger you bac better apply for a little
vacation and a change of scene. Absence
from home and a business is often the
A
best cure for a blue goggled vision.
little contact with the world and the
struggles of others often helps make
home folks more reasonable—at least for
a time.
Forestall the malady by learning
of life.
Vi:ti‘
, see the better side
indly speech even if it huvv<c> you.
a

J. E. Hall, who has been sick several
weeks, appears to be improving slowly.

i

Harold Nutter went to Brunswick Feb.
28th as a delegate from Freedom Academy
to the Y. M. C. A. meeting.
Perley E. Cross was quite badly hurt
in the woods recently by a limb falling
from a tree and striking him on his head.j^

The Kind You Have Always

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield, Mr. and
Mrs. H P. White were pleasantly entertained one evening recently at the ho ne
of Mrs. Sarah Littlefield and Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Marden of Waldo Station.

though Mrs. O’Hearn resided alone, she do., et a 1.; land in Cnina and Palermo.
Tyleston H. Brown, Lincolnville, to
had not been left alone at night for over
Charles Riley came from Texas, where
Horace G. Thurlow, do.; land and buddfive years, as one of her grandchildren
he had been in a training camp, to Camp
ings in Lincolnville.
always stayed with her. Mrs. O’Hearn
Samuel R. Phillips, Brookline, Mass., Devens where lie received his discharge
from the service. He arrived at his home
to The Hubbard Fertilizer Co
was born in Gallway, Ireland, but came
Baltimore, in Monroe three weeks ago and is now in
land
and
Md.;
in
buildings
Searsport.
to this town with her parents when but I
Joseph L Elwell, Brooks, to Charles Bangor to visit his brother Frank and to
four years of age, and resideu here until W.
Vincent, Searsport; land and build- look for employment.
1
her death.
She was a devout Catholic ings in Brooks.
The Monroe church sociable was at the
Samuel S. French, South Weymouth, home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley
and was an earnest member and constant
et at, do., to James A. Pierce, February 27th.
There was a good atattendant of
St.
Gabriel’s Catholic Mass.,
Stockton Springs; land and buildings in tendance and cake and coifee were on
church.
Being a kind neighbor and sin- Stockton Springs.
sale. The following officers were elected:
cere friend, she will be missed among a
j Annie M Green, Burnham, to George Pres., Mrs. Charles Riley; Vice Pres.,
land
in
Burnham.
Parsons,
do.;
Mrs Win. Small; Sec., Mrs. Ralph Clark;
large circle of friends who esteemed her
Flora E. Patterson, Thorndike, to AlTreas., Mrs. Dow; Chap., Charles Riley;
for many excellent qualities of mind and
j phonzo B. Huff,
Brooks; land and build- Collector, Mrs. George Walker. All prescharacter.
Besides the daughter already ings in Brooks.
ent enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
Flora E. Patterson, et at, Thorndike,
mentioned, she left one son, Daniel
O’Hearn of Bangor, one sister, Miss to Alphonso B Huff, Brooks; land and W HITE’S
CORNER,

possible among investors.

against Exp.

In

Use

For Over

THt CiSTtUR

COMP«NT.

Mrs. Etta Dorion, of

Sixty-four in classes at Sunday school

March 2nd.

1 he sisters of Honesty Grange gave a
town meeting dinner at the Grange hall
March 3rd.
Mrs. Nathan Hunt and daughter Esther
us a fine duet
Sunday, March 2nd,
that was much enjoyed.
gave

March 4th Dr. T N. Pearson male
a
professional visit to Pittsfield. His
brother, Rev. Richard Pearson’s wife, is

quite poorly.
Mrs. Jennie Meservie Boynton, who has
been ill with pneumonia, has been moved

says:
“I suffered from female troubles which caused piercing pains
1 finally lost all my
like a knife through my back and side.
strength so I had to go to bed. The doctor advised an operation
but I would not listen to it. I thought of what I had read about
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and tried it. The first
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me.
All women who have female trouble of any kind should try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”

How Mrs.

—

|

a

I
i
I

Boyd Avoided

an

$500; common schools, $300; High schoo',
$200; text books, $50; tuition, $30; repairs
on
scnoolhouses, $50; State road, $600;

with

uuring Epidemic in
Menthol and Oil I

n,,

Mintol i,

Effective.

both Menthol aid

gether with other Ante
Oils

which

prevents

spreading.
Boston, Mass.,

Oi
;

S

;

Intended by

■

I

Probate
EXECUTOR'S NO'i 1

herebj

gr es

notice tin.

pointed executor ol
merit.

1

«»f

HARRIET K. CLOSSt
in the County of \\
bonds as the law directs
demands against the »■are desired to present t
and all iiidehted thereto

payment immediately,
ALEX W
hi t-, 1

Searsport, Me.,
EXECUTOR’S

li

Nt

hereby gives notice tb
appointed executor of tl
inent of
ELIJAH S. SHUMAN
in the County of
Waiut
bonds as the law direct
demands against the
desired to present t
and all indebted thereto

are

payment immediatei>

Belfast, Me., Feb.
The

Palatine

11.

Insurant

of London. I
Assets Decentb
Real estate.

Mortgage.loans.
Collateral loans....
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents' balances
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
....

Gross assets..
Deduct items not admitt

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
Cash capital.
All other liabilities.
Surplus overall liabiliti-

Total liabilities and

suri

3wll

U, S. Branch^North BriB
76 William Street,
Assets Decenil*-

Such

Proof

This .Should Convince Any
Belfast Citizen.

as

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office in bank.

Agents’

Try/f \\ */

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S3*
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.'
Before Submitting To An
LYDIA

Sterilize Nose

Cleaning

ENDORSED AT HOME

Operation.

Sick Woman Should

STOP THI

throughout tiie
exceptional merit
State road, $50; interest on orders, $200; Camphor, Eucalyi:
which f* 11y -i<
debts and charges, $1,000; support of poor, oils,
for inflammation ai d
$50; cemetery, $20; mother’s pension,'$100; description. Tlte re;
moving hearse house, $15.
met with such ren.srf
its exceptional men'
An Entomological Eiouse
ing properties. It
ents which proved S"
bating the epidentu
in England and Spain
Betore Filling the Grain Bins.
originated. It is ti
The Entomologist of the Maine Agri- steri.izing the thro
cultural Experiment Station thinks that grown-ups. Have,
perhaps never in the at all recent history home. It is as n
of our country have we had so good an tection as iusurat,
opportunity to start in fresh with the little jar is inexpeii
cured from your di
gram situation, entomologically consid-

ered.
This type of food for man, beast, or
fowl, having been at a premium for the
several years of the war, we have scraped
the old flour barrels, and purchased sparingly both for patriotic and economic
reasons.
The storehouses of the wholesale dealer have been emptied, the grocer’s supply has been brought low and the
grain products of the country have been
used to a narrower margin than ever occurs in normal times.
This all means, of course, that when
».e buy our fresh supply we will be getting grain products that have not been
UMOLNMLLE
long on the market; and consequently
that the opportunity for their being inSchools in town have closed for the
fested with all the insect ills that grain is
winter vacation.
heir to is much less than usual.
The moral is easy to read. The miller
Lester Gray was at home from Camden
who takes proper precautions, the farmer
over Sunday recently.
who cleans out his grain bins, the wholeMiss Phebe Wentworth passed last saler who looks well to his store
rooms,
week recently with relatives in Camden. the grocer who prepares a fresh setting
for
his
and
the
housewife
who
cereals,
Several of our townspeole attended the
minstrel show of home talent in Belfast. digs out the cracks under the Hour barrel,
in brief all who take the trouble to get
Mrs. Lfl'ie Rankin and Mrs. Belle Russ rid of any left over cereal pests while the
were ill Belfast recently on a shopping
supplies are still low should be rewarded
! trip.
by being comparatively free from larder
insects for a long time to come. And the
Mrs. Emma Miller was in Belfast reeconomic
losses from these pests totals
cently, called by the illness of her sister,
1
large and to reduce their ravages is well
Mrs. Ada Morton, Congress street.
worth while from every point of view
Burton Grey, who was called home
The simple, though in some circumfrom Plymouth, Mass., on account of the stances laborious, process of housecleanserious illness of his aunt, Mrs. Eva ing, is a measure directed against a large
number of insects at once. The yellow
Dean, has returned.
meal-worm and the darker meal-worm,
There will be a Ladies’ Aid supper on
hard, shiny cylindrical larval inhabitants
Ihursday evening, March 13th, at the of the
grain bin and the dark beetles
home of Mr. and Mrs. Howland Lassell.
they transform into; the little Cadelle
eThe public is cordially invited to attend. that will devour various grains and then
Tickets for supper 25 cents.
mine through the bin boards themselves;
the wee saw-toothed grain beetle, that
through commerce is said to have spread
over the whole earth; the granary weevil
|
and its long snouted relatives; four especially bad grain moths and their greedy
caterpillars; and a mite or so—a mere
list of their names is suggestive of the
advantage to be gained by getting ready
to meet the new cereal supply with the
idea that it is to be used for food by
humans and their livestock rather than
as a nesting place for insect pests.
Chas. D. Woods,
Director.

Canton, Ohio.—“I suffered from a female trouble which
caused me much suffering, and two doctors decided that /
I would have to go through an operation before 1 could /
get well.
“My mother, who had been helped by Lydia E.Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, advised me to try it before submitting to an operation. It relieved me from
my troubles so 1 can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is afflicted with y
female troubles to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much
for them.’’—Mrs. Maiue Loyd, 1421 5th St.,
N. E., Canton, Ohio.

Everij

Yes?-.

cians here have fou:.
treatment for the S|n
apply hot cloths to ;
from her home to Delbert Paul’s, and and on the back of 11
Mrs. Paul is caring for her.
the shou ders for '■>
The Larkin Club met with Mr. and Mrs. ! rub a mild cream or
George Dow Thursday evening, Feb. 27th. ingredients as are fi
Cover the
Sixteen members and friends were pres- Cream.
ent.
A “great” supper was greatly en- cloths and arrange tin t
joyed and a long evening passed in games chest so that the .,
inhaled and the he.;
and sociability.
ing the patient qu !
The annual town meeting took place
mucous membrane
March 3rd, when the following officers
trils.
Its action is ;
were elected:
Moderator, Herman Mer- and nostrils, previ n
riam; clerk, T. N. Pearson; selectmen, A.
their dead
V\. Leonard, Elisha Brown, and Lauren producing
Mintol on the ba< k
Jackson; treasurer, Ernest Bowen; school this will aid in tin s
committee, Herman Merriam; tax collecSpecial Notice.
tor, J. F. Vickery, at 2 per cent. The
CREAM, so extei....
appropriations were: Roads and bridges,

Operations

Ogdensburg, Wis.,

30

NEW fOHH CITY.

MORRILL.

Proof that Some Women
do Avoid

Bought

Mr. and Mrs. David P. Moody, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wood, son and daughter,
Mrs. R. G Robertson and Ralph Robertson were all at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. Clement in Searsport March 2nd.

Kingsbury, do.; land in Frankfort.
Mabelle A. Lindsay, Searsport, to The
Penobscot Bay Electric Co do.; land and
buildings in Searsport.
Silas Crommett, China, to Dean Estes,

time she has been faithfully cared for by
her daughter, Mrs. Frank P. Foley. Al-

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne
ti,.
ture of Clias. II. Fletcher, and has been made
Personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imito
“Just-as-good.” are but Experiments, and ond.i
health of Children—Experience
n

at home.

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of Winterrecent guests at the home
were
of their brother, Mr. H. P. White.

W.

health about three months, following a
severe attack of neuritis, during which

now

port

Searsport.
Mrs. Catherine O’Hearn, widow of the
Edgar L. Rhodes, Brookline, Mass., tc
late Daniel O’Hearn, a veteran of the
Mabelle A. Lindsay, Searsport; land and
Civil War, died at her home in Winterbuildings in Searsport.
port, Sunday, Feb. 24th, at the pge of 76
Mabel M. Benson, Frankfort, to David
years. Mrs. O’Hearn had been in

cr over.

"Every person can be sure of
square deal. No person is expected to pay more than his
share of tax.
His share is determined solely by the atnount
and nature of ills net income for
1918. as defined in the law.
“Abatement petitions are dealt
with
open-mindedly. Refunds
will be made in every case
where too much tax is erroneously collected.
“The Income Tax Is ‘on the
level’ all the way through.”

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Webb have moved
to Waterville.

in

Pay and File

items of income or allowable
deductions y«»u should get iu touch at
once with a Revenue otlieer or a banker for advice.
to

SWANVILLE CENTER.

dom.
Samuel J. Gurney, Belfast, to Henry
K- Gurney, Waldo; land and buildings ir
Waldo.

CASCARAfc[(HflNINE

Residents of .Ma n**. New Hampshire
and Vermonr should make their returns and pay their iaxe> u* S«*rh \Y.
Jt
t:?\
Luu.s i-ab:un isacnrach
Jones, Collector <T Internal Revenue, j
N.
PENROSE lElELOWELI.
Portsmouth, V If. or u> any of his
uuiiill.m
1/ iUi
UKH IV
depury collectors who are now doing
Committee of New England.
free advisory work on Income Tax.
Payments sent by mail should he at“As far as New England is contached to the returns and should be in
cerned this is enough. The same orthe form of cheek, money order or
lias
ganization which
successfully
draft. Cash payments by mail are sent
operated in four Liberty Loans will
at the taxpayer’s risk of loss.
be zeudy and pulling at the leash by
If you are unable to make your reApril 2Lst, and the coming campaign
turn personally because of illness, abwill lie carried on with the utmost

sence or incapacity an agent or legal
representative may make your return.
If there are any doubtful points as

William Oliver, Freedom,

I

The Tncnnu- Tax drive comes to a
close on Saturday night, March K>.
All payments and returns due on
that date under the provisions of the
new Revenue Law must he
in the
hands of local Internal Revenue Collectors before their offices close that night.
The Income Tax is being collected to
meet the war expenses.
Every person
who shouted and tooted his horn on
Armistice I>ay is now called upon to
contribute his share of the cost of winning the war.
The laggards and the dodgers will
face severe tines and jail sentences.
The Internal Revenue Bureau announces that its officers will check us
all up to see that ever\ person who
comes within the scope of the Income
Tax law did his share.
Where to

a

on

to be abandoned and
is
that
the
Government will finance its needs by
means
of short, term notes to be
There is
placed among the hanks.
no truth in such a rumor.”
“Secretary Glass has officially announced that the campaign will be
launched not later than April 21st
and has called on all Liberty Loan
organizations to hold together and
I use their utmost endeavor to distriI bate the new securities as widely as

WOMEN WITHIN LAW'S SCOPE;
HOW THEY REPORT INCOME !

estate.

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
°f Deeds for the week ending March 10,
1919:
Alvah L. Hutchins, Freedom, to Frank
W, Penney, do ; land and buildings ir
Albion and Freedom.

be cured.

the first sign of
shiver or sneeze, take

three
Washington
days
recently
Loan
discussing
matters
Libeity
with
the
Treasury
Department,
makes the following statement:
“It Is important to check immediately the growing impression that
the Victory Liberty Loan Campaign

in real

were

At

N.
Penrose Hallcwell,
Executive
Chairman of the Liberty Loan Committee of New England who was in

19-7/1

Penalties Will Be Enforced.

can

transfers

the Fourth
Loan—Plans Greater Activity Than
Ever to “Finish the Job.”

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OI- SCOTT’S EMULSION

U. S. Internal Revenue Bureau
Gives Warning That Severe

Spanish Influenza can
be prevented easier than
it

New England's Organizations, Which
Have "Carried On
For Two Years,

rr.oals, dissolved on the
tongue—kcei your stomach
sweet—try K.-rnaids—the new
aid to digestion,
alto

_

!

Operations ||

E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

balances.

The public endorsement of a local riti- Bills“receivable.
Interest and rents.
zen is the best proof that can be produc- I
All other assets.
None better, none stronger can be
ed.
When a man comes forward and
had.
Gross assets.
testifies to his fellow-citizens, addresses Deduct items not admit!*
bis friends and neighbors, you may be
Admitted assets...
he is thoroughly convinced or he
sure
Liabilities December
would not do so. Telling one’s experience
when it is for the public good is an act of Net unpaid losses.
kindness that should be appreciated. The Unearned premiums.
following statement given by a resident All other liabilities..
of Belfast adds one more to the many Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities
cases of Home Endorsements which are
being published about Doan’s Kidney
Total liabilities and sun
Read it.
Pills.
P ATT EE £ St
JAMES
A. J. Noyes, proprietor of public gaAMES, Ag*-'
ALBERT
M,
have
“1
rage, 3 Vine St., Belfast, says:
3wll
taken Doan’s Kidney Pills oil and on for
a few years ami they have always reliev1 was in such
ed me of kidney trouble.
bad shape with backache about & months
1 believe driving so
ago 1 couldn’t move.
much and the jolting caused the trouble.
Every cold I contracted made the comHaving recently receiv
plaint worse. Whenever 1 have been discharge from the arm
troubled this way 1 have bought Doan’s
ganized my original on"
Kidney Pills from the Old Corner Drug prepared to furnish mir *
have
rea
short
time
in
they
Store and
sion—dances, suppers, sir
lieved me. 1 gladly recommend this kidWill direct and arrange
medicine.”
ney
school plays, shows ami ei
Price 60c. at ail dealers. Don’t simply Phone or write
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
LLOYD D. McM
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Noyes
172 High St., H''1
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., BufPhone 126-4
falo, N Y.

McKeen’s On

si.

|(1|(

pRY LOAn
IS S PLACE LOAN
;,t'it'"

11

Mrs. Laura Berberick, 69 years old,
ofpos Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.,

The Indian mother would begin with
her boy papoose and say, “Behold thy
brothers the trees, thy sisters the flowers.”
This was continued up through

“Four years ago I had a severe attack of LaAfter my sickness I was troubled with
hoarseness and slime in the head and throat, and
was told 1 had Catavii.
I took some medicine

Loan organizahave replied by
ihe pui poses for
Me needed by the

(last winter three
k^rippe
Catarrh grew worse.

:r

Mr.

Sibley

1 presume my description wil
give to the readers of The Journal rather

others,
ist begun to fight
ded it was time to
expected the war
<r and the United
was

turning

munition

and

a

Oakland

Jose,

San

from

to

train for

friend,

Col. Philo Her-

Edward and wife.

son

His

them.

see

days,

and he showed

and

great

a

many

I

me

was

there five

every

attention,

places of interest in the

of them

some

of 2,000,000 men
Europe until the
-•ned. These sold1 clothed and OtherThen they must be

had

to

be

rebuilt.

The

had to be entirely rebuilt.
It cost $1,500,000 when it was
new, and the same cost when it was
rebuilt.
San Jose is

a beautiful city, has a population of about 30,000, and its prosperity
be j
is very largely due to the dried fruit inarmy
dustry. I think our friend, Col. Hersey,
are

soldiers, hewho must be
ting trades and giver 'o earn their livwar,

I

has shared in its prosperity during the
thirty-five years he has been very prominently identified with the growth of the
city and its industries.
I

w-urk at home
The job must be

•;on

eople who furnished
war must supra the nation back
■

in San Jose five

was

to San

Francisco,

Stewart

days,

“And, far from that money, those
millions and billions of dollars wasted
!n an unnecessary preparation, I feel
that the fact that the money was spent
and that that enormous output of
munitions was ready, was the controlling factor in the weakening of the
German General Staff, and that it
caused their message to the Kaiser
that they wTere beaten, and that he
must sue for peace. And the way 1 see
it is that this money, instead of being
wasted, can be written down as having saved the lives of hundreds of
thousands
of
American
men
who
would have been sacrificed had the
war continued another year,

then went

and

stopped at the
Geary street.
My
to see the city was by

Hotel

on

principal way
sightseeing autos and the street

cars.
I
went out to the Cliffs which is at the
entrance to the harbor at the Golden
Gate, and there I saw the noble Pacific

rolling huge waves onto the beach and
against the cliffs, but I did not see the
seals disporting themselves on the rocks
It is

at the cliffs.

wonderful how San

“I do not believe that we are going
to be troubled with 'his loan.
I look
for at least 20,000,0u0 subscribers to
the next loan

Francisco has recovered from the earth-

IMiions of Dollars,
llions Went Inions of Lives.

quake and fire of 1906. I could no! see
any vestige of the fire, in fact it is built
to the top of most of the hills. The elec-

building,
■iced for his wai
of $17,852,000,000
in of the four LibTv he is to ask foi
'he completion oi
grams.

fra. 000,000,000 has
ra>f this next loan
nt before it is in
For Uncle Sam Is

but

a

Market

on

has been put
through one of the high hills, which has
opened a very large tract of land lo

street,

a

tunnel

friend,

B. M. Newcomb and his wife.

in quicksilver mining, and has been very
He has
successful and is now retired.

loss of life ran in
'heirs went into the

•' a

Tele Sam's participaweight of men am
°d toll for all of Ui

inconceivably

more

ing

on

has

a

very

nice house at

Berkley,

very

many

nice auto and

a

a

saw

-imply
rack

don’t
count
and the lives

living?
you

obligations stood
■'"''6 was sfgned
d
stands to pay

ant

tht
them.
I* is our obligatior
hbovs fought for us
’'"11. is
much as
foi
are all one.
P«v those hills; bill:
■1 r
munitions, for med
!>ay

,;p

ansportation, foi
oldfers’ insurance
Victorious Fifth’
comes along take youi
up

to that end.

d took

a

train

on

your
snow

There

are

reason.

E. A.

the Pacific

WOODWARD,

n

Here 'is One Treatment That All Sufferers
Can Rely Upon.
If you want to drive catarrh and all its

valuable

disgusting symptoms from your system
in the shortest possible time, go to your
druggist and ask for a Hyomei outfit today.
Breathe Hyomei and let it rid you of
catarrh; it gives such quick relief that all

Very cordially yours,
Edward Sibley

Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 24, 1919.

who
ed.

WASHINGTON EXPERTS TO HELP
MAINE POTATO MFN.

use

it for the first time

are

?V°y
t

ah7,

the ^its »*egu-

Hyomei is a pure pleasant antiseptic,
which is breathed into the iungs over the
of
March
5.
By
request
PORTLAND,
inflamed membrane; it soothes the sore
Senator Frederick Hale and Congressmafi spots and heals all inflammation.
Don’t suffer another day with catarrh;
Ira G. Hersey, Secretary of Agriculture
! the disease is dangerous and often ends
Houston is sending to Maine William
in consumption. Start the Hyomei treatStuart of the Bureau of Plant Industry ment today.
No stomach dosing, no
and C. E. Moore of the Bureau of Mar- sprays or douches; just breathe it—that’s
Ask A. A. Howes & Co.
kets to confer with the Maine Depart- all.

REECflAfS

M.PIUS
^

Medicine in the World.
^vtrywAnr
here- In boxes, 10c.. 25c.

I

ment of Agriculture and Aroostook potato growers relative to the potato industry in this State, which is threatened

by the high cost of fertilizer and poor
market for the crop. It has been reported to the Washington department that
unless something is done to relieve conditions Maine farmers dare not take the
chance of planting potatoes this spring.

a.m.

e

Section
commencing at

Waldo,

Brooks,

Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,
All the teams have been busy getting Winnecook,
in the store of ice for the creamery, which Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
is of excellent quality this year.
!
Clinton,
At the regular meeting of Arbutus
j Chapter O. E. S. Monday evening, March Fairfield,
Waterville,
2nd, the degrees were conferred on one Portland,
candidate.
Boston, p. m.,
Donald Walker, who has been spending
TO
a
few weeks at the Hunt house, has
returned to New York city.
His maid,
Miss Bridget Whalen, who has been with Boston,
1

him,

returned to Belfast where she has
been staying through the winter.

j

O

FOR FLETCHER’S
A 3 T O R I

Fairfield,
Clinton,
Burnham, leave,
Winnecook,

Whispers

“A Doctor's Prescription, Fam-

f

More than 100 Years

JOHNSONS
Anodyne
(Internal as

as

External

ueorge c. Lower.Lot.
George C. Lower.Lot
John F. Rogers
Lot
Jota F, Rdgcrs
.Lot
t. B. Knowlton heirs
Lot
L. A. Knowlton heirs.Lot

3.20
5.55
9.25

BELFAST
a.m.

2.45
7.15

12.40

6.50
6.40
6.57
7.09
8.35

10.40

3.40
2.24

10.48
10.58
11.15

f3.47

|8.45

I'll.25

f4.25

8.55
9.05

12.00
12.30

3.58
4.15

:

Belfast, February 22,

Maine.

December 31, 1918.
$
40,000 00
Mortgage loans.
165.350 00
760.836 00
78,884 31
178,811 36
10,047 08

bank..
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents..
Gross assets.. .$
Deduct items not admitted.

Eagle

Fire

Insurance

1,233.928 75
9.557 00

Admitted

Real

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature of

Company,

Y.

Assets December 31. 1918.
estate,.$

Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
StocKS and bonds (actual market
value Dec, 31, 1918).
Cash in office and bank.

0 00
0 10
0 00

2,223.062 50
2-6;642 71
balances.
625.353 77
Agents’
Bills receivable.
0 00
Interest and rents.
7,523 00

assets.$ 1,224,371 75
December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses...$
45,680 25
Unearned premiums.
547,556 69
All other liabilities.
48,974 16
Snrplus over all liabilities.
582,160 65

All other assets.

0 00

Gross assets.$3,142,581 98
Deduct items not admitted.
7,779 62

assets.$3,134,802

36

Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses. $ 214,471 38
Unearned premiums.
969,765 73
Ail other liabilities.
49,993 08

capita!. 1,000,( 00 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 900,572 17
Cash

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,134,802 36
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
3wl0

National

Liberty

Ins.

Co.

of

America,

New York City, New York.
December 31, 1918.
Real estate.$ 663.500
766,100
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 6,863,000
Cash in office and bank.
475,603
Agents’ balances. 1,158,191
Interest and rents.
68,126
All other assets.
73,999

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 1,224,371 75
3wl0

The Masonic Protective Association,
hranklin St., Worcester, Mass.
Assets December

18

760,309 55
31,894 51

Admitted

assets.$ 728,415 04
December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$ 214,964 44
Unearned premiums.
270,5a0 65
All other liabilities.
39,515 32
Cash capital.
100.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.. 103,354 63
Liabilities

Total liabilities and surplus.
3wl0

I National

union

nre

insurance

$728,415 04

company,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Assets

00
00
00
20
73
47
10

Gross assets,.$10,068,520 60
Deduct items not admitted.
63,853 00
Admitted assets.$10,004,667 50
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$
637.55185
Unearned premiums. 4 941,587 30
All other liabilities.
635,088 96
Cash capital.
1,000.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,790,439 39
Total liabilities and surplus_$10,004,667 50
DICKEY-KNOWLTON, Real Estate Co,
Agents, Belfast, Maine,

Assets December 31, 1918.
2,172 14
estate.$
279,500 00
Mortgage loans.
More
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 8,766,290 69
525 538 99
Cash in office and bank
734,135 73
Agents' balances.
Hills receivable.
41,267 20
Real

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

50 291 79

106,439 56

Gross assets. $5,505,636 10
Deduct items not admitted.
289.962 25
Admitted assets.$5 215,673
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses. $ 318,931
Unearned premiums. 2,930,654
All other liabilities.
200.000
Cash capital. 1,000,000
over
all
liabilities.
766.087
Surplus

85
92
54
00
00
39

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,215,673 85

3wl0

fio'oo

....

no on

....

1919.

jr,

no

4o

do

00.00
00 00

....

,j0 00
liO Go

tiO.Oo

C.
R.
V.
D.
T.

W. WESCOTT
1- COOPER,
A. SIMMONS,
T. CLEMENTS,
S. THOMPSON.
Municipal Officers of Belfast.

|

R. L. COOPER,
iV. A. SIMMONS,
I). T. CLEMENTS,
T S THOMPSON,
,iwJ
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.
A true copy of the Assessment and of the Order of the
Municipal Officers
llere0I1‘
CHARLES S. BICKFORD, City Clerk.
New Hampshire Fiie Insurance Company,
Manchester, N, H.
Assets December 31, ISIS.
Real

eetate..$

Mortgage

Collateral loans.
Stocks an<l bond?
Cash in office and hank.
...

Agents' balances..
Hills receivable.

3wll

THE OLD CORNER

0 00

6,781.714 00
284,688 04

IS

The

662 510 64
37 63104
64,831 06

„..

Interest and rents.
Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

Removal

299,500 00
6,307 50

ioans.

DRUG STORE

NOW

Belfast

Drug

Store

WITH

8,037,182 28
25,772 46

Admitted assets.$ 8,011,409 82
Liabilities December 31, 1918,

Main'Street,

next Webber Shoe Store
the former firm’s prescriptions
carefully filed by lhe new proprietor and
ran be refilled at any time.
Everything
in drug supplies on hand at all times.
All

unpaid losses. $ 467.052 75
Unearned premiums. 3,647,045 99
All other liabilities.
260 009 00
Cash capital.. 1,500 100 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
2,137,302 08
Net

GEOdGE F. X;NT, DRUGGIST.

Total liabilities and surplus_$ 8,011,409 82

_3wll

_

3.1, 1918.
$ 529,117 50
220,223 13
9,892 40
1.076 52

Stocks and bunds.
Cash in office and bank
Interest and rents
All other assets..

Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

Slit) no

WESCOTT

Portland,

...

j

....

....

citv"

Assets

Stops Suffering

Swan- W Intten Co.Lot
S Jackson.Lot

marked Lower on plan
Lower on plan
Rogers on plan
Rogers on plan
F. B. Knowlton on plan
marked L. A. Knowlton on plan
marked Holmes on plan
marked Pejepscot Co. on plan !
marked Swan-Whitten Co. on pian
marked F. S. Jackson on plan
marked
marked
marked
marked

4.37 j
City of Belfast, February 22, ioi9
4.45
IN BOARS OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
+4.52
Upon the foregoing assessment it is hereby ordered that a hearing he had on
5.10 j
to. 12 Thursday March 27 1919, at 7.30 o’clock p. m„ at the Aldermen’s Room in said
ami that the City Uerk give notice to each
persons interested as required hv Sect
f5.25
C. W.
5.35 a, Chap. 22 of the Revised Statutes.

Real estate.

———mm——.

Pejepscot Paper Co.Lot

9.00

Co., Van Wert, Ohio.

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and

Holmes.Lot

p.in. j
r.

Douglass,

ance

This wonderful old family medicine
quickly conquers Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, and many other
common ills. Soothes, heals, and

C. B.

a.m.

The Central Manufacturers Mutual Insur-

use)

Main Str et

a

.....

General Manager,

LINIMENT
well

2.40
5.40

Fare from Belfast to Boston, 37.61.
M. L. HARRIS, Gen’l Pass. Agt.

D. C.

1

t2.32

tl2.45
tO-14
9.34
1.42
Brooks,
t9.46
+1.56
Waldo,
Citypoint.
tO-58
t2.15
10.05
2.25
Belfast, ariive,
tFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.

Wisdom
ous tor

2.10
2.20

Unity,
Thorndike,
Knox,

1

1.42

fl.57

7.36
7.45
17.57
8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

a.m.

Bangor,

A

fl.26

Portland,
Waterville,

Children Cry

1.10

f 1.15

f7.29

on

point in Main street opposite the land of George C. Lower and continuing northwesterly or thereabouts to high water mark.
A description of the above section of common sewers
is tiled herewith- and
whereas, the expense of constructing and completing said common sewer amounts
to iifteen hundred and one dollars and
74-100; and whereas certain lots and parcels
of land have been benefitted by said common
sewer,
officers of said City of Belfast, do deterN*°lw/Y?’ the undersigned, municipal
mine that the several lots and
parcels of land described in the following schedule are
by said common sewer to the amount set opposite each lot or
penelitted
parrel of
and
do
land,
hereby estimate and assess upon such lots and parcels of land and
against the owner thereof or person in possession or against whom
the taxes are
assessed the sum set opposite his name in the following schedule
toward defraving
the expense of constructing and
completing such common sewer to wit:

p.m.

6.45
t6.50
t7.01
7.14

Construction

WHEREAS, the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
has constructed and
completed a common sewer in said city, the location of which
is as
iollows, to wit:

follows:

as

W. 8. SAWIN &

Western Assurance

Company,
Toronto, Canada.

Assets

December 31

1918.

Stocks and bonds..$2,919,881 68
Cash in office and bank. 1,129,319 42
Agents’ balances. 773,257 65
Bills receivable.
168 50
Interest and rents.
39,620 16
All other assets.
682 79

Hay and Straw,
MASS.

i

R0X8URY,

I
|

Write us what you have, and we will
send you shippingdirectionsimmedia tely
6w9*

GrosB assets.$4,862,930 20
not admitted.
169,349 67

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Deduct items

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December

?..$4,693,580 53

31, 1918.

Attorney

$1,050,670 48
unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 1.785,366 21
Net

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

123.927 51
400 000 00
1,333,616 33

Law

Practicein all Courts.

Probate practtie

a

specialty.

TRUCKING

Ltd.,

Liverpool, Lngland.

I

prepared to do all kinds of tr icking,
Eurniture and piano moving a specialty
Leave orders at the stable, corner of

December 31, 1918.
Real estate.$ 300,000 00
Iob
8
0 00
Mortgage
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds.
4,073,989 88
Cash in office and bank.
624,231 07
Agents’ balances.
938,924 75
Hills receivable.
7.145 33
Funds in hands of U. S. Trustees,
716,465 00
Interest and rents.....
61.649 55
All other assets.
11,394 76
Assets

Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

at

BELFAST, MAINE.

Total liabilities and surplus,.$4,693,580 53
3wll

London & Lancashire Hire Ins. Co.

CO.,

DEALERS IN

am

Main aud Cross streets, and they will

re

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. B.LAZO,
126

British

6,733,800 34
288,088 99

Vni«j

America

Avenue, Belfast.

Assurance

Company,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Assets December 81, 1918.
assets.$ 6,445,711 35
Stock? and bonds. $ 1 849,730 85
December 31, 1918.
Cash in office and bank.
370.857 72
Net unpaid losses.$
227,289 56
balances..
287,775 58
Unearned premiums. 3,274.218 26 | Agents’
Interest and rents.
27,425 76
other
All
liabilities.
120.800 00 All other
assets.
326 24
Deposit capital.
200,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,623.403 53
Gross ass'ts.$ 2.536.126 15
Deduct items not admitted.
73,943 91
Total liabilities and surplus_$ 6,445,711 35 i
3wll
Admitted assets.$ 2,462,182 24
Liabilities December 31. 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$
271,717 41
Unearned premiums
1,300.830 60
other
liabilities
All
73,136 40
iiu-npH-u'rs inunioml Krnml
jr&.\
\ I’!!1h in Red ami tiold nu.tallic\V. V
Cash capital.
200.000 00
n boxes, scale
with Blue Ribbon. \ /
over all liabilities
616 497 83
Surplus
Tuko
V
no other.
Huj of vour
fti
Ask for OHM HI S-TFR'S
!f
f l>I V.MOM» i;iCAM» PII.l «s.
Total liabilities and surplus... .$ 2.462,182 24
Si
Admitted

Liabilities

1

astonish-

1

of feeling fit and
rewards those who
tlle laws of health*

Sunday,

Belfast, depart,
days Citypoint,

The Watchword.

CATARRH VANISHES

tiful home of my cousin and her daughter.
I do not wisli in any one letter to
your

except

recent business visitor

Mrs. C. M. Hurd who has been seriously ill at her home for about two weeks
is abie to sit up a short time each day.

coming down,

just such a few of tue feathered
tribe who
Choose to stay through the bleak winter
season;
So friends ought to strew the crumbs
though but few,
For such kindness each heart knows the

for Whittier, California, which
is about twenty miles from Los Angeles,
and was there about ten days at the beau-

of

table;

When you give these true friends what
you’re able.

Electric

take up very much
I remain
space.

bit” while

But the Lord will not frown with the

have made good.
Santa Barbara 1 came to Los

a

“a

you’re giving.

|inow they
Angeles

throw;

To be sure there’s no crown and you can
win no renown,
When you give birds the. crumbs frem

travels with former Belfast residents to
From

can

Give these friends just

meeting his wife. I learn he has been
ago, we had knowr very successful in his business.
he government $5
It is a pleasure when 1 meet in my

"hi have saved 500
■"Id have furnished it

a

Lew Marden of Belfast spent three
in town recently on matters of business.

Admitted

From the back door you know the crumbs

good deal of that

had the pleasure of a few hours chat with
our former fellow citizen, Frank A. Conant, but did not have the pleasure of

era

When the chilly blasts blow' o’er the cold
winter’s snow,
How can these feathered friends find a

it their permanent
ride with “Bert” in his

beautiful city and also Oakland.
From San Francisco I went to Santa
Barbara, where I stayed one night and

■

For when wintry winds come you can
give the birds some,
While you’re sending treat stores to the
nations.

which

the

financial
cost
cheaply. Betweer
there Is no compar

rations;

made

I took

L. F. Hurd was
in Belfast.

GIVE THE BIRDS THE CRUMBS.
You should save every crumb till the little birds come,
To your back-yard to search for their

is opposite San Francisco. At the time
of the fire in Frisco in 1906 many were
made homeless and came to Berkley and
home.

daily,

80 Maiden Lane, N.

boys, both married and are continuin the quicksilver mining.
He

two

LIBERTY.

American

He

possible.
cost America more
other allied nations
he brunt of the blooc
atest cost was in hu-

BRANCH

Liabilities

dwelling sites, and it is being quite extensively built upon. Frisco has now a
population of 500,000, and is only exceeded in size by Los Angeles.
I had the pleasure of meeting my old
has been away from Belfast about forty
years, and the most of that time has been

s

“If you think you are beaten, you are;
If you think you dare not, you don’t;
If you like to win, but you tntnk you
can't
it’s almost certain you won’t..”

large portion of San
level ground. On

very

Francisco is built

oniracts, paying his
!iis bills, as rapid-

2

BE PREPARED

tric cars, the cable cars ami automobiles
have made all of these hills available for

BURNHAM

CO.

Sewer

_

AND

FROM BELFAST

"The speed and bravery
the
of
American
‘dough-boy’ affected the
Herman on the front line more than it
lid the men at German general headguarters; but the fact that America
:iad ten tons of mustard gas ready lor
shipment in 1919. to every ton that
Germany had; the fact that we were
going to have a tank on the front line
for every 75 fee of the line in 1919;
the fact that we would have thousands of batteries of guns where we
did not have a single one in 1918
those facts had an influence on the
Herman General Staff.

must

The
There

are

“That is what 1 mean when I say
that this money you are going to raise
—through the things already bought
with the credit of it—is paying for the
raving of a half a million American
ives.

beautiful church

ray

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
BELFAST

Loan chairmen.

There are 9,000 acres belonging to the
University, which includes the Park, and
in the short time I was there I could get
only an imperfect idea of the buildings
and grounds, except of their vastness.
The buildings suffered quite severely at
the time of the earthquake in 1906 and

war

SWAN, WHITTEN

Therefore let the border of our blanket
Be bending Ru-yet’-tah, the rainbow,
and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains conAnd the fringe be glittering
Nuk’kah, the fcOn at Burnham
and Waterville with
necting
driving rain.
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run

are
the things for which
going to pay with the Fifth—
and last—Liberty Loan," Mr. Franklin explained at a meeting of Liberty
we

Prayer.

love;

"Those

Ralph and wife live at Santa Barbara

seventeen miles from San Jose.

and saved
••
Victory Bonds
" k
which had been
was being deliv•■•istlce was signed,
purposes for which

11

went

a

The Indian

Weave for us, O Great Mystery,
A bright blanket of wisdom,
Make the warp the color of Father Sky;
Let He’-koo-las, the sun-woman,
Lend her bright hair lor the weft,
And mingle with it the red and gold
threads of evening.
O Great Mystery! O Mother Earth! O
Father Sky!
We, your children, love the things you

The war supplies that have been delivered and must be paid for but never
used were, what actually brought the
war to the sudden end so much earlier than had been expected, according to Lewis B. Franklin, director of
the wrar loan
organization for the
United States.

city and vicinity, among which was the
Stanford University at Palo Alto, about

pa.ra.tion brought

d.
rated

Marysville I

where I took

mutual

our

I did not

so

being produced

cpitals.

advice is to

distance of forty-seven miles,
a
very cordial reception

a

and his

sey,
son

"

1

Pier,

my

and received

revealed that
had a tank at the
.-nty-flve feet of the
anks! We would
: a
of mustard gas
for every ton Gern-e.
Thousands of
would have been in
one America had in
have

wounded

acquaintance

nearer

a

food
Ger-

erwhelming

and if there is any

take the trip.
After leaving

out

Director Franklin Tells How
American Munitions on the
Way Drought War to End.

idea of the Shasta range of mounone who wishes

poor

tains,

That we may rest trustfully
Where the o’lel’-le birds sings
Besides Ho-ha’pe, the talking waters.
The National Scout Commissioner also
has written a Prayer for Wisdom to be
used on ceremonial Council Fire occasions.

—

Ashland.

DAISY BAKER

brothers the

our

rocks;

SHOTS UNFIRED
DROVE THE HUN

My previous letter
left off with a description of the sharp
climb up the steep grade from Ashland,
Oregon, and going through tunnels for a
distance of about one hundred miles from

000,000.
mlay of money is
army of producrmers, merchants,

.1

trees;

That we may step lightly
On Kis’-soo, our kinsmen the grasses;
That we may walk deferently

Over Loo’poo-oi’-yes,

Letter

s

Dear Journal:

m

■

,in inn
re<?

out.

.,

was

O Great Mystery, we beseech thee
That we may walk reverently
Beneath Lah’-pah and our brothers the

EVMYWllRltn

will not be
the bills, so the
1 upon to provide
-mining to Uovem,-sue will be for

‘Mothersays WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR never misses.
I guess
that’s why they named it WILLIAM TELL. Things always
come out right, there isn’t
any
waste, and it goes further.
Mother says WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR jus t saves itself.”

The Indian Invocation.

In

fl.„!la'i®

taxes

■

have had

noL

disbursements as

wped

^ars, i

pi

■

;

iUUI

had’uo “food

spring.
m! by the Fourth
De1 only until
nies are going on
arly $2,000,000,000
1 be a gradual re-

v

^

times).

I could not lie down or
sleep at ni^f
Was always troubled with slime,, pain in my linek on,In
bight,
*orrtb,e
headache every morning, when I woke up. and
1 got a Perm,a calendar in Danish,
native
my
language and T read
it through, every testimony, and then I
bought a bottle of
To-day I can truthfully testify that Per,.,,,, i,„„ been a
great he.
m
to me.
It has given me blood and
strength. I can'lie down
without being troubled. I have no pain,
""
headache, or
head. I have gained ,n weight three pounds,
which t thirl,
for mge.
I will be sixty-.. years old next
S°0'
summer
T ime, u
1 runa since 1 started in
February, and I use it vet
r
'' .a fa
anil nappy thanks to Pcruau. It will
always be in p,y
5
home and 1
recommend it to those who need it.”
!
; ln ,l]i T v,ll l:'r FOR 11
FOR SALE

■

:

boyhood, and it made the relationship of
the boy with the natural objects around
him a component part of his education.
So Mr. Beard has just written for the
boys of his outdoor school in particular
and the Boy S outs of America in genera] an invocation to be used at the Council f’ire ceremony.

Grippe.

another Liberty
war’s over?”

of

Beard.

same.

-wmes:

asks:

Dan

Daniel Carter Beard, the National Scout
Commissioner of the Boy Scouts of America, is in thorough sympathy with the
Indian methods of teaching the young a
respect for birds, arimals and plants,
amounting even to an affection for the

__

someone

Prayer By

Indian

PERUNA

000 Will Pay Our
\nrl Will Care For
■unded Men.

mi

,,

Relieved of Catarrh Due to La Grippe, Thanks to

Alliance Insurance

Company,

"WANTED

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Assets

December 31, 1918.

Stocks and Bonds.$3,434,988 59
Cash in office and banks.
248,368 66
Agents' balances. 294,615 59
All other assets.
44,026 14

Gross assets..
$4,021,998 98
Deduct items not admitted.
190,053 23
Admitted assets.$3,831,945
Liabilities December 31, 1918,
Net unpaid losses..$ 451,861
Unearned premiums. 1,216,702
96.437
All other liabilities.
Cash Capital..
760,000
all
liabilities.
over
1,316,943
Surplus

75

SECOND

...

s

years known as

Best, Safest, Aiwa vs

ke’.i.Vi

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
56
77
54
00
88

Total liabilities and surplus,.$3,831,945 75
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
'JON B. SANBORN, Agent, Stockton Springs
3wl0

HAND GOODS of every descrip
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
If yor,
etc. Antique furniture a specialty.
have anything to sell drop me a postcard anr
you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Washington and Bridge Streets,
Tel. 253 5
Belfast, Maine.

|

Dr.

Hester

Brown,
OSTEOPATH,

Odd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me.
Tel. 247-3.

es.

R5-1126

3wll

WANTED
DENTIST,
masonic Temple,

Belfast

Me

A MAN TO DO CHORES and to make
himself useful about the place.
A. B. STANTIAL,
Belfast, Maine.

SEARSPORT.

Annual town meeting on Monday was
especially quiet and lightly attended

Hour Chilli’s

James H. Duncan spent Friday in Bangor.

Mary Downs, a student of the
Frankfort High school, spent the weekOwing to the
here

was

no

severe

evening

storm of Sunday,
service in the

Cong’l church.
The Cong’l Guild met Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. William Parse

tine nature

Miss

Kathryn Dow left Saturday to
accept a position as Domestic Science
teacher in the Portland High school.
Deputy Collector of Internal Revenues
Paul F. Conner was in town Monday, assisting in the making of income tax re-

HEALTH!
Protect it through the services of a full
time trained Health Officer in every

Albert M

The probationers class of the M
E.
church met Tuesday evening with Mr.
Mrs

Shute

Shepherd

Water

on

street.
An enjoyable dancing party was given
last Tuesday evening m Union Hall under
the direction of the local basket ball team
with music by MoKeen’s ore! *stra.
Miss Lillian M

Smith returned Satur-

day from Camden, where she has assisted in the care of Fred Giikey of that
town, who is recovering from a short illness.

indei
W

Giikey,

will conduct

di-

e

sale of food

a

at

a

cost of 12 cents

kine, Miss Frances Ireland, Mr and Mrs.
.lames Duncan, Miss Martha Duncan.
William Rich and family, Roscoe Davis
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lindsey and daughter Mabel were among
those to go in private conveyances.
Twenty or more small boys from the
grammar grades made the twelve miles
pluckily in spite of three inches of mud.

STOCKTON
Stockton

I.odge,

son

F.,

is

On Saturday evening Miss Dorothy Bell
celebrated her thirteenth birthday by cn

and

Howard

Richard

on

since

The school has purchased a nice Victrola to be used in the several rooms,

|

Mrs.

Florence

|

At the regular meeting of Anchor Chapter O. E. S. on Monday evening, one candidate received the degrees of the order.
Refreshments were served a:'te.r the work

a

fall which

|

mem-

vacation.

Within

a

few hours John

had

been brought in from Fred Lane’s
taking his master over the familiar round.
was

Mrs

Emma A. Prescott, for some weeks
absent visiting around Boston and intent
upon securing her spring supply of mil-

Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward were guests
for several days during the past week of
Mrs. F. E. Harding in Brewer.

j

school.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark and Master Earl visited their daughter, Mrs. Jas.
22nd.

many out of town calls and is
both night and day.

C. E. CD b March 7th.

our

on

Cundy,

the go

ing will

he
March 14th.

Chapter O. E. S. was held last W ednesday evening. It was Men’s night and a
nice treat of peanuts arid candy was
served by the chairman,Mr. Geo. 13. Rob-

candies in the upper vestry of the CongT
church.
The doois will be opened at 3.15
little

play,

“Gustav’s

Cap” will be presented under the

of

is

now

in charge of the plant of the Brit-

ish American Metals Co. at

Plainfield,

N.

brass and copper
J.,
specialty
tube arid condenser tube.
whose

is

Rev. Frank Timperley attended his appointments Sunday, both at Jackson and

tirooks, in spite of the heavy snow storm
in the morning and hard rain in the afternoon, having a very good attendance in
both places.
moved to this village. At present they
are with Mrs. Stone’s sister, Mrs. Mary

Harry Bradford with a crew of
has been lumbering for E. A. Carpenter on what is known as the Manter
Mr.

Miss Isabel Frame and Miss Valma Web-

lot

tertainment lor the benefit of the U, L.

will

An admission of 15

for grown
people and 10 for children will be charged.
The playlet is adapted from a Swedish
ce::i:s

folk taie and wiili minor changes appeared in a number of the Normal Instructor.
Tne following cast is made up from the
Blue Birds and younger Camp Fire Girls:
Gustav. Ellen Frame; his mother, Blanche
his

A. S. in Denslow hall next Friday evening, March 11th. Mrs. Earle R. Richards
has charge of the entertainment program,
and Mr. John 11. Gerrish will arrange for
the music.
With good weather a large

Pearl

tha Duncan.

Immediately after the play
the sale wili open with the Misses Rogers,
Bell, Gray and Eames in charge of the
food and Frances Rogers and Morjorie
Towers at the candy table.
On Wednesday last W. R. Gilkey and
son ran an auto express to Be fast for the
benefit of those who

launching.

By

all the visitors

rare

wished to

see

the

good fortune nearly

were

on

hand when the

handsome schooner made her plunge into
the bay, just enough ahead of the time
advertised to disappoint many of the city
citizens.

Among those to take advantage
of the trip were Capt. and Mrs. W. R.
Gilkey, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Sawyer and
children, Mrs. Lavonia Williams, Miss

Strong Mon
The Nation needs strong
men and the right time tc
brgin to build up strong manhood is during the growing
period of childhood. Many
mothers remember, with keen
satisfaction, the days when

With the ".cavy pressure in the water
mains of the lower portions of the vil-

was one

of the

determining

(actors in building up the strength
of their children. Scott*8 is a
source o( nourishment and strength
that ought never be over-

looked by the mother of
today who is anxious about
her fast-growing boy or girl.
Scott & Bowse, Bloomfield, If. J.

a

distance.

Mr.

as

Resolved, that we extend our deepest
sympathy to the bereaved husband, parents, sisters and brothers, in their great

Word lias been received that Stanley
Healey passed his examination at Port-

ley’s Cove.

age.
John H. Uerrish arrived last week and
took charge of the local station of the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, greatly to
the satisfaciion of his many friends. At
present he is staying with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Emery, a convenient walk

along the track.

It is understood that
he will occupy the former residence on
Sylvan street when it is vacated by Mrs.
William J. Donoghue, who has been absent from town

since the untimely
death of her husband. Mrs. Gerrish and

mother,

Townsend,

Bangor until able to take

over

remain in
the house.

unexpected death of her brother, George
W.
had
was

Harriman,

at Milo.

Mr.

Harriman

almost reached the age of 63, and
son of Mrs. Annette and the late

NORTH ISI.ESBORO.

Dickey.

Mr. Alton Hatch arrived home recentan extended visit.

ly for

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Mahoney, who have
been living at Saturday Cove for the past

Schools in town re-opened March 10th
after a vacation of one week.

four years, have sold their home and
moved to the Garside house at Little

Mrs. F’red W. Coombs and daughter
Helen of Castine were in town last Saturday calling on friends.

River.

spend the

summer

with her parents, Mr.

and Mrs. Chas. Mahoney.
The Ladies’ Aid met at the pretty home
Matthew Leadbetter Feb. 27th.

of Mrs.
There
was

was

Mrs. E. L. Thompson visited in Brooks
Mrs. Ella Sylvester kept

j

tiie past. week.
house for her.

|

KNOX
Benj. Tyler is clipping horses for people
in this vicinity.
Miss Luena Pliair visited Miss Bertha
Harden over Sunday.

Several from Knox attended the dance
Ezekiel H. Harriman, a resident of this at Freedom Friday night.
town for many years prior to his removal
Clarence and Gladys Bryant visited
to Milo. Beside his sister and aged mother
their parents in Morrill over Sunday.
in this
he
leaves a wife and four

There will be

a

drama and dance at

Knox Station, March 14th, given by the
Brooks High school. Music by Tozier’s

Orchestra.

!

per

f Finest

pair.

}

After the influenza your hair should hav-' in;
attention. My scientific treatments give res;

l

are

satisfactory.

1

EVA L. HOLMES
Phone 14-4 for

;

appointments.

The

farmers have been

improving

the

fine sleding recently, hauling logs to mill
and box, pulp and ash wood.

The day

was

very pleasant and there

Wishes to

announce

to her customers that she is

displaying the following spring goods:

A

was

large attendance.

j

splendid line of Straw Hats, Rompers, Slipover
Also Gingham Dresses, ages 1 to 14 V
NEXT DOOR TO NATIONAL RANK, CHURCH STRE

Miss Gaylie L. Ryder, who has been
nursing at Hebron Sanatarium, is visit! ing her mother, Mrs. Helen R>der.

I

Mrs.

visiting relatives in

Clair Stevens visited

PRICE

STATEMEN I

CURRENT.
THE

PHOEMX

lPs>

OF HARTFOK!

her aunt,

Mrs. Walter Ilurd, Thursday.
Ernest Magee, who came home from
Pennsylvania, is spending a few days in

Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones of Thomaston have been spending the winter with
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hurd.

Hattie Dobson and children have returned from Bath and are spending a few
weeks with her grandmother, Mrs. ElFrederick Hall has returned home from
York, where he has been acting as

New'

railw'ay mail clerk, and is spending
days in Belfast.

PRODUCE

Apples,

a

few

William J. Magee, a lifelong resident,
passed peacefully away Feb. 27th. Mr.
Magee had been uuite poorly for some
months past, but his relatives considered
him somewhat improved in health.
At
about
five o’clock Thursday morning
Mrs. Magee heard a slight sound and on
arising found Mr. Magee had passed
peacefully away. He leaves to mourn
their loss his wife, Etta Condon Magee,
'

Mr. Dorrell Bates has received his disand three sons, Clem of New York, Earl,
from the service and arrived
March 8th for a visit with his mother, 1 who will live with his mol her, and Ernest
1 of Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Eliza Bates.

charge

IT’S NOT YOUR HEART
IT’S YOUR KIDNEYS
Kidney disease is no respecter of per- diately. The soothing, healing oil stimA majority of the ills afflicting ulates the kidneyss relieves inflammapeople today can be traced back to tions and destroys the germs which
have caused it.
Do not wait until tokidney trouble.
The kidneys are the most important morrow. Go to your druggist today and
They are the insist on GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
of the body.
organs
In twenty-four hours you
Capsules.
filterers, the purifiers, of your blood.
should feel health and vigor returning
Kidney disease is usually indicated by and will bless the day you first heard
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil.
despondency, backache, stomach trouAfter
feel that you have cured
ble, pain in loins and lower abdomen, yourself,you
continue to take one or two
gall stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica capsules each day, so as to keep in
and lumbago.
first-class condition and waTd off the
All these derangements are nature’s danger of other attacks.
Ask for the original imported GOLD
signals to warn you that the kidneys
use
should
GOLD MEDAL brand. Three sizes. Money reneed
You
help.
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules imme- funded if they do not help you.
sons.

BELFAST

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

23 present and the afternoon
aprons for the Belgium

afternoon and evening.

Hair, $2.00

L

<

Greger launched.

spent making

children. Refreshments were served both

Castle Clip Cm Is Made

;

Several from here went to Belfast last
Wednesday to see the sch. Jennie Flood

Coiffure'

“Latest

afternoon.

mira Small.

CoraL. Wilson,
i Committee
Orrie Wentworth,
on
Virgie Wentworth, I Resolutions

O.

the

daughters. His only son was drowned
two yearB ago. The funeral was at Milo
and the burial, so far as is known at this
writing, was presumably at Sebec.

lication.

Private George Ready, who has been
working for Herbert Black for the past

A large circle of old friends will learn
with regret that Mrs. Willard M. Berry
received word Monday morning of the

Resolved, that as a token of sorrow and
esteem for our departed sister, our charter
be draped for 30 days, our badges be reversed for the same length of time, that
these resolutions be spread upon our recoids, a copy sent to the sorrowing husband, and also to the local paper for pub-

Mrs. Henry G. Hills left Monday morning for Boston to visit her daughter, Mrs.
George Jennings.

ever

Mrs.

!

Oscar Ifodgdon and family has moved
house, Kel-

Miss Esther Mahoney, who has been
working in Belfast fur the past few
months, has returned to her home to

grange

Frank Clement, attended the Waldo Countv Pomona Grange at Center Montville.

Resolved, that in her deatti Riverside
Grange has lost a faithful member, whoie
bright, youthful presence will be sadly
missed.

from Belmont to the Marshall

C.

High St Bellas!

j

Private Chas. E. Mahoney is visiting
friends in Rockland.

has hired out with

172

L

J. H. Vose attended the
meeting at Freedom Saturday

Heavenly Father in his I
Whereas,
infinite wisdom, has again entered our
grange and removed to a higher life anMrs. Duncan is
other young sister, Emma Flood Brown,
Bangor.
therefore be it

NORTHPORT.

months,

Phone 126-4

our

the George Sargent lot in Monroe.

few

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

and Mrs.

Hon. F. F. Phillips, after spending the
winter at his home in Watertown, Mass.,
returned last week and occupied the pul-

Mendall.

I., not Newport News, as was stated last
week by error—to enter the school for
A popular member of the
yeomen.
younger set he will be greatly missed in
town, and is to be congratulated on his
ability to get by while not yet 18 years of

Mr.

Miss May Hall, Mrs. Annabell Thurston, Mrs. Susie Ingraham, Mr. and Mrs.

confined to the bath room,
where the boiler was located, and the
kitchen beneath, both being deluged.

land with higli rank and left at once for
the naval training station at Newport, R.

i

in town

the surbordinate granges in Lewiston last I
week.

damage

was

was

Mr. a id Mrs. C. B. Ingraham attended
the meeting in Thorndike Friday evening.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Bradford

Harry Emmons of Belmont spent Sunday with his father and sisters.

Mr. Brawn of Lewiston
recently looking for cows.

Miss Hattie Gilman went to Lebanon
N. IL, this week to visit a cousin.

Mr. Emery Mendall of Augusta spent a
: affliction.
few days recently with his father, Mark

village,

18-5

from

j

j

a

has also drawn into tnis village for Mr.
Carpenter the lumber from the lot known

T Akl PREPARED to do ar.y kind of lctt< i
Leaf, repaint.ng old signs, cloth and an
signs, show cards, letterhead designs, etc.
dors promptly attended to. Phone or write

Wednesday.

Mrs. Susie Ingraham was the guest of
Mrs. May Hall Friday afternoon.

boiler in '.lie residence of William
Avery was burst in this manner, according to the opinion of the plumber. The

copper

her

5C0TTS
EMULSION

drawr.

SIGN PAINTING
LETTERING and DESK

Mr. and Mrs. E. G. vose were inThorniike Thursday on business.

pit Sunday.

attendance is assured.

sisters,
Closson; Olaf,
lage, the danger from the quick closing
waiting, Pauline Towers; Princess, Valerie of a hydrant was
unpleasantly illustrated
Croce; King, Gladys Rose; Queen, Mar- one day last week when a
pressure-tested
Morse;

Mary Havener and
a small boy; lady in

'the going of the snow
necessarily pul a stop to nearly all
lumbering operations when it has to be
in Jackson,

|i

it dialldale Sunday.

Mrs. Edwin Martin attended the Grange
meeting for the benelit of the lecturers of

men

i

Mr. and Mrs. E. b. Vose attended church

A number from this place attended
Pomona Grange at Center Montville last
week and report a good time.

ment.

the lodge will
of 'heir famous dinners town

SOUTH MONTMLLE.

There were two men in this place last
week from Massachusetts buying up live
stock.
They purchased quite a number
here.

Houdini in “Master (V

Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Bryant were in Belfast last

Brown

Hon. F. F. Phillips and C. S. Adams
took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. C. 13.
Dickey one day this week.

to Fairlield,where Mr. Webb has employ-

ber.

Walter

Eugene O’Brit

“Little Miss Hoov

19th

several

KNOX K1DGH.

The sledding has broken up and J. Q.
Adams has his millyard well filled with
lumber.

Mr. and Mrs. Stone of Ilixmont have

A committee has been appointed which
will give a public dancing party and en-

care

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hall and son
Ernest lately visited their daughter, Mrs.
Paul L. (Amy Hall) Blair in Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Blair are receiving congratulations over the arrival of a son,
Linwood Hall Blair.

erts.
,

with

on

With

cl

The sisters of

one

in Brewer for the week-end, Feb.

Mrs. Jennie Clark entertained the W.
The next meet-

meeting of Happy Valley

A regular

conferred

“marguerite

March

meetiig day, March 17th.
After the
meeting closed an appetizing clam chowder, with its usual accessories, was prepared and served by Capt. Benjamin Eaton,
assisted by Capt. E. M. Arey, Leslie
Mayo and F. E. Dunton, who were highly
congratulated by all for their culinary
skill.

were

local doctor, is a
Kilgore,
very busy man these days, being the only
physician in this vicinity. He also make
A. E.

WEDNESDAY

PATH

A few visitors from other lodges were

serve

Luther F. Ames lately spent the weekMr. Ames is
end with his family here.
employed in the shipyard at Machias.

sale,

on

ed.

present.

A. E. Cunningham of
guests of Mrs. C’s sister,
Miss II. K. Marden, March 2nd.

the proceeds from
which will go towards a library for the

candy will be

MUTT AND JEFF

candidates and the degree stall received
much applause and many compliments for
the excellence of their work. Several
applications for membership were receiv-

Mrs.

and

Mr.

’Twill Please Bill’s Adi..

18th

Caffrey Everett Arey, Claude Ryder, Earl

impressively

Talm

“Truthful Toilive

March

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge held a fine and
largely attended meeting Wednesday
evening, March 5th, the Noble Grand,
Mrs. Stelia Foley, presiding. The degree

—

WILLIAM S. HAR

TUESDAY

Bowden and Ellery Dow.

Earl C. Dow returned Wednesday from
visit with relatives and friends in

Swanville

who were the

was

Payson has been in very
It is sincerely
poor health all winter.
fioped that as warm weather comes on
she will gain in strength.
The school children are to present a
at Union
: cantata next Friday evening
Hall. Ice cream, cake and home made

Catherine Hill. Doris

Misses Winnie Merrill and Kathleen Mc-

Clark at the home of his father, Leonard
Clark, where they will reside, taking
charge of the farm, thus relieving his

recover.

Mrs. Hattie

Carleton,

Art y and Kenneth

PAIL

——

This Dainty Comedienne in
Part Play Replete With Hum.

17th

Lufkin,

Nealley,
players; Miss Laura Pratt, and Louise A.
Smith, the High School teachers; also the

Mis. G. L. Clark has returned from her
visit in Lynn, Mass., and joined Mr.

a

soon

eye-sight

sale of cakes and

Travers

Qj

“Up The Foad With

in

March

comedy-drama, “Excuse
Me,” in the town hall with good success.
their

■■■■■

Constance

MONDAY

The senior class of the High School
were in Hampden Friday night and pre-

a

i

Mystery

ir

Barr McCutcheon’s “(;

PATHE COMEDY

Gladys Shields, MargueritaCookson,Lewis I i I tie f ield, Pearl Bean, Marion Clark,

PROSPECT.

of the evening, Mrs. N. F, Gilkey and linery, was the recipient of a postcard
shower on the occasion of a recent birthM Parse acting as committee.
Later they are to occupy the
She wishes to avail herself of the ! A. Staples.
day.
The third card party of the series is'
tenement owned by Mrs. Hattie Merrito
express
planned for St. Patrick's Day under the correspondent’s opportunity
thew near the depot.
direction of Mrs. E. W. Gilkey and Mrs. her appreciation to all friends.
I
Mrs. Milicent Jenkins is spending a few
S. ]
Fairchild.
The proceeds of the
liorace A. staples recently delivered
wish her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wfill
evening will be added to the fund for an address before the M. E. Society of ihe days
Their soil Harold and
Webb in Monroe.
dishes.
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute on “The wife who have been with them since Mrs.
On Wednesday afternoon, the Kane- Engineer in the Brass Mill.’’ Mr. Staples Webb’s loss of her
have moved
a

frequent visitor, hope for

From Geo

—

vance.

sented

“The

Maich
15t

CLAYfb.N

ETHEL

SATURDAY

concert

The program will consist of 16
embers and tickets are being sold in ad-

Those who went were: Samuel

speedy recovery.

which will be much enjoyed by all.

her many friends hope that she will

neces-

Mrs. W

tota Girls will hold

a

Patrick’s

tab nt.
n

FROM THE NOVEL OF THE SAW

anticipating

Monday evening at 8 o’clock. The orchestra will t.e composed of local and Bangor

!

j last week, returning to Waterville Thurs-

silates quiet and has accordingly returned from Belfast and is at the home of her

and

Towle.

3iid at 3.30 the

has been

are

BAGGOTT

“Kildare of Storm”

14th

which will be given under the auspices of
SL Gabriel’s choral Union, at Union hall

Shaw’s business

Mrs. A. p. Wellman visited her sister,
Mrs. B. C. Ames, in Orono last Friday.
Mrs. Ames is very ill at this writing and
her relatives and friends here, where she

millinery business.

a

at

college Monday.

Mrs. Frances A. Merritt expects to go
to Boston this week in the interest of her

the Eastern Star of which she is

her studies

resume

December, using

electrical power.

Church street.

An event that many
with pleasure is the St.

WITH KING

March

Lougee

STEVEN^

EMILY

FRIDAY

the annual reports are
being printed by the local printer, C. R.

Miss Beatrice White of W’est Winterport was the guest of her cousin, Miss
Erma White, for the w'eek-end, and will

Mr. Ned Ellis has been busy in his mill

“Quicksands55
MACK SENNETT TWO REEL COMFnv

their books and

The school at White’s Corner closed
Friday for a five weeks’ vacation. The
school is under the instruction of Miss
Elmira Porter, who is doing commend-

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lane of Waterville : parents of duties that were too arduous
spent several days with their son Adrian I for their advanced years.

ed

and

course

.

An Absorbing Human Drama in

13th

The annual town meeting will be held
The selectmen have closed
March 171h.

fortable.

with

DOROTHY DALTON

March

Mrs. Richard Ryder.

the

Mrs. C. W. Ncaley went to Stockton

com-

relatives in Brooks recently and attended

1

Williams,

of

her.

tertaining a few of her friends. After (
son, Freeman Harriman, for an indelinite
games and music Mrs. Bell and her daughstay.
ter Elsie served delicious ice cream, cake,
Dr. and Mrs. George A. Stevens arThe guests were j
cookies and candy.
Mrs. John Frame, daughters Isabel and rived from Florida the morning of the
Miss Frances Rogers, Elizabeth 5th, brown and hearty after a much needEllen,

Clements and

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames opened
their home on Friday and are again domi-

enced the mischance of
:

P.

Springs Thursday to see her son, R C.
Nealey, who is ill with influenza. She returned Friday, leaving him more com-

Miss Ruth Small of Thorndike visited

Thursday evening, the Steamer Gola trip from Searsporl. to
Castine under the management of the EpMrs. Rose Sanborn has returned to he r
worth League of the M. E. Church. This home on Church street after passing some
will give tile League members the oppor- months with Mrs. Elzina Treat.
tunity of attending the evening service
Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher and son
conducted by Rev. Felix Powell in that Elden arrived
Monday morning from Bostown.
ton after an absence of several weeks.
The olfering next Sunday morning at
Antonio Rizzoagli arrived in town Satthe First Cong’l church will be for the urday night,
having recently returned
Three of from overseas and
benefit of the Sunday school.
received his discharge,
the junior classes are purchasing supplies
Everett Barton has arrived at Camp
for one year at a cost of ten dollars and
Devens and immediately upon his dis—
this sum is desired in support of the
will return to this village with
charge
church Bible school. The school is now
Mrs. Barton and her mother, Mrs. S. E.
carefully graded and doing efficient work.
within a few days.
The support of the parish will be appre- Bills, probably
Mrs. Mary Ilarriman recently expericiated.
On

den-rod will make

F.

last week.

The Ladies’ Aid meeting last week at i day.
Mrs. Hattie Robinson is quite ill with
Mrs. F. A. Patterson’s was marked by an
!
She is well along in years, yet
measles.
unusually large attendance.

few days.

Clements,

lectures at the U. cf M. farmers’

very

are

sawing lumber

Frederick left Monday morning

J. W. Jewett.

Bertrand Jewett attended part

prevalent in town
at the present time, nearly every one being afflicted.

now oc-

C.

THURSDAY

sorry

Cecil Holmes has received his honorable discharge from Camp Devens and
has returned to the home of his sister,

account of the serious illness

brother,

THEATRE

of Mrs. Herbert Ellingwood.

to Jackson

for Philadelphia.

guests of Rev. and Mrs. Charles H. McElhiney at the Cong’l parsonage for a I ciled

Florence

C.

called

was

able work.

Bad colds

William H. Morrison accompanied by
his

Saturday accompanied by Miss
Whitcomb. They will he the

Edith

Monday on
of his

plications.

SPRINGS.

I. O. O.

Elliott lias been very ill
catarrh of the bowels, also other
F. A.

B. Jewett

are

to learn of her serious illness at the home

Bangor recently.
C.

Mrs. Bina Dodge of Jackson is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Meda Chase.

quarters.

Mrs. Albert T. Whittier left for Skow-

Sawyer,

in

A. C.

BROOKS.

Edith Williams, Mrs. E W. Gil key, Mrs.
B.
Colcord, Miss Florence Colcord,
Miss Mabel Griffin, Miss Harriette Ers-

street.

Ori! la

moderator;

Friends of Mrs. Emma Curtis

COLON iaik

at 2.30
Prices
11c. and 6c.

a

Mrs. Urania Collins returned Thursday
from a visit in Cornville.

j

Mrs. A. G. Larby and Mildred Larby
visited Mrs. I.arby's son, Edward Linnell,

;

MAINT ANFI-TUBERLULOMS
ASSOCIATION.

cupying Hichborn hall for its temporary

and candy on Saturday afternoon in the
Giikey Automobile Supply rooms on Main

hegan

was

Daily Matinee
Mrs. Ruth Bessey has returned from
visit in Unity.

Monday.

Treat, 1. P. Harris and L. A. Barrett were
elected selectmen; W. F. Trundy, town
a year per person, provided for in House
i clerk; S. B. Merrithew, treasurer and coldocument No. 192 about to be acted on by
lector; J. H. Gerrish on the school board.
the State Legislature.
Mrs. Lucy P. Leach, principal, and Miss
Send a message to your representative Maude Herron, assistant, brought the
at Augusta, telling him you believe in High school students for a fundamental
lwll
health for children.
lesson in civil government.
County of the State

Mrs. Edward

Guardian,

rection of their

Ames

Y\ INTERPORT

j

Mrs. Luella Nickerson of Swanville
visited her sister, Mrs. C. H. Libby last

cept the sale of the so-called Heath place,
which by vote of the town will be offered
at $600. Appropriations totalling around
$10,000 was voted, including $2,300 for
common
schools and $2,500 for roads.

turns.

and

rout

for consideration ex-

up

was

a

|

Steamboat avenue.

on

No business other than of

affair.

Miss

end in town.

WHITE’S CORNER, W'interport,

an

pel

MARKET

bbl.,

$3 00a4 00
9
Beans, pea,
9
Beans, y. e.,
50a55
Butter,
14a 10
Beef, sides,
13all
Beef, f. q.,
30
Cheese,
3f>
Chicken,
37
Calf Skins,
35
Duck,
42
Eggs,
33
Fowl,
321
Geese,

retail£price

PAID

PRODUCER

Hay,

$18 00

Hides,
Lamb,
Lambskins, 1

Assets Dec.

I

Real estate,

14
28 Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
OOal 50 ;!
Stocks and bonds,
10
Mutton,
Cash in office and ban!
1 00 [
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
20 Agents7 balances,
Bills receiv able,
10 00
Straw,
Interest and rents,
26a32
Turkey,
All other assets,
2
Tallow,
20a22
Veal,
Gross assets,
Wool, unwashed, 50 Deduct items not adn,
9 50
Wood, hard,
6 50
Wood, soft,
Admitted assets,
RETAIL MARKET
Liabilities 1 ><•.
90

I

1
Beef, corned, $>a3» | Lime,
83 Net unpaid losses,
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
8
Unearned premiums,
1 69 Oat Meal,
Corn,
7 All other liabilities,
Cracked corn, 1 54 Onions,
17 Cash capital,
1 54 Oil, kerosene,
Corn meal,
15 Surplus over all liabiii<
42 Pollock,
Cheese,
30
3 50 Pork,
Cotton seed,
8 Total liabilities and sui,
00 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
2 80
Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts,
Albert m. amps, a
10 1-2
12 50a 14 00 Sugar,
3wll
Stock I»
Flour,
1 35
0 00 Salt, T. 1
H. G. seed,
00
32 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
__

The Mercantile Insurer

BORN

76 V\ illiam Street, iNc
Assets, 1

In Belfast, March 1, to Mr.
Charles.
and Mrs. Drew H. L Cliaples, a son, F’red
McKeen Cliaples.
In Belfast, Feb. 27, to Mr.
Holmes.
and Mrs. H. Fair Holmes, a daughter.
OVERLOOK. Ill Montville, March 4, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Overlook, a son.
Ill Montville, March 7, to
TURNER.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Turner, a daughter.

DIED.
In Palermo, Feb. 27, George
BEI.DEN.
Belden, aged 68 years.
COOMBS. In Chepachet, R. I., Feb. 27,
Hollis M. Coombs, formerly of Belfast,
aged 82 years.
Miss
In Belfast March 8,
HOOK.
Harriet Hook, aged 88 years.
In North Searsmont, Feb.
HOWARD.
27, Mrs. Abbie Howard, formerly of Belfast, aged 77 years, 10 months and 5 days.
PATTERSON. In Belfast, March 10,
Norman Allen Patterson, aged 6 years
and 2 days.
In Belfast, March 12, Mrs.
WEST.
Emma W. West, aged 72 years.

>ectii

1

«

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents..
All other assets.
dross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets
Liabilities DecembNet unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.
t'a h capital..
Surplus over all liabilities

liabilities and surplwFRANK 1. W ILSON. Ay

Total

ONE I’AIR OK DARK BA
10 years old, sound ami S'"
>
weight 2800. Reasons for
is a cripple and has no fui"'
J W
them.
Waldo SO
Utf

